NAPA
1831168   19/06/2009
KARTIKEYA JHALANI
JYOTIKA JHALANI
KRISHMA JHALANI
trading as ;JHALANI IMPEX
GEDORE HOUSE 51-52 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURERS &- MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICE,
A-7, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI- 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
THE GILLETTE COMPANY LLC
ONE GILLETTE PARK BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02127, USA

A Limited Liability Company organized and existing under the laws of the States of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Razors and razor blades, shaving instruments; dispensers, cassettes and cartridges all containing blades; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SURAKSHA.
2226072    28/10/2011
RAKESH SAXENA
trading as ; KOHARWAL ENGINEERING WORKS
MADHAV GANJ, LAKKAR KHANA ROAD, GWALIR (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since : 01/01/1991
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS INCLUDING CARPENTRY TOOLS
2231733  10/11/2011
BHARAT JAIN S/O.LATE.SH.I.S.JAIN
trading as :M/S.INDRA JAIN INDUSTRIES
F-50-A, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MALVIYA NAGAR JAIPUR (RAJ).
manufacturer and merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/1990
AHMEDABAD
KARNI, GARDEN TOOLS, MASONRY TOOLS, KHURPI, HAND SAW, PURNINS SAW, GURMALA, HAND TOOLS AND IMPLMENTS (HAND OPERATED) CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
subject to association with 1065859.
NATVARLAL V. THAKKAR
trading as: PRAMUKH TOOLS TRADERS
A - 39, Ashtvinayak Complex, Dariyapur Gate, Dariyapur, Ahmedabad 380 004. (Gujarat)

Manufacture and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HAND TOOLS, HAND INSTRUMENT, HAND IMPLEMENTS, POWER TOOLS, DRILL BITS MILL FACE CUTTER, COUNTERSINKS, SCREWDRIVER BITS, SCREWDRIVERS, PILLARS, SOCKETS, DRIVERS, HAMMERSW, MAILERS, AXES, SAWS, HAND SAWS & BLADES, GRINDING WHEELS, CUTTING TOOLS, THREADING TOOLS, JIGWAWS BAND, SAWS CIRCULAR SAWS, HACKSAW BLADES AND DRILL,S, WIRE-MASS & WIRE-NET, LOOK, GLASS AND TILE CUTTER COUNTERSINKS TAPS REAMERS, TAP WARMCHES, DRILL TOOLS ACCESSORIES & SPEAR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 8

2329105 09/05/2012
MONTECARLO LIMITED
706, 7TH FLOOR, SHILP BUILDING, NEAR MUNICIPAL MARKET, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009,
GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZORS
2587916    29/08/2013
GROZ ENGINEERING TOOLS PVT.LTD
C-717 NEW FRIENDS COLOY NEW DELHI 110049
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GULATI ADV.,
A-183 SOUTH CITY-1 GURGAON HARYANA 122002
Used Since :01/04/1976
DELHI
HAND TOOLS & IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZOR AND RELATED GOODS
2645750    19/12/2013
B4U TELEVISION NETWORK INDIA LIMITED
45, MAROL CO-OP. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE LTD., ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400059
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/12/2013
To be associated with:
2002187, 2645749
MUMBAI
CUTLERY, SPOONS, FORKS, KNIVES, CHOPPERS, HAND TOOLS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 8
2666770  27/01/2014
JAYESH MANSUKHLAL DOSHI
trading as ;M/s. K. C. METAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 13/14, DEWAN & SONS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ALLAYALI VILLAGE, PALGHAR (W), DIST. THANE - 401 407
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cutlery, Forks and spoons
JAGRATI
2669966  30/01/2014
AVDHESH ARYA
LAXMI DEVI ARYA
trading as ;M/S. PATIDAR ENTERPRISES
INDUSTRIAL AREA, PITHAMPUR ROAD, RAU, INDORE (M.P.)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS AND RAZORS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 8

2673409  06/02/2014
RAKESH KUMAR
trading as : PRACHI HOUSE
UG-9, SHREERAM PLAZA, STATION ROAD, PATNA 800001011
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 18/11/2013

KOLKATA
Hand Operated Agriculture Implements like SPRAYER’S as included in class 8
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 8

**MAXTOP**

3339702 17/08/2016
HE JUNHUI
No. 13 Chezhan Rd., Choucheng St., Yiwu, Zhejiang, China
Manufacturers and Merchants
an individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Beard clippers; razor blades; razors, electric or non-electric; shaving cases; nail files; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; eyelash curlers; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; hand implements for hair curling; manicure sets, electric
3439574  23/12/2016
VD. SIDDHARTH PURSOTTAM OZA
trading as ;SADHYA AGRICULTURE TECHNOLOGY
140 NEW RAJHANS SOCIETY, OPP. BALOL NAGAR WATER STATION, RANIP OVER BRIDGE, RANIP, AHMEDABAD - 382480

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS IN AGRICULTURE.
3464497  24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR.NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN-673 004, STATE OF KERALA,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014
CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZORS, CUTTERS DRILLS HAMMERS, GARDEN TOOLS, CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, FORKS, SPOONS, KITCHEN KNIFE AND SCISSORS, KNIVES AND NON-ELECTRIC CUTLERY FOR CUTTING, CHOPPING, PEELING, PURPOSES, INCLUDING THESE OF PRECIOUS METALS; CUTTING AND JABBING/STABBING ARMS; TOOLS AND APPLIANCES HAND-OPERATED TOOLS FOR REPAIR OF MACHINES, APPLIANCES AND VEHICLES FOR BUILDING, AGRICULTURE, GARDENING AND FORESTRY.
3466650    25/01/2017
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014

MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS
3468531  30/01/2017
MAHASHIAN DI HATTI PVT. LTD.
MDH HOUSE, 9/44, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
HAND TOOLS, CUTLERY & RAZORS.
3469242  30/01/2017
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as; JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD'S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since : 18/03/2016
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS DISKONTS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3470870   01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
trading as ;DARZI (INDIA) LLP
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
TRADER & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS, CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS SIDE ARMS, ELECTRIC IRON, FLAT IRON, MOULDING IRON, ELECTRIC STEAM IRON, ELECTRIC HAIR STRAIGHTENING IRONS.
FOGLA

3471149  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since: 17/02/1994

KOLKATA

Hand Tools and Implements (Hand-Operated), Hand Operated Equipment used in Agriculture, Horticulture and forestry for the Construction of Machines, Apparatus and Vehicles, and for Structural Engineering, Cutlery, Side Arms, Electric and Non-Electric Razors, Electric and Non-Electric Hair Cutters and Clippers (Hand Tools), Tool Belts ( Holders).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017          Class 8

3473013    03/02/2017
MRS. RASHMI GUPTA
trading as :AMKING TOOLS (INDIA)
254, IST FLOOR, PHATAK KAROR, CHAWRI BAZAR, NEW DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :29/12/2016
DELHI
HAND TOOLS, HAND INSTRUMENTS, HAND IMPLEMENTS, DRILL BITS, MILL FACE CUTTER, COUNTERSINKS, SCREWDRIVER BITS, SCREWDRIVERS, FILLERS, WENCHES, SPANNER, SOCKETS, DRIVERS, TORQUE WRENCHES GRIPS, HAMMERS, MALLET, AXES, HAND SAW, HACK SAW BLADES, GRINDING WHEELS, POWER TOOLS, CUTTING TOOLS, THREADING TOOLS, AS PER CLASS-08.
3473014 03/02/2017
MRS. RASHMI GUPTA
trading as: AMKING TOOLS (INDIA)
254, IST FLOOR, PHATAK KAROR, CHAWRI BAZAR, NEW DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :29/12/2016
DELHI
HAND TOOLS, HAND INSTRUMENTS, HAND IMPLEMENTS, DRILL BITS, MILL FACE CUTTER, COUNTERSINKS,
SCREWDRIVER BITS, SCREWDRIVERS, FILLERS, WENCHES, SPANNER, SOCKETS, DRIVERS, TORQUE WRENCHES
GRIPS, HAMMERS, MALLETS, AXES, HAND SAWS, HACK SAW BLADES, GRINDING WHEELS, POWER TOOLS. CUTTING
TOOLS, THREADING TOOLS, AS PER CLASS-08.
3473650  03/02/2017  
LASER SHAVING (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as : Laser Shaving (India) Private Limited  
MALHOTRA HOUSE, 6-3-1186 Begumpet, Hyderabad -500 016, Telangana, India.  
Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters.  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
DASWANI & DASWANI.  
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.  
Used Since :16/01/2017  
CHENNAI  
Safety razors, safety razor blades & shaving systems.
3477580  09/02/2017
SHIBALLOY MULTIFLEX PVT LTD
PLOT NO-141, SECTOR A, ZONE-B, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BHUBANESWAR - 751010
MANUFACTURER / TRADER
INDIAN
Used Since :01/04/1984
KOLKATA
HAND TOOLS INCLUDING TUNGSTEN CARBIDE ROTARY BURRS AS PER CLASS EIGHT.
RENISHBHAI DHIRUBHAI RAMOLIYA
trading as ;SHIVAM INDUSTRIES
SHIVAM,GOVIND RATNA, STREET-4, GREEN CITY, B/H. PUNIT NAGAR, RAJKOT-360 004,(GUJARAT)INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since :15/12/2015

AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED),ALL FOR KITCHEN,DINING,CULINARY,COOKING AND FOOD PREPARATION,NUTCRACKERS;CUTTERS,CHIPPERS,SlicERS;PEELERS,CORERS,TONGS FOR FOOD,SKEWERS,COOKWARE,BAKEWARE,KNIFE,VAGITABLE CUTTING TOOLS,JUCER (HAND OPRATED) INCLUDED IN CLASS-08
3479426  09/02/2017
MRS. BHAGWATI
A-59, SUNDAY MARKET ROAD, CHANDER VIHAR, NILOTHI EXTN. NEW DELHI- 110041
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since : 01/01/2017
DELHI
HAND OPERATED HAND TOOLS
THE HOME STORY

3480582   10/02/2017
LAXMICHAND RATANSHI GANGJI GADA
trading as ;Society Stores
97/B, JUHU GARDEN CHS SOCIETY, JUHU ROAD, OPP. SBI, SANTACRUZ (W), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

A Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :08/02/2017

MUMBAI

HAND TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8; ACCESSORIES, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR HAND TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8; CUTTING TOOLS, ENGINEERING HAND TOOLS AND AUTOMOBILE GARAGE HAND TOOLS; OPENERS FOR TINS, CANS OR OTHER CONTAINERS, CUTLERY FORKS AND SPOONS, ICE PICKS, TONGS, TWEETERS.
1934290   11/03/2010
MANISH JUNEJA
DES RAJ JUNEJA
trading as :ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES
B-121 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-1 NEW DELHI-110020 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/1973

DELHI
POWER SUPPLY EQUIPMENTS, BATTERY, CHARGER, SMPS POWER PLANTS, FCBC, INVERTER, IPS, TRANSFORMERS, INF DISPLAY BOARDS, INCLUDED IN CLASS-9
1987862  01/07/2010
SEACON ENERGY & BIOTECH LTD.
trading as ;SEACON ENERGY & BIOTECH LTD.
PLOT.NO.54&55, A.G ARCADE, BALAJI COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, TRANSPORT ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500003, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING
DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTRES,
CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT APPARATUS,
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, POWER SAVERS, STABILIZERS, UPS INVERTERES, TIMERS
Subject to restricting the area to Andhra Pradesh and Telengana.
MR. VINOD KUMAR GARG

trading as; SHUBHAM TRADERS

PLATE NO 104 POCKET-4 SEC-2 ROHINI DELHI 85

Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUN SHINE TRADE MARK CO.
491 GAUTAM NAGAR SHIBBANPUR A OPP PATEL NAGAR-II C-BLOCK GHAZIABAD 201001

Used Since: 21/09/2005

DELHI

EYEGLASS CHAINS AND CORDS, EYEGLASS AND FRAMES, SUN GLASSES, GOGGLES, PROTECTIVE MASKS FOR SPORT, PERSONAL SETEREOS, JUKE BOXES, CAMERAS AND VIDEO CAMERAS, DIVERS, APPARATUS, MASKS, MAGNETIC CARDS, JACKETS, CHOKES ARC WELDING ELECTRODES, SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS FOR CONTAINING AND DELIVERING COMPRESSED GASES. SAFETY GUM BOOTS AND SAFETY EQUIPMENTS AND ROAD SAFETY PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 9
VUE

2030099  29/09/2010

NCS PEARSON INC
5601 GREEN VALLEY DRIVE BLOOMINGTON, MN 55437 US
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF MINNESOTA,

Address for service in India/Airents address:

ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES, 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Used Since : 28/07/2000

DELHI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE CREATION AND DELIVERY OF COMPUTER-BASED CONTENT THROUGH A GLOBAL NETWORK OF TESTING AND TRAINING CENTERS
2030323   29/09/2010
SUNRISE INTERTRADE CO. LTD
75/120-121, 42ND FLOOR OCEAN TOWER-II SUKHUMVIT SOI 19 (ASOKE) NORTH KLONGTOEY CHENG WATTANA
BANGKOK 10110

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF THAILAND

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL SOLUTIONS
F-8 & 9,1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, OPP. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063.
Used Since :29/10/2009

DELHI
MOBILE HANDSETS, MOBILE PHONES & ACCESSORIES THEREOF IN CLASS 9
BONTEX
2038300  15/10/2010
MUKESH KUMAR
trading as ; J. P. CABLE
618 F/3C, RAVI DAS GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDRA, NEW DELHI - 110032
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA ADVOCATES
E-13, UPSIDC, SITE IV, BEHIND - GRAND VENICE, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA -201301, UP
Used Since : 16/09/2010
DELHI
WIRE AND CABLES INCLUDING IN CLASS 9
2118435  21/03/2011
K. ALLAH BAKASH
trading as ;SAHARA UPS AND BATTERY INDUSTRIES
DHARMARAJA STREET, JAHANGIR MOHALLA, MULBAGAL(KOLAR DIST),KOLAR, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :16/06/2002
CHENNAI
BATTERIES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
PREMSET

Priority claimed from 21/02/2011; Application No.: 11 3 807 963 ;France
2168635  30/06/2011
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES SAS
trading as ;SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES SAS
35, rue Joseph Monier, F-92500 RUEIL-MALMAISON, France
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the laws of France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Electric apparatus and instruments, namely: switches, circuit breakers, disconnectors and other electrical power
switching or cutting apparatus, transformers, control and distribution panels, transformer stations and other sheathed or
unsheathed electrical installations, enclosures, cabinets and cells containing electrical equipment, electricity ducts,
rectifiers, semiconductors, electric relays, capacitors, resistors, inductors, printed circuits, miniaturized circuits, static
converters; computers; software.
2170597  05/07/2011
B.VINAYKUMAR

trading as : ESS EMM ENTERPRISES

ESS EMM HOUSE, NO.61, LAXMAN RAO ROAD, HURIOPET, BVK IYENGAR ROAD, BANGALORE-560053, KARNATAKA. DEALERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :04/06/1999

CHENNAI

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SAKET

2202993  09/09/2011
SUNITA AGARWAL,
trading as ;SRI LAKSHMI ELECTRODES COMPANY
2-2-105 TO 108/7, GANESH CHAMBERS, RANIGUNJ X ROADS, SECUNDARABAD - 500 003 A.P.
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :02/09/2011
CHENNAI
WELDING ELECTRODES
Subject to restricting the area to Andhra Pradesh and Telengana.
MMEE

2239768   25/11/2011

CHANCHAL

# 7/3/1 D.K.LANE, BEHIND RAM MANDIR, B.V.K. LYENGAR ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE - 560 053

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL

C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :03/11/2011

CHENNAI

CABLE END TERMINAL AND CABLES BRASS GLAND

Subject to restrict the area to Karnataka only.
2241585  12/09/2011
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTIONS OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED
APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE
EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 9

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.600128.
2251775  19/12/2011

MURALI G

trading as ; MAGNITUDE

NO.1, NADAKERAPPA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDRAHALLI MAIN ROAD, VISHWANEEDAM POST, PEENYA 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560091, KARNATAKA.

MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016

Used Since : 01/01/2007

CHENNAI

TRANSFORMERS.

*The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.*
2273734  30/01/2012
MTS ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MTS Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :07/03/2007
AHMEDABAD
FLOW,LEVEL,PRESSURE,TEMPERATURE,HUMIDITY,MOISTURE,ANALYZER METER AND INSTRUMENTS
2316014  16/04/2012
PARMANAND GHANSHYAMDAS TEKWANI
trading as ;BHAVESH ELECTRONICS
NEAR KALUPUR POLICE STATION, RADIAO MARKET, RELIEF ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380001, GUJARAT, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :10/04/2010

AHMEDABAD
FLASH MEMORY STICK AND CARD;DIGITAL MULTIMEDIA PLAYER; COMPUTERS;DISK DRIVES;MEMORY CARD READER;COMPUTER HARDWARE,FIRMWARE,SOFTWARE,PERIPHERALS;REMOVABLE DISC DRIVES,PORTABLE INFORMATION STORAGE APPARATUS;CELLULAR TELEPHONES AND APPARATUS; BATTERY AND CHARGER THEREOF;LCD,LED; SPEAKERS;EARPHONES
INAND ULTRA

Priority claimed from 06/01/2012; Application No. : 85/510,832 ;United States of America

SANDISK LLC
951 SanDisk Drive, Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EMBEDDED MEMORY STORAGE DRIVES.
INAND

Priority claimed from 06/01/2012; Application No. : 85/510,834 ;United States of America

2357878   03/07/2012

SANDISK LLC
951 SanDisk Drive, Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EMBEDDED MEMORY STORAGE DRIVES.
2363129  13/07/2012
HANSRAJ H. PATEL DHADHI
trading as :RYON
GOVARDHAN COMPLEX,B-WING,302,PRATAP NAGAR,LINK ROAD,JOGESTHWARI (EAST),MUMBAI-40006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/12/2010
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES LIKE (SWITCH, SOCKET, PLUG, DOORBELL, REGULATOR, PLATE)
2393633  11/09/2012
ABDULSAMAD MERCHANT
B/31, GORDON HALL APARTMENT, 3RD FLOOR, 105, SOFIA ZUBER ROAD, MUMBAI-400008.
MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
To ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES, TABLET PC AND OTHER GADGETS, NAMELY ANAGLYPH 3D GLASSES, POLARIZED 3D GLASSES, ACTIVE SHUTTER 3D GLASSES AND OTHER 3D GLASSES, RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, GADGET HOLDER, GADGET PROTECTOR, PORTABLE CHARGERS, LAN CARD AND OTHER NETWORKING EQUIPMENT, USB CABLE, SERIAL CABLE, OTG CABLE AND OTHER CABLE AND CONVERTERS FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND VARIOUS OTHER GADGETS FOR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
GLAZURA
2394016  11/09/2012
PRADIPKUMAR NANDLAL DHoot
14KM Stone, Aurangabad - Paithan Road, Village Chitegaon, Taluka Paithan, Dist Aurangabad 431 105
Manufacturers and Merchants
Used Since :01/09/2012
MUMBAI
Electrical and Electronic devices, Apparatus & Instruments, TV Sets, Parts & Accessories thereof; LCDS, LEDS, Monitors & Touch screen, Telephone instruments, Mobile and Cellular Phone instruments and parts thereof and accessories and fixtures therefore; subscriber identification module and memory cards for Telephone, Mobile and Cellular Phones, Computers, Computer Hardware & Software (Recorder); Apparatus for Recording, Transmitting or reproducing data, Texts, sound or images, digital cameras.
2394200  11/09/2012
SOFOMO EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B5/4, SUMAN NAGAR, SION TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 411071
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EL SERV (ADVOCATES & LEGAL CONSULTANTS)
5-Krishna Prasad, 42- Rambaug Colony, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune 411038
Used Since :01/02/2010
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, MEASURING, SIGNALLING,
CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING
DISCS; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 09
2394388   11/09/2012
SOLAR-TECTIC LLC
416 LONG HILL ROAD, EAST BRIARCLIFF, NEW YORK 10510
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR CONVERTING ELECTRONIC RADIATION TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY, NAMELY, PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR MODULES; SOLAR PANELS; SOLAR MONOCRystalline AND POLycrystALLine PANELS, SOLAR CELLS; PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS ALSO INCLUDING A SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTOR SOLD AS A UNIT USED IN SOLAR BUNGALOWS
RAJAN NIGAM
401, L-3, C WING, OAKLAND PARK, YAMUNA NAGAR, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI- 400053
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :03/08/2012

MUMBAI
COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, GAME SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE
RAJAN NIGAM
401, L-3, C WING, OAKLAND PARK, YAMUNA NAGAR, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI- 400053
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :03/08/2012

MUMBAI

COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, GAME SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE
2394933  12/09/2012
ANCHOR ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
STEEL HOUSE, B WING, PLOT NO. 24, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, NEAR PAPER BOX, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.
Used Since :04/08/2000
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC BALLAST
CRUZER POP

Priority claimed from 02/05/2012; Application No. : 85/614,485 ;United States of America

2421306   01/11/2012

SANDISK LLC
951 SanDisk Drive, Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A U.S. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2244483, 2244484, 2290350, 2421305, 2421306

DELHI
BLANK USB FLASH DRIVES; PRE-RECORDED USB FLASH DRIVES FEATURES SOFTWARE FOR SECURITY AND ENCRYPTION OF DATA;EXTERNAL COMPUTER HARD DRIVE WITH A USB CONNECTION.
2485912  27/02/2013
RAHUL NARAYAN SAMLETI
MRS. SHWETA ANAND VYAS
trading as ;IDOL PUBLICATIONS
PRABHU KUNJ SOCIETY, 47/10, FLAT NO. 5, HOTEL NAVRATNA LANE, TAWARE COLONY, PUNE-411009
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-4/158 SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC BOOKS; BOOKS AVAILABLE ONLINE OR VIA INTERNET; E-BOOKS; BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE ONLINE OR FROM THE INTERNET.
WD
Priority claimed from 07/09/2012; Application No.: 85723769; United States of America
2491589 07/03/2013
WESTERN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,
3355 MICHELSON DRIVE IREVINE CALIFORNIA 92612 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH
Used Since: 30/09/2009
DELHI
SOFTWARE USED TO MANAGE, STORE, SECURE, PROTECT, ENCRYPT, TRANSFER, CUSTOMIZE, PRIORITIZE, PROGRAM, NAVIGATE, PLAY, ACCESS, SHARE, STREAM, UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD INFORMATION, DATA OR MEDIA STORED ON OR STREAMED THROUGH DATA STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, HARD DRIVES, DISK DRIVES, SOLID STATE DRIVES AND MEDIA PLAYERS; SOFTWARE USED TO PROGRAM, INSTALL, CONNECT, DIAGNOSE, MANAGE, CUSTOMIZE, SECURE AND ENCRYPT DATA STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, HARD DRIVES, DISK DRIVES, SOLID STATE DRIVES AND MEDIA PLAYERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRANSFERRING AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL IMAGES AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT FROM DIGITAL STORAGE DEVICES TO TELEVISIONS, VIDEO MONITORS, PROJECTORS, AND EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREENS FOR VIEWING OR PLAYING AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL IMAGES AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT
2495012  13/03/2013
DINESH KUMAR YADAV
trading as ;DINESH ENTERPRISES
E-105 SHIV VIHAR NEAR MANGAL BAZAR ROAD NILOTHI EXTENSION NANGLOI NEW DELHI 110041
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Used Since :01/02/2007
DELHI
HELMET.
TRDP HAPPY WORLD PVT. LTD
92 CHANDERLOK PITAMPURA DELHI 34
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2532918

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC NAUTICAL SURVEYING ELECTRIC PHOTOGRAPHIC CINEMATOGRAPHIC OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING AND SIGNALING CHECKING, LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES COMPUTER, COMPUTER PARTS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIVALENTS SWITCHES AND SWITCHGEAR.
SIMPLY POWERFUL STREAMING
Priority claimed from 05/04/2013; Application No. : 85/896,581 ;United States of America
2606972  04/10/2013
WOWZA MEDIA SYSTEMS, LLC
523 Park Point Drive, Suite 300, Golden, CO 80401, USA
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
ALimited Liability Company organized under the laws of Delaware, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer software for use in sending, receiving, transforming, enhancing, securing, monetizing, measuring, and
managing media over the internet, including video, audio, and data.
2609424  08/10/2013
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A Korean Corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mobile application software; computer software (recorded); computer program (recorded); digital cameras; mobile telephones; portable media player; portable computers; rechargeable batteries; smart phones; tablet computers; wireless headsets for mobile phones and tablet computers; battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers; flip covers for mobile phones, smart phone and tablet computers; screen protective films for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers; television receivers.
2662702  21/01/2014
MADHU SINGH
trading as ;U.RIGHT MOBILE ACCESSORIES
NO.834, MOUNT ROAD, NARSINGPURAM STREET, RAHEJA COMPLEX, CHENNAI - 600 002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2012
CHENNAI
MOBILE PHONE, CELL PHONE AND ITS ACCESSORIES.
SOFTHEALTH

2665237  23/01/2014
T. Samba Siva Suresh
trading as M/S. SOFTHEALTH SOLUTIONS

PLOT NO. 8, GROUND FLOOR, DURGA NAGAR, OPP. CHANDANA BROTHERS, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD - 500016, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LE INTELLIGENIA
NO. 38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Used Since: 01/01/1999

CHENNAI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCT, APPLICATION SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE USED IN HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS FOR MANAGING ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLINICAL ACTIVITIES AND AUTHORIZING ACCESS TO DATA BASE.
2665755  24/01/2014
MR. HARMANDEEP SINGH
MR. SATVINDER PAL SINGH
MRS. VINNY GOOMER
MRS. SIMRANPREET KAUR
trading as: BAAZTECH AUTOMATIONS
C-193 2ND FLOOR, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 64
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since: 01/09/2013
DELHI
ELECTRONIC SWITCHES, PLUGS, ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC DOOR & AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEM.
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2655869, 2656509, 2656510, 2665859

KOLKATA
SAMSUNG GALAXY CORE PRIMA

2665861 24/01/2014
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2401732, 2427943, 2435429, 2572921, 2655869, 2665859, 2665860

KOLKATA

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2401732, 2427943, 2435429, 2572921, 2655869, 2665859, 2665860, 1947835, 2264303, 2099892, 1949727, 1986695, 2099891 and 2099893.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 ,   06/03/2017           Class 9

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
a Korean Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2401732, 2427943, 2435429, 2572921, 2575132, 2605799, 2654949, 2655868, 2655869

KOLKATA
Exide InvaBlue - IB 10000

2665966 24/01/2014

Exide Industries Limited
Exide House, 59E Chowringhee Road, Calcutta - 700 020, India.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. Ahuja & Co
14/2 Palm Avenue Calcutta 700019 India
Used Since: 30/11/2013

Kolkata

Storage batteries; car batteries; air craft batteries; batteries for electric cars; re-chargeable batteries; submarine batteries; batteries used in vehicles of all kinds; solar cells; solar panels; batteries for use in hand-held electronic devices; self charging batteries; battery boxes; button cells; uninterrupted power supply (UPS) systems, inverters, power backup system comprising an integrated form of inverter and battery, all being goods included in Class 9
2665967  24/01/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :30/11/2013
KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Exide InvaGo - IGO 150

2665968    24/01/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since : 20/08/2013

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS,
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :20/08/2013
KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Exide InvaSeal-IS 8500

2665970  24/01/2014

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :10/10/2013

KOLKATA

STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS; BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2665971  24/01/2014
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since : 10/10/2013
KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE
BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS;
BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON
CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN
INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
2666044   24/01/2014
TECHNOCART SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
15-1-429, Feeikhana Begum Bazar, Hyderabad-500 012, Andhra Pradesh.
Manufacturer and Distributor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since : 06/09/2010
CHENNAI
Computer Software programmes, relating to online and offline Enterprises Business needs, and All kind of business transactions and Reports, internet, e-commerce, exchanging information over network, teaching apparatus & instruments computer and data processing machines, pre recorded computer programmes and All Type of Calculating machine, Data processing Equipment and computers included in Class 9
MR. MANISH BODALKAR

trading as; Mr. Manish Bodalkar

GS-11, Sagarta Complex, Near SRPF Turning, MIDC Hingna Road, Nagpur-440016

Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Used Since: 12/04/2006

MUMBAI

2666645    27/01/2014
CASCADEMIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : CASCADEMIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1525/58, 2ND FLOOR, 28TH MAIN, SOUTH END B CROSS, 9TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560069
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since : 30/03/2013
CHENNAI
EMBEDDED WIRELESS DEVICES (ELECTRONIC) USED IN TELEMATICS
ZENIUM CABLES LIMITED
F-118, Gaurav Garden, Mira Bhayander Road, Mira Road; Dist Thane 401107 Maharashtra, India
Manufacturers and Traders
A Private Limited Company
Used Since: 01/01/2014

MUMBAI

WIRES AND CABLES

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2667050  27/01/2014
NUCLEUS SOFTWARE EXPORTS LTD.
33-35, THYAGRAJ NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI 110003, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR COMMON SECURITY SHELL FOR ALL MODULES OF CMS, DEFINITION OF USER GROUPS,
FUNCTION LEVEL ACCESS MATRIX FOR A GROUP, FUNCTION LEVEL ACCESS MATRIX FOR A USER, OPERATION
LEVEL ACCESS, ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DATA SENT THROUGH WEB UL; SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR
COLLECTION OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CURRENCY INSTRUMENTS BOTH IN PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC FORM,
INVOICE DATA CAPTURE AND MATCHING ACROSS COLLECTION METHODS AND COLLECTION TRANSACTION
PROCESSING SYSTEMS, SUPPORT FOR FINANCING (GUARANTEE CREDIT AND CHECK PURCHASE), SUPPORT
PROVISION FOR DISCRETE STATUS REGIONAL AND COUNTRY LEVEL; SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO FACILITATE FUND
TRANSFER AND CHEQUE METHODS, IN-COUNTRY AND CROSS BORDER PAYMENTS, INVOICE CAPTURING, 2-TIER
RECONCILIATION, MIS AND REPORTING; SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR MANAGEMENT OF SURPLUS LIQUID BALANCES
BY TRANSFERRING THEM TO INTEREST BEARING ACCOUNTS THROUGH SWEEP FACILITY, PROGRAMS FOR NETTING
OF RECEIVABLES OR PAYABLE ADVISES USING BI-LATERAL OR UNI-LATERAL ARRANGEMENT; SOFTWARE
PROGRAMS FOR CHARGE EVENTS AND CALCULATION METHODS FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS, CALCULATING
RECEIVABLE OR PAYABLE CHARGES, CALCULATING CHARGES AT LOCAL OR FOREIGN CURRENCY, DEBITING USER
DEFINED ACCOUNTS; SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR DEFINITION OF ACCOUNTING TEMPLATES FOR DIFFERENT
STAGE AND TRANSACTION CURRENCIES, DEFINITION OF COA, DEFINITION OF ACCOUNTING AMOUNTS FOR EACH GL
IN A GIVEN ACCOUNTING TEMPLATES, MANUAL OR AUTO AUTHORISATION OF A VOUCHER; SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
FOR INTERFACE WITH VARIOUS A.PS OR A.RS USING COMMON FILE FORMAT, INTERFACE CLEANING ENGINES,
INTERFACE TO BANKS GL SYSTEMS AND INTERFACE TO BANKS CASA SYSTEMS AND OTHER COMPUTER RELATED
GOODS IN CLASS 9.
NEWWELL
2667434  28/01/2014
SOHANLAL SEERVI
4/5, SHOP NO-2, GULAB MANSION, GK TEMPLE STREET, UM LANE, CHICKPET, BANGALORE - 560053, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI
ZODIAC LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ZODIAC LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.,
EWS-65, ROAD NO.3, KPHB COLONY, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since: 01/01/2010
CHENNAI
CHROMATOGRAPHY HFLO COLUMNS
MLGEE
2668287  29/01/2014
MADAN LAL BORANA
trading as : MANJUNATHA ELECTRICAL AND CO.,
2NDMAIN ROAD, NEW MANDIPET, TUMKUR - 572 101, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 26/12/2013
CHENNAI
PVC WIRES AND CABLES, SUBMERSIBLE WIRES, WINDING WIRES, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTRICAL STARTERS,
SWITCHES, SOCKETS, ELECTRICAL PANE BOARDS, FUSES, INVERTORS, STAR DELTA. PREVENTORS AND PARTS THEREOF
2668504  29/01/2014
M/S. TARANG SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
TARANG TOWERS, 400/2, WHITEFIELD ROAD, HOODY, BANGALORE - 560048, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/09/2013
CHENNAI
APPLICATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAM AND SOFTWARE USED FOR DEVELOPING MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Y.I.PIPES
2668518  29/01/2014
MR.SURESH CHANDRU SERVIE
trading as : M/S. SUPREME PIPES
No.72, A.M. LANE, CHICKPET, BANGALORE - 560 053, KARNATKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :05/07/2011
CHENNAI
ELECTRIFY RIGID PIPES TO CARRY ELECTRICAL WAVES
2669220    30/01/2014
AZAM KHAN
C.K. 69/8, DALMANDI, VARANASI, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, SCREEN CARD, MEMORY CARD, CHARGER, BATTERY, IN CLASS 09.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

2669435 30/01/2014
LAL SAHAB YADAV
trading as ;SHRUTI ENTERPRISES
GALA NO. 8, AMRIT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. BAPPA SITARAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHUMAL NAGAR, VASAI PHATA, VASAI (EAST), DIST THANE-401208
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/04/2013
To be associated with:
2514230
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING ELECTRICAL SWITCHES AND HOLDERS OF ALL KINDS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 09.
MS. IN 4 SOLUTION PVT LTD
No. 25, FIRST FLOOR, ANNA MAIN ROAD, M.G.R. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600078, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :18/10/2013
CHENNAI
ELECTRONIC DEVICES SUCH AS FACIAL TIME ATTENDANCE WITH ACCESS CONTROL DEVICE, GUARD PATROLLING SYSTEM DEVICE, BIOMETRIC TIME ATTENDANCE RECORDING DEVICE, ACCESS CONTROL DEVICES, DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER, CCTV CAMERA, FINGER PRINT SCANNER, SOFTWARE FOR TIME MANAGEMENT
2670955    03/02/2014

STAR ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
STAR HOUSE, URMU ESTATE, 95 GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; TELEVISION SOFTWARE AND PROGRAM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DOWNLOADING, STORING, REPRODUCING AND ORGANIZING AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA; AUDIO CDS, VCDS, DVDS, FILMS, TAPES, CASSETTES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS SUPPLIED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET; INTERACTIVE VIDEOS.
MAHESH KUMAR PURANMAL PARPYANI
MRS. MAMATA MAHESHKUMAR PARPYANI
trading as ;VAISHNAVI INDUSTRIES
F-34, MIDC AREA JALGAON, DIST- JALGAON (MS)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2013
MUMBAI
AUTOMOTIVE AND TUBULAR LEAD ACID BATTERIES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2672853 05/02/2014
HINDUSINGH RATHOD
SHYAM SUNDER BUILDING NO. 3, 205, 2ND FLOOR, NR. NAVJEEVAN SOCIETY, K. K. MARG, MUMBAI CENTRAL-400008
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2007
MUMBAI
LAPTOPS ACCESSORIES AND LAPTOPS SPARE PARTS, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS, MOBILE
PHONE AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
INDOEURO

2672918  05/02/2014

SUNIL KUMAR
NO.54, SUGAN RANGA RAO ROAD, SHANKARAPURAM, BANGALORE-560 004. KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MCB, MCCB, RCCB, RCBO, ELCB, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, INDICATORS, TIMERS, ISOLATOR, SFU, SWITCHES, SOCKET, PLUGS, WIRES, CABLES, CONTACTOR, STARTER, PANEL ACCESSORIES AND PANEL BOARDS, CABLE JOINTING KIT, UG CABLES, HT AND LT, LIGHT FITTING AND LAMPS, SWITCH GEAR AND LIGHT VOLTAGE AND HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCH GEARS, CIRCUIT BREAKER, SWITCH FUSE UNITS, RELAYS, METERS, ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL GOODS
2673100  05/02/2014
MOHD SHARFYAB AHMED
SHOP NO. 10, OPP ALLAHABAD BANK, SHARIYAT MARKET, BADAUN 243601 UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; ELECTRIC STABILIZER; INVERTER.
2673339   06/02/2014

PROTOLAB ELECTROTECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
EL-93, ELECTRONIC ZONE, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, BLOCK-A, ROAD-16, M.I.D.C., MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400 710
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/03/1993

MUMBAI

Printed Circuit Boards; Electric & Electronic apparatus and instruments (Printed Electronic Components, Membrane
switches, Membrane keypads, Vandal Proof Key boards, Full Travel Key boards, Capacitive Key boards, Keypads,
Switches, Contact cards, RFID Contactless Cards, Magnetic Cards, Photo ID Cards, SIM Cards, PIN Cards, Combi Cards
INFOR THRU-PUT
Priority claimed from 06/12/2013; Application No. : 86/136,900 ;United States of America
2673686          06/02/2014
INFOR (US), INC.,
13560 MORRIS ROAD SUITE 4100 ALPHARETTA GEORGIA 30004 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PLANNING AND SCHEDULING MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1517999 and 1518000.
2673692  06/02/2014
FITKIDS EDUCATION AND TRAINING PVT LTD
trading as :FITKIDS EDUCATION AND TRAINING PVT LTD
PHOENIX FITKIDS HOUSE, 2A, HAYES ROAD CROSS, RICHMOND TOWN, BANGALORE - 560025, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/11/2013

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL KIT COMPRISING OF TEACHING APPARATUS AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED FOR
CONDUCTING EXPERIMENTS IN LABORATORIES FOR KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 12TH GRADE, ALONG WITH
TEACHER GUIDES, SOLD AS A UNIT** IN AND
SINGHASAN
2674499   07/02/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :08/11/2013
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE.
MARKASAHAYAM trading as ;K.R.SYSTEMS
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :05/02/2014
CHENNAI
ELECTRONIC WATER LEVEL CONTROLLER, SECURITY SYSTEMS
E - M - FLEX

2772452  11/07/2014
SH. VARUN MUNDRA
SMT. ANITA MUNDRA

trading as ;MINIFLEX CABLES MANUFACTURERS LLP.
8/39, SAHDEV GALI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELI

WIRE AND CABLES IN CLASS 9.
CAPITAL SAFETY

2845816   17/11/2014

D B INDUSTRIES, LLC
3833 Sala Way, Red Wing, Minnesota 55066, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Minnesota, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since :01/11/2007

MUMBAI
Safety apparatus (for the prevention of accident or injury); fall protection equipment, fall arrest equipment, and rescue equipment
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

BEKINA
2917719 05/03/2015
BEKINA NV (A BELGIUM COMPANY)
Berchemstraat 124, 9690 KLUISBERGEN, Belgium
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Boots (protective footwear).
2966828   18/05/2015
PERSONALISED LEARNING PLATFORM FOUNDATION
Quorum, 7th Cross Road, Koramangala 3rd Block, Koramangala, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560034, INDIA
Traders and merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDUSLAW
#101, 1st Floor, "Embassy Classic", #11 Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :30/01/2015
CHENNAI
Scientific and teaching apparatus; Downloadable software and solutions, mobile applications
BRIJ PAL SHARMA
trading as ;BRIJ PAL SHARMA
C-223 STREET NO 6 HARDEVPURI SHAHDARA DELHI 110093
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICAL APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING RADIO, CD, VCD, DVD, HOME THEATRE, BOOSTER, SPEAKER, DECK, STEREO, TWO-IN-ONE, TELEVISION SETS; ACCESSORIES FOR TELEVISION SETS, LED, LCD, DIGITAL CAMERAS; TELEPHONE APPARATUS & MOBILE PHONES; DATA COMMUNICATION & PROCESSING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE.
LAPPYON

2978970  05/06/2015
AMIT
A-32, GULAB BAGH, NAWADA, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110059
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/06/2015
DELHI
ELECTRONIC ADAPTERS
IoTCooking
Priority claimed from 24/07/2015; Application No.: 40-2015-0055704; Republic of Korea
3148300 31/12/2015
LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128, Yeouido-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07336, Republic of Korea
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A company existing and organized under the laws of Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer application software for smart phones, mobile phones, smart TV and handheld electric communication device, which is used for implementing internet of things; Motion recognizing sensors; Sensor controllers; Pressure sensors; Object detecting sensors; Remote control apparatus; Universal serial bus (USB) Dongle (Wireless network adapters); Transmitters and receivers of electronic signals; Adapters for wireless network Sensor station; Audio speakers; Computer monitors; Digital Door Locks; Remote controls for controlling electronic products; Electronic security system for home network; Home automation device; Downloadable smart phone application (software); Interfaces and peripheral devices for computers; Cloud server; Server for home network system; Server for home automation; Digital audio interface apparatus; Wireless audio/video receivers; Wireless communication apparatus; Battery charge devices; Computer software, firmware and programs including for mobile and smart phones; Smart phones; Wireless headsets; Digital set top boxes; Leather cases and flip covers for mobile and smart phones; Computer application software; Tablet PC; Monitors for commercial use; Wearable computers; Computers; Printers for computers; Light emitting diodes (LED) display; Portable computers; Chargeable batteries; 3D spectacles; Digital cameras; Network monitoring cameras; Television receivers; Display for television receivers; Audio components system, comprising surround sound speakers, loud speakers, tuners, sound mixers, equalizers, audio recorders, and radios; Apparatus for the recording/transmission or reproduction of sound and images; Earphones; DVD players; Range sensor; Air pollution measuring devices; Measuring and control devices for air conditioning technology; Air measuring apparatus; Dust measuring apparatus; Weight scales not for medical purposes; Measuring apparatus not for medical purposes; Automatic control apparatus and instruments; Light switches; Remote multi switches; Electric power distribution apparatus; Apparatus for improving power efficiency; Apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling electric current; Lighting control apparatus; Apparatus for diagnosing electrical power installations; Apparatus for measuring/monitoring/analyzing electricity consumption; Electric wire and cable; Digital audio and video recorders and players; Speaker systems; Electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments; Handheld multimedia players; Modems; Wireless routers; Antennas for wireless communications apparatus; Remote air conditioning control devices; Telemetric apparatus and instruments; Mobile phones; Telecommunication machines and implements; Telecommunication converters; Home network devices; Computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; Computer software; Digital electronic controllers; Sockets, plugs and other contacts (electric connectors); Cells, batteries and battery chargers including solar; Solar panels for electricity generation; Inverter used in solar power generation; Accumulators for photovoltaic power; Electric control devices for heating and energy management; Computer hardware modules for use in internet of things electronic devices; Computer operating system software; Middleware for management of software functions on electronic devices; Software and apparatus to operate and connect internet of things electronic devices
3181230    10/02/2016
BASKET TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
3A/3RD FLOOR, KIHL HOUSE, ORCHID HOTEL COMPOUND, NEAR DOMESTIC AIRPORT, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400099, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJARAJ DILIP BAGWE
GANGA VIHAR, A-II 3RD FLOOR, 305/306, PODAR ROAD, SANTACRUZ(WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
Used Since :06/02/2016
MUMBAI
COMPACT DISCS [READ-ONLY MEMORY], COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES [PROGRAMS], RECORDED, COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE], COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS FALLING IN CLASS-9
3210393    15/03/2016
TEJINDER SINGH
trading as ;GURPREET INDUSTRIES
BE-267, STREET NO.-4 HARI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110064
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI
Auto electrical parts
CBNF
3275665  02/06/2016
MANJUSHA SARDA
trading as ;Cosmo Consultants
Off. No. 201, 2nd Floor, Kamala Arcade, J. M. Road, Opp. Balgandharva Rang Mandir, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411004, Maharashtra, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES, SOCIAL NETWORKING, BUSINESS NETWORKING , COMPILING DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPERS, TARGETED ADVERTISING.
SUHAS RAMCHANDRA TULJAPURKAR
B/105, ICC TRADE TOWER, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD PUNE 411016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL, INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Used Since: 01/09/2015

MUMBAI

COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; COMPUTER
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE
3290209  21/06/2016
MR. KAMAL KUMAR BAID
trading as ;M/S. KAMAL MARKET MAKERS
3011/9, BHAGWAN GANJ, BAHADURGARH ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/09/2014
DELHI
ELECTRICAL IRON INCLUDED IN CLASS-09
3336640  12/08/2016

SHENZHEN ROCUSO AUDIO CO., LTD.
Rm.602, Blk. D, Bldg. 5, Shenzhen Software Industry Base, Xuefu Rd., Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong, China

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company organized and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Headphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; portable media players; Microphones; computer peripheral devices; notebook computers; navigational instruments; Smartphones; wires, electric; chargers for electric batteries
3336641  12/08/2016
SHENZHEN ROVKING SPORTS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 201, Building A, NO.1, Qianwan Road One, Qianhai SZ-HK Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, China
A company organized and existing under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Headphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; portable media players; Microphones; computer peripheral devices; notebook computers; navigational instruments; Smartphones; wires, electric; chargers for electric batteries
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

3341745  
22/08/2016
LIBRA VENTURES PTE LTD
trading as LIBRA VENTURES PTE LTD
3, SHENTON WAY, # 07-09, SHENTON HOUSE, SINGAPORE - 068805.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :12/11/2015
To be associated with:
3341731, 3341741, 3341742

CHENNAI
MOBILE SOFTWARE APPLICATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR USE- IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT FOR SHIPPERS AND CARRIERS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION TOOLS, COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS AND SYSTEMS TO MANAGE BIDDING AND AUCTION PROCESSES.
3403487  07/11/2016
DEEPAK K. SODHA  
trading as ;DEEPAK HEALTHCARE
301-302, ARAVALLI BUSINESS CENTRE, R. C. PATEL ROAD, BORIVALI-WEST, MUMBAI - 400092 
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2015 
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF WEIGHING SCALES, WEIGHING SCALES FOR MEDICAL USE
Priority claimed from 16/05/2016; Application No. : 070197 ;Jamaica
3410642  16/11/2016
APPLE INC.
1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, California 95014, U.S.A.
Manufacturers
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :13/09/2016
DELHI
Computer software; smartwatches; smartphones; wearable computer peripherals.
BLACK MAX

3415810 22/11/2016
TECHTRONIC OUTDOOR PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
CANON’S COURT, 22 VICTORIA STREET, HAMILTON HM12, BERMUDA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BERMUDA; MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRIC BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; RADIOS; HEADPHONES; RULERS; SCALE; CAMERAS; INSPECTION CAMERAS AND THE STRUCTURAL PARTS AND STRUCTURAL ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDING EXTENSION CABLES, REPLACEMENT CABLES, HOOKS, MIRRORS AND MAGNETS; REMOTE CONTROL; TAPE MEASURES; MEASURING APPARATUS; MEASURING WHEELS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; THERMOMETERS; METERS; LASER DISTANCE MEASURERS; LEVELS; ELECTRICALLY HEATING CLOTHING, GLOVES, FOOTWEAR AND HAND WARMER; PROTECTIVE AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT; SAFETY APPARATUS FOR THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS OR INJURY; SAFETY WARNING TAPES, RIBBONS, FLAGS, CONES, STREAMERS, TRIANGLES; SECURITY WARNING APPARATUS; WARNING EQUIPMENT; LUMINOUS SAFETY SIGNS; MAGNETS; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES.
3423187    29/11/2016
SUN PAPER MILL LIMITED
trading as ;Sun Paper Mill Limited
6 A MAHAMAYA BHAVAN, GANESH GAWDE ROAD, MULUND (W), MUMBAI – 400 080
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :10/11/2016

MUMBAI
COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, HANDHELD, MOBILE OR TABLET COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; SMARTPHONES, MOBILE AND CELLULAR PHONE; COMMUNICATION DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09; INTERNETING COMMUNICATION DEVICES.
3444610    29/12/2016
THIRD WAVE MILPER RUGGED SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 307, BUILDING NO. 1A OF AQUALINE, IN A WING OF BUILDING, IT ITE S SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, KOBA,
GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CELL PHONES, DIGITAL CAMERAS, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, PORTABLE COMPUTERS, WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR
MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES AND TABLET COMPUTERS, RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS,
LEATHER CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES AND TABLET COMPUTERS, SMART PHONES AND TABLET
COMPUTERS.
3458327    16/01/2017
SHANGHAI AEROSPACE AUTOMOBILE ELETROMECHANICAL CO., LTD.
NO. 661, RONGQIAO ROAD, PUDONG NEW AREA, SHANGHAI, P.R.CHINA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IPR INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
BLOCK NO. 8, BUILDING NO. 2, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
Used Since :30/03/2014
DELHI
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS; SOLAR BATTERIES; SOLAR PANELS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY; SOLAR
MODULE; SOLAR PANELS; PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE; PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS; SOLAR CELLS; BATTERIES,
ELECTRIC; POWER STATION AUTOMATIZATION DEVICE, NAMELY, SOLAR MODULES, ELECTRIC CONVERGENCE BOX,
ELECTRIC INVERTER, ELECTRIC CONTROLLER, POWER DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT, ELECTRIC MONITORING
EQUIPMENT; SOLAR PLANTS FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION, NAMELY COMPOSED OF SOLAR MODULES FOR
INVERTER MODULES, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONTROLLING, REGULATING, ACCUMULATING AND
MONITORING ELECTRICITY, ELECTRIC DOSING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC STEERING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC CONTROL
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.
3461035  19/01/2017
MANJEET SHARMA
ASHISH GAUR
trading as :FIXMOBLI LLP
332, B-14, JACOBPUR, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHAK GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
102 & 104, 18/12, JAIN BHAWAN, W.E.A PUSA LANE, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADING AND ONLINE TRADING OF MOBILE PHONES AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3461193  19/01/2017
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16, SECTOR -16A, NOIDA, UP-201301.
MERCHANDISER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2531513, 2531519, 3046758, 3250595
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENT FOR TEACHING, RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND/IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIER, RECORDING DISC; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE/SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATING WORKGROUP COMMUNICATION OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, ELECTRONIC MAIL; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, WEB SITE; COMPUTER RELATED EQUIPMENT, DATA CARRYING RESOURCES FOR RENDERING INFORMATION, PROMOTION/ADVERTISEMENT OF PROGRAMS RELATED TO ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION AND TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST.
3462294  20/01/2017  
VARUN SHARMA  
trading as :SIDHI VINAYAK TRADERS  
HOUSE NO. 2646, 2ND FLOOR, GALI RAGHUNANDAN, NAYA BAZAR, DELHI-110006.  
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
NCR LEGAL NEEDS  
CH.NO. F-724, F-BLOCK, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
“OPTICAL, WEIGHTING MEASURING, MOBIL ACCESSORIES, APPRATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANCESSION, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS AND COMPUTER” .
3464498   24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR.NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN-673 004,
STATE OF KERALA,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014

CHENNAI

ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDED; CELLS AND BATTERIES FOR CARS HOME ETC. CASES SEPARATORS CHARGERS
AUTOMATIC APPARATUS BURGLAR FIRE ALARMS, SMOKE DETECTOR, UPS INVERTER SOLAR CELLS PANELS SELF-
CHARGING BATTERIES BUTTON CELLS MOBILE, WIRELESS AND ITS ACCESSORIES, CHARGER ADAPTER COMPUTER
HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES CALCULATOR ANTENNA SET UP BOX MAGNETIC INDUCTION COOKER AUDIO AND
VIDEO SYSTEM TRANSFORMERS, VOLTAGE REGULATORS, CABLE, WIRES, ELECTRONIC SOLAR COMPONENTS.
CONCOX

3464738  24/01/2017
CONCOX INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/6, NEW ARYA NAGAR, MEERUT ROAD, GHAZIABAD U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT CHAUHAN & CO.
PLOT-A1, OFFICE-U13, PARSVNATH PARADISE MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD U.P-201007
Used Since : 27/04/2003
DELHI
TRACKING DEVICES FOR MOBILE, CAR AND OTHER VEHICLES FOR THESE GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 9.
NINJA PLUS

3465375   25/01/2017
RAJENDRAN KEEZHEDATH NAIR
GAYATHRI, THIRUTHIYAD, PUTHIYARA P.O, CALICUT- 643 004, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :25/11/2016

CHENNAI
HAND GLOVES (SAFETY INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE)
VRINDA FERROUS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 133, SECTOR-16, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HSIIDE, BAHADURGARH (H.R.)
MANUFACTURE/ TRADE/ MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 07/12/2016

To be associated with:

DELHI

ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCH HOLDERS, M.C.B BOX P.V.C. CONDUIT PIPE, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, AS PER CLASS 09.
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014

MUMBAI
WEIGHING, MEASURING, LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
3467722  27/01/2017
VRESQ SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
Kiran. S
Raghu. S.L
Kiran Kumar. M
21/3, 1st FLOOR, 3rd MAIN, KHM BLOCK, GANAGNAGAR, RT NAGAR POST, BANGALORE 560032, KARNATAKA
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :01/01/2017
CHENNAI
Home Safety & Security Systems (Home Automation), Mobile Accessories
3468305   30/01/2017
SAIF AHMED MASRUR ASHRAFI
B 601, UNO SHELTERS, MATCH FACTORY LANE, KURLA WEST, MUMBAI 400070, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MERCHANT AND TRADERS
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :20/06/2016
MUMBAI
EYE GLASSES
3468344  30/01/2017
SURESH PUROHIT
SINDHU SAGAR CO.OP.HOUSING SOCIETY, BLDG NO. 2, ROOM NO. 215, DR. DADASAHEB BHADKAMKAR ROAD, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUM- 08.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :09/01/2017

MUMBAI
MOBILE PHONES AND OMponents, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, CHARGERS, CASES, CABLES, SCREEN GUARDS, MOBILE HOLDERS, PORTABLE COMMUNICATION GADGETS AND DEVICES, MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, MICROPHONES, BATTERIES, SPEAKERS, CHIPS FOR MOBILES, IPOD / IPAD COVER AND CASES, MOBILE STAND, HEADPHONES, EARPHONES, BLUETOOTH HEADSET, OTG CABLE, SPARE PARTS AND LCD, CARD READER, MEMORY CARD, USB CHARGER, BATTERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
3468380  30/01/2017
TEENA DAVIS
THETTAYIL HOUSE, CHELAT LANE, POOTHOLE, THRISSUR - 680 004, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since : 18/12/2016

CHENNAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT; DATA PROCESSING AND PRE RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS; SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURING, ACCOUNTING, PROCUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES
M2MLOGGER

3469043  30/01/2017
MAYANK GUPTA
trading as ; M2MLOGGER
PLOT NO. 67, STREET 1B, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110095, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM ACT 1908
Used Since: 25/08/2014
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CHINEMATOGRAPHIC, WEIGHING, MEASURING,
SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS;
APPARATUS
FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS,
RECORDING DISCS; AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS, CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING
MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.
3469307  31/01/2017
TIME APPLIANCES LLP
B/66, KIRAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, M.G. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI 400 062
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/05/1985
To be associated with:
878793
Mumbai
ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES, SWITCHES, SWITCH HOLDER, SWITCHGEARS, IRON BELLS, BUZZERS,
TRANSFORMERS, STARTERS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CHOKES, EXTENSION, CARD BOXES, CUT-OUTS, ADOPTERS,
LIGHTING FIXTURES, ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, T.V. VIDEO, AND PRE
RECORDED CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES, ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS ITEMS SOUND RECORDING,
AMPLIFYING, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS (EXPOSED), APPARATUS FOR RECORDING TRANSMISSION BEING GOODS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3469523  31/01/2017
BALAKRISHNAN
SATHYANARAYANAN
trading as ;FALCON SEVEN ENTERPRISES
NO. 2, GOKUL ARCADE, 17A, FIRST FLOOR, SARDAR PATEL ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :03/01/2017

CHENNAI
MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AND ELECTRONICS
Parkjackr

BÜLENT ÖZMEN
Marienstraße 42 63069 Offenbach am Main Germany
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
A citizen of Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Mobile software
3469938  30/01/2017
HT MEDIA LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110 001
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :23/01/2017

DELHI
Computer software for content management, namely, creation, editing, and publishing; Computer programs and
Computer software for alerting users to the development of news stories, financial events and latest sports results,
current affairs and/or information and to provide users with links, sound bites or video footage of latest events as
selected by the user; Computer software for communication purposes between digital devices, mobile telephones,
interactive televisions and computer kiosks; Data communications and network management software;
NULAMBDA
3470369  30/01/2017
MRS. SUSHMA BERLIA
trading as ;Mrs. Sushma Berlia
S 361, Panchshila Park, New Delhi - 110017
Manufacturer and Merchant
Adult Indian Inhabitant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electricity Generating Solar Cells And Panels; Solar Batteries; Solar Collectors for Electricity Generation; Solar Energy Operating Apparatus; Solar Cell, Panel and Silicon Wafer; Photovoltaic Cell, Module, Apparatus And Installation; Electric Installation, Connection, Converter, Fuse, Plug, Socket, Meter, Circuit Board, Terminal Blocks And Boxes, Power Supply, Distribution Panel; Electric Monitoring Apparatus; Inverter; Cable Connector; Controller; Switches; Switch Boxes; Wire; AC and DC Power Supply
3470871 01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
trading as : DARZI (INDIA) LLP
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER THE LLP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN LABORATORIES BALLASTS FOR ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FITTINGS, STARTERS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, PROTRACTORS, PUNCHED CARD OFFICE MACHINES, ELECTRONIC CONTROL GEARS [ECGS] FOR LED LAMPS AND LIGHT FIXTURES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE COMPUTER, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES AND GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
FOGLA

3471150  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA

BLUE ARMY

3471237   31/01/2017

M/S. CHEEP APP INDIA LLP
5 Royal Palms, Aarey Milk Colony, Goregoan (E), Mumbai - 400 065.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
A Limited Liability Partnership Registered Under The Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MOBILE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
3471252 01/02/2017
VIRENDRA GARG
3077 IST FLOOR, RAM BAZAR MORI GATE DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES, MOBILE CHARGER, DVD AND DTH PLAYER, USB PLAYER, CAR USB, CAR DVD, AMPLIFIER, HOME THEATER SYSTEM, SPEAKERS, HEAD PHONES, EAR PHONES, INVERTER, MP3 PLAYER, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, MEMORY CARDS, USB PEN DRIVES, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CCTV CAMERA, SUPERVISION, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, CALCULATING MACHINES, FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS, BATTERIES AND ELECTRIC SWITCHES, WIRES AND CABLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
3471464 02/02/2017

RYN LIFE STYLE PVT. LTD.
D/5, SUPANTH SOCIETY, PLOT NO-602, SECTOR-6, CHARKOP, OPP YUMMY KITCHEN, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 22/05/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER IN MOBILE PHONE COVERS
3471658 01/02/2017
MACSHELL INFORMATICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MACSHELL INFORMATICS PVT. LTD.
# 2091, 1ST FLOOR, E-BLOCK, ANSAL SUSHANT CITY, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :28/06/2016
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, life-saving and teaching apparatus & instruments; apparatus & instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
3471935 02/02/2017
MR VIKAS KUMAR MANGLA
MR. VIRENDER KUMAR MANGLA
MR VINAY KUMAR MANGLA
trading as ;MAK ENGINEERING SERVICES
A-205, SEC A-4, TRONICA CITY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, LONI, GHAZIABAD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM ACT 1932
Used Since :20/01/2017
DELHI
BATTERIES,INVERTERS, UPS, SOLAR EQUIPMENTS, SOLAR PANELS, CHARGERS, TRANSFORMERS,
3472086  01/02/2017
ARABAB AHAMED
trading as ; LEEWARD
147, Mathura road Gali Kojadan, HATHRAS - 204101
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 22/12/2016
DELHI
ANTI-GLARE GLASSES, OPTICAL GLASS, OPTICAL LENSES, OPTICAL GOODS, SUNGLASSES, GOGGLES FOR SPORTS, 3D SPECTACLES, ANTI-DAZZLE SHADES / ANTI-GLARE VISORS, BINOCULARS, CONTACT LENSES, CONTAINERS FOR CONTACT LENSES, LENS HOODS, SMARTGLASSES, SPECTACLE CASES / EYEGLASS CASES, SPECTACLE CHAINS / EYEGLASS CHAINS, SPECTACLES [OPTICS] / EYEGLASSES.
3472253   01/02/2017
SPA INSTRUMENTS (I) PVT. LTD.
Plot No 58/59 -11 & 12, D - II Block MIDC, Chinchwad, Pune Maharashtra.
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :01/02/2017

MUMBAI
Digital Temperature Indicator included in class 9.
LOCKENE PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 74, Deshpande Lay Out, Nagpur - 440 008 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since :21/12/2016

MUMBAI

Alarm Systems, Access Control and alarm Monitoring Systems, Wireless Controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of Security Systems
3472451  02/02/2017
ANIL KUMAR
trading as ;ANIL KUMAR
HOUSE NO. 66, NEAR METRO PILLER NO. 56, SIKANDERPUR GHOSI, SIKANDERPUR GHOSI(68), DLF QE, GURGAON, HARYANA 122002
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :05/10/2016
DELHI
MOBILE, CHARGER AND ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
KAPILA WIRE

3472554    02/02/2017
SIDDHI VINAYAK WIRE INDUSTRIES
PRADEEP MAHTON
PRATEEK MAHTON
VINEETA CHAURASIA
VISHAL SHARMA
54, Industrial Area, Mahoba, Raj Nagar, By Pass Road, Chhatarpur - 471001, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3387675, 3387686
MUMBAI
Cables and wires
3472648    03/02/2017
MR. NITIN
MR. NARENDER KUMAR
trading as ;TRIPLE N INFO
5931/B-4, Street No 2 Dev Nagar Karol Bagh New Delhi-110005
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2014
DELHI
MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, CHARGER, BATTERY, SCREEN GURD, EARPHONE INCLUDING IN CLASS 09
3473437   04/02/2017
KEWAL KRISHAN NAYYAR
trading as ;NAYYAR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT TRADERS
675, HOUSING BOARD COLONY, AMBALA CANTT, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOC IATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since :25/12/1978
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; LABORATORY APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND GLASSWARE
SUNTECH VISION LTD.
B-5, GREATER KAILASH ENCLAVE-I, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :01/07/2003

To be associated with:
1298928

DELHI

LCD/ LED TELEVISIONS, COLOR TELEVISIONS, DVD, MULTIMEDIA SPEAKER SYSTEMS, HOME THEATRES, AMPLIFIERS, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED), SOLAR BATTERIES, SOLAR PANELS FOR PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY, SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS, AND PROJECTORS.
3473560    06/02/2017
SUNTECH VISION LTD.
B-5, GREATER KAILASH ENCLAVE-I, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :01/07/2003

To be associated with:
1211931

DELHI

LCD/ LED TELEVISIONS, COLOR TELEVISIONS, DVD, MULTIMEDIA SPEAKER SYSTEMS, HOME THEATRES,
AMPLIFIERS, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED), SOLAR BATTERIES, SOLAR PANELS FOR PRODUCTION OF
ELECTRICITY, SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS, AND PROJECTORS.
TEJORUPA

3473574  04/02/2017

JEEJULA UMAMAHESWAR

trading as ;M/s. HARI SIRI ENTERPRISES

# PLOT NO. 956, H.NO. 5-6-586, 2nd FLOOR, SKD NAGAR, B.N.REDDY NAGAR, VANASTALIPURAM, HYDERABAD - 500070, TELANGANA STATE.,

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA

16-8-746, New MAilakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Used Since :02/02/2017

CHENNAI

MOBILE ACCESSORIES
SERALAMMA
3473575  04/02/2017
JEEJULA UMAMAHESWAR
trading as ;JEEJULA UMAMAHESWAR
# PLOT NO. 956, H.NO. 5-6-586, 2nd FLOOR, SKD NAGAR, B.N.REDDY NAGAR, VANASTALIPURAM, HYDERABAD - 500070, TELANGANA STATE.,
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since: 02/02/2017
CHENNAI
MOBILE ACCESSORIES
MOTLEY POWER TECHNOLOGIES LLP
ROOM No. 6/151-A, SCHOOL PADI, VAKKALUR, KAVANOOR POST, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA-673639
Manufacturer/Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Used Since: 17/01/2017

CHENNAI
SOLAR PANELS, INVERTER, UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY APPARATUS (UPS), SOLAR CHARGER
CONTROLLERS, BATTERIES, STABILIZERS; ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS, WARNING BELLS, ELECTRIC DOOR
BELLS; ELECTRIC PLUGS, TEST PINS FOR TESTING PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS; ELECTRICAL WIRES; ELECTRICAL
SWITCHES, ELECTRICAL SOCKETS; THERMAL CUTOUTS, SWITCH BOARDS, ELECTRIC BUZZERS AND CHOKING
COILS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
3473929 04/02/2017
MR. DEEPAK SINGHAL
trading as : M/S AAR DEE SWITCH GEARS
D-165, SEC-4, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :04/10/2016
To be associated with:
3395278
DELHI
MCB, SWITCH GEARS, PLUG, SOCKET,SWITCH BOARD, MS BOX, FITTINGS CHANGE OVERS, POWER STRIPS, CHANGE OVERS, PANEL BOARDS, FUZE, ELECTRICAL IRON, ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, TUBE FITTINGS, FUGE UNITS, CONNECTORS, MULTI PLUG, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED, SWITCHES, AUTOMATIC PANEL, POWER FACTOR, CONTROL PANEL, STARTERS, METERS, CTS CONTROL, TRANSFORMERS FLOAT SWITCHES, MCB BOXES, FAN BOXES, CONCIELD DEEP JUNCTION BOXES, AUTOMATIC CHANGE OVER, HRC MAIN SWITCHES, CUBICLE CHANGE OVER, CUBICLE MAIN SWITCH, ON LOAD CHANGE OVER, BATTERY, WIRE & CABLES, REVERSING SWITCHES, BUSS BAR, SWITCH BOXES, KITKAT FUGE, K.C., BATTEN, M.C.C.B., R.C.C.B., SWITCH ACCESSORIES, KIT KAT, CUT OUT, HOLDERS, CONDENSERS, ROTARY SWITCHES, T.P.N MCB, ISOLATORS, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, EXTENSION CORD BOXES, ELECTRIC BAND, ELECTRIC BATTEN, DOWN ROAD, ELECTRIC PVC CONDUIT PIPE, TPN, CAPASTER, MODULAR SWITCHES MODULAR BOXES, FAN REGULATORS, A/C BOX, KNIFE TYPE CHANGE OVERS, ALL ELECTRICALS ITEMS AND SWITCHES ETC.
STUDOZ

3474090  06/02/2017
SUNDAR SINGH KARAYAT
E-164A, INDRA PARK, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052
TRADERS
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
MOBILE COVERS, TAMPERED GLASS AND OTHER MOBILE ACCESSORIES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
SURENDER KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;SHRI KAMLA NAND MAHARAJ JI FOOTWEAR
BA-10, MANGOL PURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110083
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 22/12/2016
DELHI
HELMETS, SEFTY SHOES, AS PER CLASS 09.
LuOcean

Priority claimed from 05/09/2016; Application No. : 015803257 ;European Union
3474707  04/02/2017

LUMICS GMBH
Schwarze-Pumpe-Weg 16, D-12681 Berlin, Germany
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Laser diodes, Laser module, Laser diode modules, fiber lasers, pump laser, pump laserdiodes, pump lasermodules.
3474711  03/02/2017
VIJAY AHUJA
trading as :FOOLISHKART
6-7-72/3A,NEAR SHRI RAMA NURSING HOME,BHUUKTHAPUR,ADILABAD,ADILABAD-504001
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/02/2017
CHENNAI
MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES,PRINTED MOBILE PHONE CASES.
3474851  02/02/2017
SRI RASMIMANTAM RESOURCE ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Computers, Software, Electronic instruments, & Scientific appliances.
PLOT NO 80, SRI KIRATA VARAHI NILAYAM KAMAKSHI NAGAR, CANTONMENT VIZIANAGARAM Vizianagaram AP 535003 IN
Manufacture and Processing
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS NIKHIL MIDHA
#201, Sector-8 Part-I, Karnal, Haryana-132001
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3474980    06/02/2017
M/S. LUMENIC LIGHTING PVT. LTD.
B-61, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, DELHI-110064
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/01/2017

DELHI
Electronic adaptors, power supply and chargers, notebook, laptops, computers, mobile phones, mobile tablets, set top box and accessories, electronic gadgets and electrical accessories
3475363  07/02/2017
PURNA CHANDRA DASH
trading as ;LINCON INTERNATIONAL
845, H WARD, BMC COLONY, SANTOSH NAGAR, FILM CITY, GOREGAON, EAST, MUMBAI-400065
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OPTICAL AND SUNGLASS
3475388    07/02/2017
RAJENDER KUMAR
SHOP NO. 99/1, GROUND FLOOR, EAST MOTI BAGH, SARAI ROHILLA, DELHI-110007
TRADING
Used Since :06/05/2016

DELHI
MOBILE PHONE & MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, BLUETOOTH DEVICE , BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES , SMART WATCH BLUETOOTH , BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS , COMPUTER PERIPHERAL, SOFTWARE , MEMORY CARD , ELECTRONICALLY DATA PROCESSING DEVICE LIKE HARD DISC OR DVD;s , CD;s , EXTERNAL HARD DISC , INTERNAL HARD DISC , PEN DRIVE , CALCULATING MACHINE , ABACUS , OPTICAL & SUNGLASSES , MEASURING , WEIGHING
3475399 07/02/2017
V CITIZENS ACTION NETWORK (VCAN)
42, A, ACROPOLIS, 28A, LITTLE GIBBS ROAD, MALABAR HILL, MUMBAI-400006
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT 1959
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUDISHA MUKHERJI
BUILDING NO.9, FLAT NO.10, SARASWAT COLONY, TALMAKI ROAD, SANTACRUZ(WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
Used Since :01/12/2016
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS [DOWNLOADABLE], PUBLICATIONS (ELECTRONIC -) [DOWNLOADABLE], BEING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS-9
3475489    06/02/2017
BHAVESH PANWAR
trading as ;M/s Mobi Monster Infotech Pvt. Ltd
664/27, Main Madanpuri Road, Gurgaon, Haryana
Manufacturer and Traders
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Used Since : 30/05/2015
DELHI
Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones.
GUANGZHOU SHIRUI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
192 Kezhu Road, Science Park, Guangzhou, 510663, P.R.China.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A company incorporated under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3356211

DELHI
Security tokens [encryption devices]; Covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; Covers for tablet computers; Interactive touch screen terminals; Electronic interactive whiteboards; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Smart rings; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Smartglasses; Smartwatches; Biometric fingerprint door locks; Gesture recognition software; Audio interfaces; Equalizers [audio apparatus]; Virtual reality headsets; Set-top boxes; Thermal imaging cameras; Infrared detectors; Electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; Charging stations for electric vehicles; Scales with body mass analysers.
3475597    06/02/2017
MULTIPLE MARKETING SOLUTIONS
"LEVEL 12, TOWER-C, BUILDING-8, DLF CYBERCITY COMPLEX, DLF CITY PHASE-II, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
manufacturer and trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENESIS LEGAL
LAWYERS CHAMBER NO. 709, 7TH FLOOR, DWARKA DISTRICT COURT COMPLEX, SEC-10, DWARKA NEW DELHI
110075
Used Since :01/02/2017
DELHI
cinematographic, audio video cassettes & cd's, tv programs, tv serials, television receiving sets, record & compact discs
players, instruments or apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or image, data processing
equivalents & computer. All these goods are included in class- 09.
EAGLEWAY MARKETING CO.
RANJEET BANSAL
JAGMOHAN SINGH
SUHWINDER SINGH

trading as :M/S EAGLEWAY MARKETING CO.
SCO. NO. 8, 22 ACRE SCHEME BY IMPROVEMENT TRUST BARNALA, PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK
C/O HARSH PAHWA REGISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING HOUSE ,H.NO. 69, STREET NO. 30-D, ANAND NAGAR -B,
PATIALA, PUNJAB 147001

Used Since :04/02/2016

DELHI
LED TV
3475682 06/02/2017
M/S SD JAXON EXIM (OPC) PVT. LTD.
C-9, Sector-P, Aliganj, Lucknow, 226024 (U.P)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sunglasses & Eyewear
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

3476153    07/02/2017
GREATMEN TRADERS
trading as ; GREATMEN TRADERS
10-E-7, MAHAVEER NAGAR 3RD,KOTA PARIJAT COLONY,KOTA-324005
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :10/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
DISTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS, NAUTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS, WEIGHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ROAD SIGNS, LUMINOUS OR MECHANICAL, LIFE SAVING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT.
3476310    07/02/2017
MR. SUDHIR GOYEL, MANAGING TRUSTEE
trading as ;M/s ASPAM Foundation
Resham House, Farm No. 9/1, Amaltas Avenue, Westend Green Farm Society, Shamalka, New Delhi-110037
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/11/2015
To be associated with:
2935077
DELHI
Teaching Apparatus And Instruments; Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs; Cash Registers, Calculating Machines, Data Processing Equipment And Computers; Cassettes, Music And Lecture Recordings, Software, Tapes, Downloadable Digital Lectures, Pre-recorded Videos And Pre-recorded Compact Discs; Computer Software Programmes And Data Relating To Educational, Cultural Events And Sports To Be Used On A Global Communication Network and Electronic Publication Records
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

3476311 07/02/2017
MR. SUDHIR GOYEL, MANAGING TRUSTEE
trading as ;M/s ASPAM Foundation
Resham House, Farm No. 9/1, Amaltas Avenue, Westend Green Farm Society, Shamalka, New Delhi-110037
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since: 20/06/2016

To be associated with:
2935077

DELHI
Teaching Apparatus And Instruments; Apparatus For Recording, Transmission Or Reproduction Of Sound Or Images; Magnetic Data Carriers, Recording Discs; Cash Registers, Calculating Machines, Data Processing Equipment And Computers; Cassettes, Music And Lecture Recordings, Software, Tapes, Downloadable Digital Lectures, Pre-recorded Videos And Pre-recorded Compact Discs; Computer Software Programmes And Data Relating To Educational, Cultural Events And Sports To Be Used On A Global Communication Network and Electronic Publication Records
3476432 07/02/2017
MR. PANKAJ MEHTA
trading as ;M/s. GOLDKART
1223-A, 2ND FLOOR, RANI BAGH, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES
3476496  07/02/2017
DEVAN
trading as ;Wani Enterprises
Shop No. 9550/12, Murlhani Dhanda, Pahar Ganj, New Delhi 110055
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :01/02/2017
DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electrical apparatus and instruments, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus
DIVYUSH
3476542 07/02/2017
PIYUSH BANSAL
CU-11, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110088
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARVIK SINGHAI
D 326 LAXMINAGAR 110092
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
Safety items including Safety footwear for protection against accident or injury; Safety boots for use in industry [for protection against accident or injury]; Safety helmets; Safety life jackets; Safety gloves; Safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; Safety caps; Safety goggles; Safety spectacles; Safety headwear; Safety headgear; Safety life belts; Reflective safety vests; Safety glasses for protecting the eyes; Safety apparatus [for the prevention of accident or injury].
MVB

3476545  07/02/2017
MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHATN AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Mobile, Mobile accessories, Scientific, nautical, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, magnetic data carriers, , calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software
Tag Imports

3476602   07/02/2017
ASHISH DATTARAM TRIMBAKKAR
trading as ;Tag Imports

404, Classic Park, Chs Charat Singh Colony Road, Tulsi Baug, Near Dragon Fly Hotel, Jb Nagar, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES, COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE, COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED, USB FLASH DRIVES, SCANNERS [DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT]
3476788  07/02/2017
SEYNSE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
H. No. 22/296, Grey House, Opp. Manipal Hospital, Dona Paula -403001
Manufacturer and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048
Used Since :01/12/2015
MUMBAI
Computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions conducted in the form of an auction via a global computer network; computer database software featuring information in the field of hobbies, collectibles and a wide variety of products; Softwares, Applications used for shopping inclued in Class 9.
UNCANNY VISION SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prabha, Sankarankulangara Temple Road, Kanattukara, Thrissur, Pinoode – 680 011, Kerala, India

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY KUMAR SINGH
E-128, HARIHAR NAGAR, NEAR SECTOR-11, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016, UTTAR PRADESH

Used Since :01/11/2011

CHENNAI

COMPUTER RELATED SECURITY SYSTEMS; IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, RECORDED; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER HARDWARE; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SMART GLASSES; SMART PHONES; SMART WATCHES; THEFT PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
UNCANNY VISION
3476827  07/02/2017
UNCANNY VISION SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prabha, Sankarankulangara Temple Road, Kanattukara, Thrissur, Pincode – 680 011, Kerala, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY KUMAR SINGH
E-128, HARIHAR NAGAR, NEAR SECTOR-11, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016, UTTAR PRADESH
Used Since :01/11/2011
CHENNAI
COMPUTER RELATED SECURITY SYSTEMS; IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, RECORDED; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER HARDWARE; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SMART GLASSES; SMART PHONES; SMART WATCHES; THEFT PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
UNCANNYDL

3476829 07/02/2017
UNCANNY VISION SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as; Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prabha, Sankarankulangara Temple Road, Kanattukara, Thrissur, Pincode – 680 011, Kerala, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY KUMAR SINGH
E-128, HARIHAR NAGAR, NEAR SECTOR-11, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016, UTTAR PRADESH
Used Since: 01/03/2015

CHENNAI
COMPUTER RELATED SECURITY SYSTEMS; IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, RECORDED;
COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER HARDWARE;
DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SMART GLASSES;
SMART PHONES; SMART WATCHES; THEFT PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS
[DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE INCLUDED IN CLASS
9.
UNCANNY SURVEILLANCE

3476831    07/02/2017
UNCANNY VISION SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Uncanny Vision Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prabha, Sankarankulangara Temple Road, Kanattukara, Thrissur, Pincode – 680 011, Kerala, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY KUMAR SINGH
E-128, HARIHAR NAGAR, NEAR SECTOR-11, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016, UTTAR PRADESH

Used Since :01/09/2015

CHENNAI

COMPUTER RELATED SECURITY SYSTEMS; IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, RECORDED; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RECORDED; COMPUTER HARDWARE; DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SMART GLASSES; SMART PHONES; SMART WATCHES; THEFT PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
AML MAPS

3476986    08/02/2017

BMR GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. B, 13TH FLOOR, HANSALAYA BUILDING, 15 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BMR LEGAL.
GROUND FLOOR, DHAPLA HOUSE, GENERAL NAGESH MARG, DR. S.S. RAO ROAD, PAREL EAST, MUMBAI-400 012

Used Since :01/10/2016

DELHI

COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA OR DOWNLOADED FROM A REMOTE COMPUTER NETWORK, COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS
CITYPLUS
3477450  08/02/2017
SH. YOGESH KUMAR BHUTANI,
trading as ;MACCO ENTERPRISES.
21, NICHOLSON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Auto Electrical Parts including Horns, Armatures Coil, Armatures, Starters, Fuses, Plug, Sockets, Switches, Connector Terminals, Batteries, Battery Plates, Electric Wire, Speedo Meters and Helmets.
3477533  08/02/2017  
MOHAMMED RAZA MEWAWALA  
trading as ;M/s. SARA ENTERPRISES  
105, KHWAJA PALACE, BORAN ROAD OPP ELCO RESTAURANT BANDRA WEST MUMBAI 400050  
Manufacturer and Merchant  
A Proprietorship Firm  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SANJOG PANDERE  
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209  
Used Since : 28/01/2017  
MUMBAI  
DATA CABLES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BATTERY CHARGERS FOR MOBILE PHONES; MOBILE PHONE COVERS; CLEAR PROTECTIVE COVERS ADAPTED FOR MOBILE PHONES; EARPHONES; HEADSETS; WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR SMARTPHONES; HANDS-FREE HEADSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES; WIRELESS HEADSETS FOR USE WITH MOBILE PHONES; SPEAKERS; WIRELESS SPEAKERS; ACCUMULATORS [BATTERIES]; SELFIE STICKS FOR USE WITH SMARTPHONES; USB FLASH DRIVES; DIGITIZERS [COMPUTER INPUT DEVICES]; HEADPHONES
3477782   08/02/2017
M/S PUJA CAPITAL
S-214, 2nd Floor, Greater Kailash - 2, New Delhi 110048
SERVICE PROVIDER
Manufacturer, Merchants & Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JADUNATH BEHERA ADVOCATE
C2/39, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA NEW DELHI-110016
Used Since : 01/07/2016

DELHI
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus
GROWTHFILE

3477786  08/02/2017

M/S PUJA CAPITAL
S-214, 2nd Floor, Greater Kailash - 2, New Delhi 110048
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JADUNATH BEHERA ADVOCATE
C-2/39, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA NEW DELHI-110016
Used Since : 01/07/2016

DELHI

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 9

3477849 09/02/2017
JITENDRA PUROHIT
trading as: WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING (PROPRIETOR)
1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO. 20, TENEMENTS BUILDING, OPP. SHUKLAJI STREET, MUMBAI -400008
MANUFACTURES AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
MOBILES, MOBILE CHARGER, MOBILE DISPLAY, MOBILE TOUCH, MOBILE BATTERY, MOBILE COVERS, EARPHONES, HEADPHONE, POWER BANK, CARD READER, MEMORY CARD, PEN DRIVE, SELFIE STICK, MOBILE BUMPER, USB CABLE, SCREEN GUARDS, GLASS, MOBILE/TABLET SPEAKERS, MOBILE CABLE, BLUETOOTH, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS, TABLETS, TABLET ACCESSORIES, TABLET SPARE PARTS, TABLET COVERS, V R BOX, CAR HOLDER, OTHERS MOBILE/ TABLET ACCESSORIES (ALL THE EXIST, UPCOMING ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE, TABLET AND ELECTRONICS).
TEDDY BEAR - DELIVERING ELECTRONICS WITH LOVE

3478040   08/02/2017

PARAMOUNT DIGITAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : TEDDY BEAR - DELIVERING ELECTRONICS WITH LOVE

Sco 111-113, Level-3, Sector-17 B, Chandigarh - 160017.

Manufacturer and Merchants

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

3D SPECTACLES AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS ELECTRIC BATTERY CHARGERS COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA ELECTRONIC INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARDS INTERACTIVE TOUCH SCREEN TERMINALS INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS LAPTOP COMPUTERS MONEY COUNTING AND SORTING MACHINES MONITORING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC MONITORS COMPUTER HARDWARE MOUSE [COMPUTER PERIPHERAL] NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS PROJECTION SCREENS SCANNERS [DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT] SLIDE PROJECTORS / TRANSPARENCY PROJECTION APPARATUS TABLET COMPUTERS TEACHING APPARATUS TIME RECORDING APPARATUS.
ZEE
3478082  08/02/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Essel House, B - 10, Lawrence Road, Industrial Area, New Delhi - 110 035
Manufacturers and merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :01/01/1992
To be associated with:
748468, 2396558, 2735220
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING,
MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING & TEACHING APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS
(INCLUDING WIRELESS); APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING,
ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY, RECORDING, TRANSMISSION, REPRODUCTION OF
SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS & OTHER DIGITAL
RECORDING MEDIA; MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES,
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS;
WIRELESS TELEPHONES, SPEAKERS, HEADSETS & OTHER DEVICES INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS
Home and Design Trends

BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra
Used Since :31/05/2013

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, SIGNAL CHECKING (SUPERVISION), CALCULATING MACHINES, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, CD, DVD AND VCD, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS VIA THE INTERNET AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS OR ON A MOBILE PHONE PLATFORM OR WIRELESS ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES.
3478542    09/02/2017
MEDLIFE INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
trading as :MEDLIFE INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
703, 6th Floor, Brindavan, Upper Govind Nagar, Malad (East), Mumbai 400 097
Traders and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :02/02/2017
To be associated with:
2916158, 3256597
MUMBAI
Computers, tablet computers, laptop, mobile phones, notebook computers, netbook computers, desktop computers,
handheld computers, software, digital tablets, computer software
3478680  09/02/2017
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :14/04/2007
To be associated with:
3297273, 3297274, 3478675
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, BAGS ADAPTED/SHUTTER SLEEVES FOR LAPTOPS, CASES/COVERS FOR SMARTPHONES, CELL PHONE STRAPS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE/PROGRAMMES/APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE, DECORATIVE MAGNETS, DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES FOR MOBILE PHONES, ENCODED KEY CARDS, ENCODED MAGNETIC CARDS, IDENTITY CARDS, MOUSE PADS, RADIOS, ROAD SIGNS, LUMINOUS/MECHANICAL, TRANSMITTERS, TRANSMITTING SETS, VEHICLE RADIOS.

Translation : suno sunao life banao
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017 Class 9

ALTIMETRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: Altimetrik India Private Limited
Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560100
Manufacturer and Distributor
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANALP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since: 23/06/2016
CHENNAI
Downloadable software and mobile applications.
3479034  09/02/2017
ALTIMETRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Altimetrik India Private Limited
Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560100
Manufacturer and Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062

Used Since :17/07/2014

CHENNAI
Downloadable software and mobile applications
3479077 09/02/2017

ALTIMETRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as: Altimetrik India Private Limited

Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560100

Manufacturer and Distributor

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BANANAIP COUNSELS

BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062

Used Since :01/01/2015

CHENNAI

Downloadable software and mobile applications.
HACHON

3479080  09/02/2017
ALTIMETRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Altimetrik India Private Limited
Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560100
Manufacturer & Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since :23/06/2016

To be associated with:
3479028

CHENNAI
Downloadable software and mobile applications.
METAPHIUM

3479083  09/02/2017
ALTIMETRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; Altimetrik India Private Limited
Sy No 7P and 93P, Electronic City, Industrial Area, Begur Hobli, Bangalore – 560100
Manufacturer & Distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since : 17/07/2014

To be associated with:
3479034

CHENNAI
Downloadable software and mobile applications.
SUN NXT

3479312    10/02/2017

SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
trading as ;SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
NO.73, MURASOLI MARAN TOWERS, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRASEKHARAN & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, 60, KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3 RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR MADRAS - 600 020.
Used Since :21/11/2016

CHENNAI

"COMPUTER HARDWARE, FIRMWARE AND SOFTWARE TO ENABLE RECORDING, UPLOADING, POSTING, TRANSMITTING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING, BLOGGING, SHARING, RECEIVING AUDIO VISUAL CONTENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE, FIRMWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC AND STREAMING DEVICES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; STREAMING DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC, AUDIO AND VIDEO; MOBILE APPLICATIONS; AUDIO, VISUAL AND AUDIO -VISUAL RECORDINGS AND CONTENT PROVIDED BY DOWNLOADING OR STREAMING FROM COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS INCLUDING THE INTERNET".
3479349  10/02/2017
P. ARUN KUMAR
trading as ;LIONS HEAD TRADERS
PLOT NO.86, DOOR NO.1, PRIYA NAGAR 2ND CROSS STREET, URAPAKKAM, KANCHIPURAM DIST - 603 210.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :25/05/2016

CHENNAI
ACRYLIC GLASS, PLASTIC SCREEN PROJECTOR FOR LED TV, LED SWIVEL MOUNT AND HDMI CABLE .
GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Unit No. 102, Akruti SMC, L.B.S Marg, Khopat, Thane- West, Mumbai- 400601.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/07/1972

MUMBAI
FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; FIRE ALARMS, BLINKERS (SIGNALING LIGHT), FIRE BEATERS; FIRE ESCAPES;
FIRE ENGINES & TRUCKS; FIRE HOSES; FIRE FIGHTING VEHICLES; SPRINKLER SYSTEMS FOR FIRE EXTINGUISHING;
FIRE DETECTION APPARATUS; LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; FIRE PROOF CLOTHING AND
GARMENTS; FIRE-RESISTANT GLOVES; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING BLANKETS; SHOES , BOOTS, SOCKS, JACKETS AND
TROUSERS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, IRRADIATION AND FIRE; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; LIFE BELTS;
PROTECTIVE MASKS; ALARM SENSORS; CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS; SMOKE
DETECTORS AND ALARMS.
SKYLER

3479893  10/02/2017

MR. PUSHPCHAND CHORDIA
Khivraj Mansion, No. 10/2, Kasturba Road, Bangalore 560001
Manufacturers, traders and service providers
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDUS LAW
NO. 101, 1ST FLOOR, "EMBASSY CLASIC" NO.11, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA-560 001.
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI

Downloadable computer software and mobile application for aggregating and selling of automobile accessories and vehicle parts by enabling users to search and select items from an existing list of products at the online marketplace, scheduling and dispatching of goods.
3480015  10/02/2017
SAMVIDYA EDUTECH LLP
trading as :SAMVIDYA EDUTECH LLP
L-8/64 VRINDAVAN COLONY, TILAK NAGAR, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400089
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 01/01/2017

MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
3480134 10/02/2017
K S BAKERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.90 & 91, Opp. PJR Stadium, Chandanagar, Hyderabad – 500 050, Telangana, India
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/11/1999

CHENNAI
Computer Programs for Accessing, Browsing and Searching Online Databases, Mobile Apps, Mobile Software, Application Software for Mobile Phones, Software for Smartphones, Computer Software Programs.
PARAHIRE
3480150   10/02/2017
PENUMATSA RESHMA DEVI
Parahire, Second Floor, H No- 1-90/7/B/77, Plot No- 227/76/D, Patrika Nagar, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500 081, India.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIx PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :17/11/2016
CHENNAI
Mobile Apps, Mobile Software, Application Software for Mobile Phones, Software for Smartphones, Computer Software Programs, Cloud servers, Cloud network monitoring software, Downloadable cloud computing software, Application software for cloud computing services.
3480209   10/02/2017
NISCHITH. H. V
ASHRAYA NILAYA VISHVESHWARIAH, EXTN SALEGAME ROAD, BEHIND PETROL BUNK, HASSAN – 573201,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :06/01/2017
CHENNAI
APPLICATION SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS,
NETWORK APPLICATIONS BEING COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND PERSONAL COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE,
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE, CARTRIDGES FOR VIDEO GAMES (SOFTWARE),
COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (DOWNLOADABLE), COMPUTER
PROGRAMMES (PROGRAMS) AND RECORDED SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED ONLINE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNED
TO ESTIMATE COSTS, GAMES SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE DRIVERS, SECURITY DEVICES FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
GETGOING

3480275   10/02/2017
MAHESH
trading as ;Shriram Value Services Ltd
Shriram Value ServicesLtd 8-9, 3rd cross street, C.I.T Nagar, Mylapore, Chennai- 600 004, Tamilnadu, India.
Service Providers
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
Computer Software and hardware; Computer software assisted online and offline transportation services for all types of vehicles; Downloadable mobile applications.
BREEZON
3480386   10/02/2017
SHANMUGAM
trading as ;BREEZON
3/67 KUMARAN KUDIL ,2ND STREET THURAIPAKKAM,CHENNAI-600097
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/12/2016
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL STROAGE BATTERIES, POWER ELELTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND AUTO ELELCTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
FOXONEVER
3480387  10/02/2017
SHANMUGAM
trading as ;FOXONEVER
3/67 KUMARAN KUDIL ,2ND STREET THURAIPAKKAM,CHENNAI-600097
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :06/02/2017
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL STROAGE BATTERIES
QUONTECK
3480388   10/02/2017
SHANMUGAM
trading as ;QUONTECK
3/67 KUMARAN KUDIL ,2ND STREET THURAIPACKAM,CHENNAI-600097
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :06/02/2017
CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL STORAGE BATTERIES, POWER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND AUTO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
LEKTRAFUSE
2275643  01/02/2012
AESCULAP AG
AM AESCULAP PLATZ D-78532 TUTTLINGEN FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS; MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DEVICES TO ASSIST IN THE
OPERATIVE SEALING AND DIVISION OF TISSUES.
2326099  03/05/2012
OPHTHALMIC MARKETING AND SERVICES PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO. 87/3/B, PHASE-I, G.I.D.C., VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382 445, GUJARAT.
TRADERS
Used Since :01/02/2011
AHMEDABAD
OPHTHALMIC SURGICAL BLADES
2326100  03/05/2012
OPHTHALMIC MARKETING AND SERVICES PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO. 87/3/B, PHASE-1, G.I.D.C., VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382 445, GUJARAT.
TRADERS
Used Since :01/02/2012
AHMEDABAD
OPHTHALMIC SURGICAL BLADES
UNIQUE PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
83, B AND C, SHETH GOVINDRAO SMRITI, DR. A.B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURES, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRESSURE MONITORING EXTENSION TUBE IN CLASS-10.
2393666  11/09/2012
UNIQUE PHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
83, B AND C, SHETH GOVINDRAO SMRITI, DR. A.B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURERS DISTRIBUTORS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRESSURE MONITORING EXTENSION TUBE IN CLASS-10.
2394201  11/09/2012
SOFOMO EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B5/4, SUMAN NAGAR, SION TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 411071
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EL SERV (ADVOCATES & LEGAL CONSULTANTS)
5-Krishna Prasad, 42- Rambaug Colony, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune 411038
Used Since: 01/02/2010

MUMBAI
SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
MOMYFAIR

2536376  23/05/2013

Y. RAMA SUBBA RAO
Y. SATYANARAYANA
Y. ARAVINDA KUMAR
Y. BALA SUBBA RAO

trading as ;SURYA LIFE SCIENCE

H.NO. 3-1-325/2, NEAR AK BHAVAN FUNCTION HALL, OPP. TRAFFIC POLICE STATION LANE, NIMBOLIADDA,
KACHIGUDA, HYDERABE - 500 027, (AP), INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING
SUTURE MATERIALS, GLOVES AND SYRINGES
CHAXU

2644049  17/12/2013
MEDISONIC EQUIPMENTS PVT LTD.
2, Radhika Estate, Narayan Textile Mill Compound, Opp. Vishnu Petrol Pump, CTM Cross Road, Amraiwadi, Ahmedabad 380026, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :23/08/2007

AHMEDABAD
Medical apparatus and instruments
2659279    14/01/2014
ABHIJEET PARKHI AND NARENDRA PARKHI
ABHIJEET PARKHI
NARENDRA PARKHI
trading as :CHAMP SPORTSWEAR
460/A, Shivaji Nagar, Pune - 411 005 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A registered partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :11/11/2012

MUMBAI
surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments, apparatus & appliances (including artificial limbs, eyes and teeth),
testing apparatus for medical purposes, nursing appliances, diagnostic apparatus for radiology, surgical knives, scissors
& cutlery, surgical gowns, surgical drapes & packs, sponges & splints, gloves, masks, cap, orthopedic articles, suture
materials, x-ray apparatus & photographs, lamps for emdical and surgical purposes
2665606  24/01/2014

DONG YANG, HONG

trading as :DONG YANG, HONG

ROOM 604, BUILDING 2, YIXIN GARDEN, EAST LAKE DEZHENGROAD, FENGXIANG SUB-DISTRICT, CHENGHAI DISTRICT, SHANTOU CITY, GUANGDONG, CHINA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MASSAGE APPARATUS; ARMCHAIRS FOR MEDICAL OR DENTAL PURPOSES; AIR CUSHIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CONTRACEPTIVES, NON-CHEMICAL; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS; SUTURE MATERIALS; VIBROMASSAGE APPARATUS; GLOVES FOR MASSAGE; FEEDING BOTTLES; ARCH SUPPORTS FOR FOOTWEAR
Accuforce

2665964    24/01/2014

TERUMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TERUMO CORPORATION)
44 - 1, 2 - CHOME, HATAGAYA, SHIBUYA - KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, AND DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR; PTCA
(PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY) DILATATION CATHETERS
DILACERVIX STIK

2666251  25/01/2014

NUTRI SYNAPZZ THERAPEUTIX PVT LTD
203, 2ND FLOOR, BEML 4TH STAGE, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN-560098
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :25/01/2014

CHENNAI
MEDICAL DEVICE
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, SUTURE MATERIALS
PainEzEE
Relieve. Restore. Renew

2668391  29/01/2014
ZYWIE MEDICAL DEVICES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;ZYWIE MEDICAL DEVICES PVT.LTD.
402, MANJEERA MAJESTIC COMMERCIAL, JNTU - HITECH CITY ROAD, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD 500085 ANDHRA
PRADESH INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
C/310, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :31/12/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS,
CERELINK
2670682  31/01/2014
DEPUY SYNTHES, INC.
700 ORTHOPAEDIC DRIVE, WARSAW, INDIANA 46581, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Manufacturers and Merchants
(A DELAWARE CORPORATION)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Neuromonitoring instrumentation for medical use; monitoring and access devices and apparatus for neuromonitoring; monitoring and access systems for use in connection with neuromonitoring.
2671666  03/02/2014
SANJAY GOYEL
4/2544, STREET 11, MAIN ROAD, BIHARI COLONY, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :17/01/2014
DELHI
SURGICAL, GYNECOLOGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; INCLUDED IN CLASS-10.
2672932  05/02/2014
MANJILA & SINGH INNOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
BOOTH NO. 59, PUDA MARKET, COURT ROAD, ANANDPUR SAHIB-140118, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 15/01/2014
DELHI
MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS
QUALITYSURFACE
Priority claimed from 20/03/2014; Application No. : 86/226,655 ;Israel
2811802   18/09/2014
MEDINOL LTD.
Kiryat Atidim, Bldg. 8, 6158101 Tel Aviv, Israel
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company organized and existing under the laws of Israel
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COATINGS SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF MEDICAL STENTS AND OTHER IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES; MEDICAL STENTS; STENTS
RECOIL
Priority claimed from 30/04/2014; Application No.: 86/266,899; United States of America
2835281  30/10/2014
COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
750 DANIELS WAY, P.O. BOX 2269, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47402, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Manufacturers and Merchants
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF INDIANA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical device, namely a stylet
2856645    05/12/2014
ROBERT WILLIAM MARTYN
53 LAKEVIEW COURT, OCEAN CLUB, NASSAU, BAHAMAS
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

"BALLS FOR MENTAL AND PHYSICAL TRAINING AND USED AS A TRAINING TOOL TO INCREASE EYE HAND
COORDINATION AND TO SPEED UP COGNITIVE REACTION TIMES, ALL FOR REHABILITATIVE THERAPY AND PHYSICAL
THERAPY"
OvaStream

2867997   23/12/2014
OSCAR MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
C-59/1, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI 110020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1st FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, Opp. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIAGNOSTIC KITS, MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS ALL IN CLASS 10.
2969972 25/05/2015

POOJA KAUL

trading as: LIFE & SOUL HEALTHCARE

SHOP NO. 14, UGF.CH. SHIV RAJ COMPLEX. BLOCK -G, PHASE-VI, BANDHROAD, DELHI-110047

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KAMRAN AHMAD KHAN

408, NEW LAWYERS, CHAMBER, BLOCK 3RD, DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
ECIL

3109425  26/11/2015
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED.
P.O. ECIL, Hyderabad - 500 062
Manufacturers & Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 11/04/1967
To be associated with:
3109421

CHENNAI
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials.
DENLIFE
3308490  14/07/2016
DR. ANGSHUMAN BHATTACHARYA
trading as ;FRIENDS INTERNATIONAL
38E, GARCHA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700019, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TANAY SARAF, ADVOCATE
B-9,NAVIN APARTMENTS,29,BALLYGUNGE PARK,KOLKATA 700019
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3308489
KOLKATA
MEDICAL APPARATUS; MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS; LIFE SAVING EMERGENCY APPARATUS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
3349197  30/08/2016
KARTHI HOME PRODUCTS PVT LTD
trading as ;KARTHI HOME PRODUCTS PVT LTD
OTTAPATH HOUSE, THAIKKATTUSSERY.P.O, OLLUR, THRISSUR.DT, KERALA-680 306
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BIJU JOHN
Cordialcode, Chungathara P.O., Nilambur ( Via ), Malappuram Dist., Kerala - 679 334.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CONDOMS
3460908    19/01/2017
MEDICINES360
353 SACRAMENTO STREET SUITE 900 SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94111
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIPG
K-2/5 (OPP. CENTRAL ARCADE), DLF PHASE-II, GURGAON, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3374100
DELHI
INTRA-UTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICES; CONTRACEPTIVE APPARATUS
3464499   24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE , PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE , CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN -673 004 ,
STATE OF KERALA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014
CHENNAI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH, ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS, SURGICAL GLOVES OF RUBBER. APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR TALKING, COLLECTING INFUSING OR GIVING BLOOD OR INTRAVENOUS TRANSFUSION MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SYRINGES, AMPOULES, VIALS, TUBES, NEEDLE PROTECTORS, ALL FOR MEDICAL USE; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS, ELECTRO CARDIO GRAPHIC MACHINES AND LIKE MEDICAL RECORDING APPARATUS, MEDICATED MATTRESS.
BLUESERT
Priority claimed from 15/10/2016; Application No.: 30 2016 029 415; Germany
3466598     25/01/2017
CARL ZEISS MEDITEC AG
Göschwitzer Str. 51-52, 07745 Jena, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ophthalmologic apparatus and instruments, especially instruments to inject intraocular lenses into the eye
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA  
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019 
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI  
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham  
Used Since :13/10/2014 
MUMBAI  
KNEE BANDAGES (ORTHOPEDIC)
3468133  30/01/2017
GITANSHU PRABHAKAR PANDYA
8, KARM PARAYAN, TATVAKNANA VIDHYAPEETH, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE (WEST)- 400610
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SURGICAL ITEMS NAMELY EXAMINATION GLOVES LATEX, NITRILE, STERILE AND RELATED PRODUCTS THERE TO, SURGICAL GOWNS, SURGICAL MASKS, KITS, OTHER PRODUCTS USED FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
A1-FLON

3468208    28/01/2017
M/S AONELIFE MEDICURE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. D 1/6A, D1/6B SECTOR - 13, GIDA, GORAKHPUR UP 273209 INDIA
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
Surgical, Medical, Dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, Artificial limbs, eye and teeth, Orthopedic articles, suture materials.
DYNAVAN
3468391  30/01/2017
DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
P.O. BOX NO. 45, ASOKAPURAM, ALUVA, KERALA - 683 101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL DEVICES FOR THE INFUSION OF THERAPEUTIC FLUID AND PARTS AND ATTACHMENTS FOR THESE DEVICES; SYRINGES FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL USE; APPLIANCES FOR HYPODERMIC INJECTION AND SURGICAL NEEDLES; SYRINGES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CATHETERS
MAHASHAN DI HATTI PVT LTD.
MDH HOUSE, 9/44, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 01/01/2014
DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS
DOCTOR BELI RAM & SONS PVT. LTD.
3/17, ASAIF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY SAHNI & ASSOCIATES
31/42 PUNJABI BAGH (W) NEW DELHI 110026

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SURGICAL & MEDICAL DEVICES-BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS, THERMOMETERS, NEBULIZERS, GLUCOMETERS, PAIN RELIEF PRODUCTS, MASSAGERS, OXYGEN CONCENTRATORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10
3470872 01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER THE LLP ACT, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS,
ABDOMINAL BELTS, ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, ALL TYPES OF BANDAGES & BELTS
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MASSAGE GLOVES & ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES AND GOODS COVERED IN CLASS 10
FOGLA

3471151  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA

Surgical, Medical, Dental and Veterinary Apparatus and instruments, Surgical Implants, including Artificial Limbs, Eyes and Teeth, orthopedic Articles, Suture Materials, Condoms, Non-Chemical Contraceptives, Bed Vibrators, Vibromassage Apparatus, Pacifiers for Babies.
ZIVALIFEE

3471841 02/02/2017

MISS HEMAL GHANASHYAM DESAI AND MISS SHEETAL SACHIN JANGHEL
A/3,124 SNEHADHARA CHS, DADABHAI CROSS ROAD NO-3, OPP ROKADIYA HANUMAN TEMPLE, VILEPARLE WEST, MUMBAI-400056, MAHARSHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
JOINT APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANGEETA SANDEEP PAL
301/B, DEVENDRA SADAN, CHS LTD., NR. RANE HOSPITAL, MAJAS ROAD, JOGESHWARI(EAST), MUMBAI-400060.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS IN CLASS 10
MEDICUBE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,

MEDICUBE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,

PLOT NO.18, 1ST FLOOR, ALEAP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GAJULARAMARAM-501 505, QUTBULLAPUR (M), R.R.DIST.(T.S),

INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :02/01/2017

CHENNAI

MEDICAL CONSUMABLE AND SURGICAL GOODS WHICH INCLUDES FACE MASK, PAPER DISPOSABLE GLOVES,

SURGEON CAPS, BOUFFANT CAPS, WET WIPES, SHOE COVERS, HOSPITAL KITS, SWABS AND STERILIZATION

PRODUCTS
MR. VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA
trading as: ASB SYSTEM
ASB TOWER IN FRONT OF ST. ANTHONY SCHOOL, NEAR PARA THANHA HARDOI ROAD, LUCKNOW-226017, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUHAN CONSULTANCY COMPANY
2F-1 MOHAN BABA NAGAR TAJPUR ROAD BADARPUR BORDER NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since: 10/11/2015

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 10

3473888  06/02/2017
MR. AKSHAY NARAYAN
trading as MEDIEQUIP INDIA
C-3/91, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI-110052.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER & RETAILER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DENTAL EQUIPMENTS AND APPARATUS, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENTS, ARTIFICIAL TEETH IN CLASS 10
CARPIGRIP

3475950  07/02/2017
DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
P.O.BOX NO.45, ASOKAPURAM, ALUVA, KERALA-683101,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
SURGICAL SPLINTS, ORTHOPAEDIC SPLINTS AND BRACES, FINGER SPLINT, CALLIPERS [SPLINTS], CASTING SPLINTS, SPLINTING BANDAGES FOR PREPARING SPLINTS, ARMBOARDS [SURGICAL SPLINTS], SPLINTING MATERIALS FOR MEDICAL USE, SPLINTING BANDAGES FOR PREPARING CASTS; ANTI-RHEUMATISM BRACELETS, BRACES FOR JOINT FIXATION, BRACELETS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, WRIST BRACES FOR MEDICAL USE, ELBOW AND ANKLE BRACES, BRACES FOR THE HUMAN BODY, ORTHODONTIC BRACKETS [BRACES] FOR USE IN STRAIGHTENING TEETH
DYNASORB

3475952    07/02/2017

DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DYNAMIC TECHNO MEDICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

P.O.BOX NO.45, ASOKAPURAM, ALUVA, KERALA-683101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

DISPOSAL OPHTHALMIC EYE DRAPES, EYE PROTECTORS FOR POST-SURGERY EYE PROTECTION, EYE BATHS, EYE PADS, EYE SHIELDS AND EYE TRAYS FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL USE, SURGICAL DRAPES AND PATCHES
Prevail

3477483  08/02/2017

MEDTRONIC, INC.
710 MEDTRONIC PARKWAY, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55432-5604, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION DULLY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Coronary balloon catheters
3477636  08/02/2017
JBS MEDIITEC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.,
trading as ;JBS MEDIITEC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.,
NO: 277, AVARAMPALAYAM ROAD, NEW SIDHAPUDUR, COIMBATORE - 641 004, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS AND SURGICAL PRODUCTS
3478713 10/02/2017
UNNITHAN JAISHANKAR
SIVAPRIYA, PLOT NO 1721 VI AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040 TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :04/04/2016
CHENNAI
SURGICAL , MEDICAL ,DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS , EYES AND
TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
3478862    09/02/2017
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
trading as ;Ranvir Singh Bijarnia
B-50/200, Siddha Co-Operative Housing Society, Best Colony, Siddharth Nagar Part II, Goregaon (West), Mumbai – 400104
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 216, 2nd Floor, Dalamal Towers, 211, Free Press Journal Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Abdominal belts; abdominal pads; bandages for joints; anatomical / supportive bandages; belts for medical purposes; knee bandages; orthopaedic [orthopedic] belts / orthopaedic belts / orthopaedic belts; orthopaedic articles
ENDOVAC PURE
Priority claimed from 31/01/2017; Application No. : 87320119 ;United States of America
3479602 09/02/2017
ORMCO CORPORATION
1717 WEST COLLINS AVENUE, ORANGE, CA 92867, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Manufacturers and Merchants
(a DELAWARE CORPORATION)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2054721
DELHI
Dental instruments, namely, irrigation systems, comprising of oral irrigators; portable base, sterile cartridge and handheld controller
SUVIDHA ENGINEERS INDIA PVT.LTD.
814-815 DEVIKA TOWER 6 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK SERVICE
L8, P.S. RATHI BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI 110 054

Used Since : 20/01/2007

DELHI
VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM AND CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
2246516  08/12/2011
CRYSTAL SANITARY FITTINGS PVT. LTD
153/2 VILLAGE SANSIWALA POST OFFICE, BAROTI WALA, DISTT SOLAN H.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J. J. REGISTRATION SERVICES.
NO. 623, SECTOR 18-B, CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :15/11/2011

DELHI
SANITARY & BATHROOM FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES.
UNICARE TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD.
trading as ;UNICARE TECHNOLOGIES PVT.LTD. (A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
121, GOLDAN PLAZA, TAGORE ROAD, RAJKOT 360 002 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENDRA R RAVAL
BUNGLOW NO.9,SHRI NAGAR SOCIETY,OPP.SARDAR PATEL STADIUM,NR.NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 014,GUJRAT
Used Since :19/04/2007

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF WATER FILTER DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL USE AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, WATER PURIFIERS AND WATER PURIFIERS MACHINES, RELATING TO WATER PURIFIER AND WATER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY AND SODA MACHINES.

subject to no exclusive right over word SODA STATION.
JEWELS

2266184  13/01/2012
AKASH ARORA S/O. SH. PREM PRAKASH ARORA
1067, KISSAN MARG, BARKAT NAGAR, TONK PHATAK, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
manufacturer and merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :13/01/2012

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF COOLER, FAN, WATER PURIFIERS & RO SYSTEMS, GEYSER (WATER STOREAGE HEATER) CHOCKS,
STARTER, FIXTURES & FITTINGS, IRON, BULB, TUBES, CFL APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM
GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.

for state of Rajasthan only.
M/S. GOLDSTAR AGRINNOVA PRIVATE LIMITED
B/501, LOTUS CORPORATE PARK, NEAR JOGESHWARI FLYOVER, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON EAST, MUMBAI-400 063.
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANYS ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS; ELECTRIC KETTLES; GAS AND ELECTRIC COOKERS; VEHICLE LIGHTS AND VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
2305650  26/03/2012
SAMSUN CERAMIC PVT. LTD
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, B/H. BANDHUNAGAR., MORBI - 363 642. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :03/06/2011
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY WARES AND BATH FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
FREEION ENGINEERING

2313743    11/04/2012
KEYUR G. THAKKAR
trading as ;FREEION ENGINEERING
6, Nutan Prakash Society, IOC Road, D'Cabin, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 380 019. (Gujarat)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
WATER AND WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANTS, WATER PURIFICATION, WATER COOLER INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
SWASTIK

2314169   12/04/2012
SURESH KHANDELWAL S/O. LATE. SH. CHIRANJI LAL KHANDELWAL
trading as ;SWASTIK MARKETING
E1/424, CHITRAKOOT SCHEME, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
manufacturer and merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/04/2003

AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC FANS.
2326156  03/05/2012
VIJAY KANUBHAI LUNAGAIYA
trading as ;YOGI SOLAR INDUSTRIES
NEELDHARA COMPLEX, NR. GUNDALA RAILWAY CROSSING, GONDAL-360311
RENEWALBE AND CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RELATED PRODUCTS SUCH AS SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR STREET LIGHTS, SOLAR LANTERNS, SOLAR COOKERS, SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR PUMP, WIND MILL, ETC.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :28/02/2005
AHMEDABAD
RENEWALBE AND CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RELATED PRODUCTS SUCH AS SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR STREET LIGHTS, SOLAR LANTERNS, SOLAR COOKERS, SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR PUMP, WIND MILL.
MRS. ZARANA NAYAN THAKKAR
trading as : RAJVI SALES
9, YASH BUNGLOWS, TELEPHONE EXCHANGE ROAD, PATAN-384265 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS/TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURANG N.GANDHI
C/o. Maruti Weigh Bridge, Opp. Railway Crossing, Highway, UNJHA-384170, Mehsana District Gujarat State

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CEILING FAN, TABLE FAN, PEDESTAL FAN, AUTOMATIC, IRON, CHOKE, PATTI, TUBLITE CHOKE, FAN REGULATOR,
DOOR BELL, STARTER, MONO BLOCK PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, WIRE, FLEXIBLE TT WIRE, MIXTURE GRINDER,
HAND BLENDER, INDUCTION COOKER, IMMERTION HEATER
2330467  11/05/2012
ZAKIR HUSAIN YUSUF VOHRA
trading as ;M/S. SIGN INDIA CORPORATION
1ST FLOOR, SIDDIQUE COMPLEX, RANI TALAO MAIN ROAD, SURAT - 395003. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/07/2002
AHMEDABAD
SMD LIGHT MODULE, SMPS POWER SUPPLY, SMD STRIPS, SIGN BOARDS AND CHANNEL LETTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
2330559   12/05/2012

BRIGHT SOLAR PVT. LTD.
trading as ;BRIGHT SOLAR PVT. LTD.

PLOT NO. 90, NATHABHAI ESTATE, NR. BRAHMANI ICE FACTORY, NR. CANAL, OPP. JALARAM PARTY PLOT,
JASHODANAGAR ROAD, AMRAIWADI, AHMEDABAD-380026

RENEWALBE AND CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RELATED PRODUCTS SUCH AS SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR STREET
LIGHTS, SOLAR LANTERNS, SOLAR COOKERS, SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR PUMP, WIND MILL, ETC.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since : 23/04/2010

AHMEDABAD

RENEWALBE AND CONVENTIONAL ENERGY RELATED PRODUCTS SUCH AS SOLAR WATER HEATER, SOLAR STREET
LIGHTS, SOLAR LANTERNS, SOLAR COOKERS, SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEM, SOLAR PUMP, WIND MILL, ETC.

subject to no exclusive right over the word SOLAR. Also no exclusive right over the word BRIGHT except as substantially
shown on the label.
2394386  11/09/2012
MAHESH THAKARSHIBHAI PARSANA
trading as ;DEWLITE INDUSTRIES.
A-102, SONI TOWERS, HARIDAS NAGAR, SAIBABA CROSS ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400092.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :16/07/2012

MUMBAI
LIGHTING PRODUCTS, SOLAR OPERATED LIGHTING APPLIANCES AND INSTRUMENTS SOLAR EQUIPMENTS,
LIGHTING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, LUMINERS, LED LIGHTS, FIXTURES
AND COMPONENTS LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (LED) LIGHT BULBS LIGHTS AND LUMINERS WITH CONVENTIONAL
LAMPS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
2394389   11/09/2012
SOLAR-TECTIC LLC
416 LONG HILL ROAD, EAST BRIARCLIFF, NEW YORK 10510
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTENING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, SOLAR FURNACES, SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS, SOLAR PV MODULES; SOLAR ROOF TOPS, SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEMS; HEAT ACCUMULATORS USED IN SOLAR BUNGALOWS
LIVPURE RO JO DE DUNIYA KA SABSE SHUDH PAANI

2409469    10/10/2012
LUMINOUS WATER TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
C8 & C9, C Block, Community Centre, Near Janak Cinema, Janakpuri, New Delhi - 110 058
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
(A Private Limited Company)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :02/06/2011
To be associated with:
2344296, 2344297
DELHI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOLING, COOKING, STEAM, GENERATING, REFRIGERATING VENTILATING, DRYING, WATER PURIFICATION APPARATUS, MACHINE & INSTALLATIONS. WATER FILTER APPARATUS, WATER SOFTERMIG APPARATUS & INSTALLATIONS. WATER STERILIZERS, PARTS AND FITTING FOR ALL THE AFORESAID.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

2427527 14/11/2012
ARVIND ARORA
trading as ;S.R. ELECTRONICS
2 BANKE BIHARI MARKET NEAR CONGRESS BHAWAN HALL BAZAR AMRITSAR PUNJAB
MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. HANDA & CO.
B - XVIII 17-18, PURIAN MOHALLA, BATALA - 143 505 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :11/03/2008

DELHI
WATER PURIFY MACHINES, WATER-FILTERS, R.O. SYSTEM, WATER TREATMENT PLANTS & PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
Livpure Envy
2578933   12/08/2013
Luminous Water Technologies Private Limited
WZ 106/109, Rajouri Garden Extension, New Delhi 110027
Manufacturers & Merchants
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, 109, SECTOR 44, GURGAON 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2344297
DELHI
Apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes including Water Purifiers and Filters.
ORIENT PAPER & INDUSTRIES LTD.
UNIT-VIII, PLOT NO. 7, BHOINAGAR, BUBNESWAR, ORISSA - 751 012, INDIA.
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Electric Fans of all types including Ceiling Fans, Exhaust Fans, Portable Fans.
MITO

2664406   22/01/2014

FERROLI HEATING (SOUTH ASIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
C/o Target Associates Private Ltd, 148, EPIP 2nd Phase, Prestige Featherlite Techpark, Whitefield, Bangalore, Karnataka-560066, India
Merchant and Trader
a company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Hot water boilers operating with gas or oil burners; heating boilers; feeders for heating boilers; exhaust tubes and heating boiler pipes; boilers for heating water; boilers for laundries; boilers for central heating systems and their component parts; boilers for the production of water and steam and their component parts; immersion heating equipment; radiators for central heating; heaters; water heaters; autoclaves; air conditioning equipment and systems and their component parts; storage heaters; heat recuperators.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

2664604  23/01/2014

JATINDER SINGH BAINS
trading as : KHALSA ELECTRIC CO.

1826, NEW AMARNATH BUILDING, SHOP NO. 77, 2ND FLOOR, BHAGIRATH PALACE, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006

MANUFACTURING, TRADING, MARKETING AND PACKAGING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since: 01/11/2013

DELHI

LIGHTING & FIXTURES, LED LIGHTS, LED TUBELIGHTS, HEATING ELEMENTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2665676  24/01/2014
NANO SCIENCES AND OZONE TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
trading as ;NANO SCIENCES AND OZONE TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
LEVEL 1, TOWER B, MILLENIAS TOWER, MURPHY ROAD 1 AND 2,ULSOOR, BANGALORE - 560008
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING KITCHEN COOKING WARE, INDUCTION COOKER, MOSQUITO TRAPS , WATER
PURIFIERS AND DISINFECTING EQUIPMENTS ALL KIND OF SOLAR PRODUCTS,
ANKITA POLYTUBES (P) LTD.
NEW MAHENDRU, SANDALPUR RD, KUMHARAR, PATNA - 800 006, BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A Co. incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.

Used Since :01/04/1999

KOLKATA

Apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes being included in Class 11.
2666726   27/01/2014

ANJALI APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.
ANJALI HOUSE, LIBERTY GARDEN NO. 1, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cookers, Heating, Steam generating, and cooking apparatus
2667500  28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FANS OF ALL KINDS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING,
DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
SANTOSH KUMAR PRADHAN  
NO.180/130, GOWRI COMPLEX, BANNAHALLI ROAD, CHANDAPURA, BANGALORE - 560081, KARNATAKA, INDIA  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
S.BALAJANAKI  
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.  
Used Since :01/12/2013  
CHENNAI  
WATER PURIFIERS  
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2667781    28/01/2014
POWERTECH POLLUTION CONTROLS PVT LTD,
trading as ;POWERTECH POLLUTION CONTROLS PVT LTD,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :13/12/2013

CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 11

2668045  28/01/2014
AJAY SOMANI
trading as ;SOMANI SONS
3235, GALI PEEPAL MAHADEV, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :20/09/2013
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, SHOWERS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, SOAP DISH, C.P. TOWEL ROD & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC AS PER CLASS 11 FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 11

UNIAQUA

2668046 28/01/2014
AJAY SOMANI
trading as SOMANI SONS
3235, GALI PEEPAL MAHADEV, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 20/09/2013
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, SHOWERS,
WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, SOAP DISH, C.P. TOWEL ROD & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC AS PER CLASS 11 FOR
USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES.
2668549  29/01/2014
M/S. SURESEAL PRIATE LIMITED
trading as ;SURESEAL PRIATE LIMITED
# 49/2B2, Site No. 1, 3rd Cross, Kashinagar, Yelachenahalli, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore - 560078, Karnataka.
Manufacturer
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :24/12/2013
CHENNAI
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

2669096  30/01/2014

JITENDER TIWARI
5-1-586, S.J. LANE, TROOP BAZAR, HYDERABAD - 500 095 (ANDHRA PRADESH), MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.MAYURI.A.TAYDE
Goyanka Nagar, Near Trimurti Gas Agency, Dist-Akola Murtizapur-444107

Used Since :15/05/2012

CHENNAI
THE COOLER, FANS, CEILING FANS, HEATING & COOLING PREPARATION
2669213  30/01/2014
VIJAY KUMAR ARORA
trading as ;VIJAI ENTERPRISES
L-156, SECTOR -I, DSIDC, BAWANA IND. AREA, DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2012
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR HEATING, LIGHTING, COOKING, DRYING, FANS, IRON, OTHER HOME APPLIANCES IN CLASS 11.
SURENDER KUMAR
trading as : PARTH INDUSTRIES
BARWALA BYE PASS, NEAR JANDE WALA MANDIR, HISAR, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/01/2001

DELHI

COOLER, FAN, R.O. SYSTEMS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
COMMUNITY LUMINAIRES LED

2671232    03/02/2014
JP AND GP MARKETERS AND CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;JP AND GP MARKETERS AND CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
K P 8/934, PRANAVAM, KOCHALUMMOODU, MUDAPURAM. P. O., CHIRAYINKEEZHU. TRIVANDRUM - 695 314, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.
Used Since :01/01/2014

CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2671443    03/02/2014
JETMASTER (PTY) LIMITED
CNR. MAIN REEF AND WILGESPRUIT ROAD, ROODEPOORT 1725, SOUTH AFRICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF SOUTH AFRICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES; INCLUDING ELECTRIC FIRES, ELECTRIC SPACE HEATERS, ELECTRIC RADIATORS, STOVES, FIREPLACES, PORTABLE FIREPLACES, HEARTHS, BARBEQUES, INCINERATORS, PARTS, FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS FOR ALL THE AFOREGOING GOODS
2671490   03/02/2014
M/S. ULTIMA CERAMICS
23, KAMARAJ AVENUE, 1ST STREET, KASTURBA NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600020, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/01/2001

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS OF BATHROOM FITTING, SANITARY WARES AND ITS ACCESSORIES LIKE PIPES, TAPES, SHOWERS AND SINKS
2672115 04/02/2014
XSI SEMICONDUCTORS PVT LTD
trading as ;XSI SEMICONDUCTORS PVT LTD
651, 13TH CROSS, 27TH MAIN, HSR LAYOUT, SECTOR 1, BANGALORE - 560102 KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
POORNIMA GANESH
B-209, Golden Residency, Outer Ring Road, Sarjapur Marathalli Extension, Bellandur, Bangalore - 560 103.
Used Since :03/03/2013
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITARY PURPOSES
xSi

2672116  04/02/2014
XSI SEMICONDUCTORS PVT LTD
trading as ;XSI SEMICONDUCTORS PVT LTD
651, 13TH CROSS, 27TH MAIN, HSR LAYOUT, SECTOR 1, BANGALORE - 560102 KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
POORNIMA GANESH
B-209, Golden Residency, Outer Ring Road, Sarjapur Marathalli Extension, Bellandur, Bangalore - 560 103.
Used Since :03/03/2013

CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING. COOKING REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2672366 04/02/2014
RAJESH KUMAR
A5A/253, GROUND FLOOR, JANAKPURI - 110058, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 24/09/2013
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2672610 31/01/2014
INDERPREET SINGH
Deepak Kumar
Smt. Lata
trading as ;M/s Eqaz Electronics
P-77, MIG, Pallavpuram, Phase 2, Modipuram, Meerut, U.P., (India)
Manufacturing and Trading of Apparatus For lighting

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :26/12/2013

DELHI
LED light bulbs, Electric Bulb, CFL (Bulb) , Electric lamps ,Apparatus for [lighting, heating], Lighting tubes ,Domestic electric appliances, Ceiling lights, Fans (Electric -) for personal use, Electric window fans , Ventilating exhaust fans , Electric fans, Water coolers , Water heaters, Air driers, Automobile lights, Cooking utensils( electric)
2673699    06/02/2014

JESSICA SHOPPING PARADISE PVT. LTD.
WZ-3428, 2nd FLOOR, NEAR-MAHENDRA PARK CHOWK, RANIBAGH, DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PRESSURE COOKERS (ELECTRIC) AND OTHER APPARATUS FOR HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THERE FOR.
2673875 06/02/2014
MUPPURI VENKATESWARLU
trading as :MUPPURI VENKATESWARLU
GUMPARLAPADU S.O, ZAMMAVARAM, NELLORE-524234, ANDHRA PRADESH
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :05/02/2014

CHENNAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
2674135  07/02/2014
PINTU RAJIV KUMAR SONANI
trading as : AQUA PROTECTION AND KITCHENWARE
H.N. 30/1218 EAC COLONY, SAHID NAGAR, NEAR. RAJNAND GAON SADAN, RAIPUR-492001, CG
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
D-18, Jai Rameshwar Soct, S.V. Road, Next to Mahesh Nagar, Goregaon (W), Mumbai - 400 062
Used Since : 01/08/2013
MUMBAI
WATER PURIFIER
*No exclusive right over “Aqua Protection & Kitchen Wear” separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark*
2674814  07/02/2014
MILANKUMAR JAYANTILAL KAMANI
ARVINDKUMAR LAXMANBHAI KAMANI
ILABEN HASMUKHBHAI VACHHANI
NITINBHAI MOHANBHAI CHHANIYARA
BHAVINA VIMALKUMAR BERA
trading as ;KRISHNA MACHINE TOOLS CORPORATION
GADHIA ESTATE, UMAKANT PANDIT UDHYOGNAGAR, MAHADÉVWADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360004

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVAJIBHAI JADAV, ADVOCATE
C/O. TRADETEND, 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since : 30/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
GAS REGULATORS, GAS CUTTERS, AND GAS WELDING SETS AND OTHER REGULATING AND SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR GAS APPARATUS, PRESSER GAUGES.
2675541  10/02/2014
ANKIT VAKHARIA
2C, 109, INDAPRASTHA, RAHEJA TOWNSHIP, JITENDRA ROAD, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097, STATE OF
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETORY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING,
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
Livpure Pep

2699601  14/03/2014
Luminous Water Technologies Private Limited
WZ 106/109, Rajouri Garden Extension, New Delhi 110027
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes including Water Purifiers and Filters
PCI-Protecting Your World

2828564  16/10/2014
PEST CONTROL (INDIA) PVT LTD.
36, Yusuf Building, M G Road, Fort, Mumbai 400001. Maharashtra, India.
Manufacturers
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/2012
To be associated with:
2646091
MUMBAI
INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR DISINFECTION OR STERILIZATION; PURE STEAM GENERATORS, WATER PURIFYING APPARATUS; HEATERS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC HEATING APPARATUS, HEATING ELEMENTS APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES FOR HEATING MATS, COATED OR IMPREGNATED WITH INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES, VAPORIZERS FOR HEATING MATS AND GEL, VAPORIZING LIQUIDS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2646091
EZLUX

2841795  13/11/2014
DAN PAL (INDIA) PVT.LTD.
Villa 122, The Vilas, Akashneem Marg, DLF – II, Sector 25, Gurgaon 122002, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CIP LEGIT
8/306 DHARAMPURA BAHADURGARH 124507 HARYANA INDIA
Used Since :10/01/2006

DELHI
LED PANELS, PANELS/DEVICES EMITTING LIGHT
Glug

2842875 13/11/2014
TECHNO INDIA HEALTH CARE
Vaibhav Prakash Nakashe
Ulka Vilas Chorghe
Techno India House Shirgaon (Takpada), near Viva Engg. College, Post - Chandansar Virar (E) - 401 305.
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since :05/11/2014

MUMBAI

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes included in class 11.
ANKUR POLYMER INDUSTRIES
KRISHAN KUMAR GUPTA
RAJ BALA GUPTA
trading as; Manufacturing, Traders, Retailers, Suppliers, Distributors
E-90, SECTOR-6, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH
Manufacturing, Traders, Retailers, Suppliers, Distributors
Registered
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
C-16, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-65
Used Since: 15/04/2002
DELHI
P.V.C. Insulated Water Pipes For Sanitary Purposes.
2935226  01/04/2015
M/S AHUJA SALES CORPORATION
YASH PAUL AHUJA
NARINDER KUMAR AHUJA
JAMNA DEVI AHUJA
TALAB MANDIR ROAD, OUTSIDE GURUMANDI, LUDHIANA :-141008
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since : 13/02/2015
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2976506  02/06/2015
VISHAL AGGARWAL
trading as : APOLLO INTERNATIONAL
179 PATEL NAGAR NEW MANDI MUZAFFARNAGAR U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since : 01/04/2015
DELHI
LED LIGHTS & BULBS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2977567  03/06/2015

MR. VINEET BHATIA
trading as ;SPINE INDIA GROUP
PLOT NO.-163, SECTOR-25, PART-2, HUDA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PANIPAT-132103 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, ELECTRIC IRON, HEAT CONVECTORS,
HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, LED LIGHT & BULBS, STREET LIGHT, GARDEN
LIGHT, UNDERWATER LIGHT, SOLAR LIGHT, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL
LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY
LIGHT INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2977739  03/06/2015
MR. YOGESH SOHANLAL OSWAL
trading as; AVDHI TRADERS
200, RAVIWAR PETH, FULWALA CHOWK, PUNE - 411042, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SANITARY WARES
2977751 03/06/2015
WOG TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
E-5, AGARWAL METRO HEIGHTS, UNIT-752, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAUMPURA, DELHI-110034.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :22/10/2010
DELHI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes as included in class 11.
3307986   12/07/2016
CHOUDHARY ENTERPRISES
DEVENDER CHOUHARY
trading as ;CHOUHARY ENTERPRISES
Plot No. 123, Industrial Sector 27-28, Hisar, Haryana-125044
ALL TYPE OF BATHROOM AND SANITARY FITTINGS
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/1996
DELI
ALL TYPE OF BATHROOM AND SANITARY FITTINGS
GUPTA POWER INFRASTRUCTURE LTD.
EN-62, SECTOR-V, 7TH FLOOR, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA 700091
MANUFACTURER
(A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since : 20/11/2013

KOLKATA
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING; ELECTRIC LED BULBS AND LED TUBES.
3415163   21/11/2016
WEISMACHER ECO PVT LTD
Mezzanine Floor, M/2, N.R. House, Near Popular House, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380009. Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :21/09/2016

AHMEDABAD
Water treatment plant installation, water and waste water treatment installation, water purification installations, water purifying apparatus and machines, water softening apparatus and installations, water sterilizers, water supply installations and cooling installations for water, grey water treatment plant, sewage treatment plant installation and effluent treatment plant installation
3432041  13/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
MUMBAI
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes
3439586  23/12/2016
HARDIK JAYANTILAL SARDHARA
SHRI VISHAL JAYANTILAL SARDHARA
SHRI DHRUVIL JITENDRABHAI SARDHARA
SHRI DHAVAL NAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI HITEH PRAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI KISHOR PRAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI CHANDRESH TAPUBHAI BUSA
trading as : ALKALINE PLAST
PLOT NO. 3695/96/5, ROAD NO.07, G.I.D.C. PHASE-3, DARED, JAMNAGAR-361004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :21/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
PIPIES BEING PARTS OF SANITARY FACILITIES, FLEXIBLE PIPES BEING PARTS OF BASIN, BATH PLUMBING INSTALLATIONS.
AVAMOUR

3454928  11/01/2017
CROMPTON GREAVES CONSUMER ELECTRICALS LIMITED
EQUINOX BUSINESS PARK, TOWER 3, 1ST FLOOR, EAST WING, LBS MARG, KURLA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 070
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COOKING APPARATUS INCLUDING TOASTERS, JUICER MIXER GRINDER, MIXER GRINDERS, WET GRINDERS, FOOD PROCESSORS; KETTLES, INDUCTION COOK TOP ETC; AND INSTALLATIONS, FANS [AIR-CONDITIONING], FANS (ELECTRIC) FOR PERSONAL USE, FANS [PARTS OF AIR-CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS], HEATING BOILERS, HEATING CUSHIONS [PADS], ELECTRIC, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, HEATING ELEMENTS, HEATING FILAMENTS, ELECTRIC, HEATING INSTALLATIONS, HEATING INSTALLATIONS (HOT WATER), HEATING PLATES, LIGHT BULBS, LIGHT BULBS, ELECTRIC, LIGHT BULBS FOR DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS FOR VEHICLES, LIGHT DIFFUSERS, LIGHTEMITTING DIODES [LED] LIGHTING APPARATUS, TORCH, LANTERNS, STEAM GENERATING INSTALLATIONS, VENTILATION-[AIR-CONDITIONING] INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS, VENTILATION [AIR-CONDITIONING] INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES, VENTILATION HOODS, VENTILATION HOODS FOR LABORATORIES, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING AND ITS ACCESSORIES INCLUDING LIGHT FITTINGS, GENERAL LIGHT SOURCES (GLS), INCANDESCENT LAMPS; LUMINAIRIES, COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS (CFLS); FLUORESCENT TUBULAR LAMPS, SODIUM VAPOUR LAMPS, METAL HELIDE LAMPS APPARATUS FOR HEATING INCLUDING ELECTRIC IRONS AND GEYSERS AND IMMERSION RODS, APPARATUS FOR COOLING INCLUDING COOLER KITS, APPARATUS FOR DRYING, APPARATUS FOR VENTILATING INCLUDING CEILING FANS, TABLE FANS, EXHAUST FANS, CABIN / TOWER FANS, PEDESTAL FANS, AND OTHER FANS
3460305  18/01/2017

MANJU JAIN

trading as : EVEREST SALES CORPORATION.

28, GRANT LANE, KOLKATA-700 012, WEST BENGAL.

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. J. ASSOCIATES.

6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

SANITARY APPARATUSES AND INSTALLATIONS, BATH FITTINGS, BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES, BATH TUBES, BATH LININGS, BATH INSTALLATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
MANJU JAIN  
trading as ;EVEREST SALES CORPORATION.  
28, GRANT LANE, CALCUTTA-700 012, WEST BENGAL.  
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
C. J. ASSOCIATES.  
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.  
Proposed to be Used  
KOLKATA  
SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, BATH FITTINGS, BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES, BATH TUBES, BATH LININGS, BATH INSTALLATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
SHRI VENKATESHWAR FAUCETS PVT. LTD.
T-2/221, MANGOLPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110083
MANUFACTURE/ TRADE/ MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAZI QAZI POLICE STATION) HAZI QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since : 22/12/2016

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, CISTERN SEAT COVER, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY &; SANITARY PURPOSES. AS PER CLASS 11.
HWETEX
3462333   19/01/2017
PANKAJ KUMAR
trading as ;HWETEX LIGHTING
C/O SHATRUGHAN PRASAD, DARIHARA CHATURBHUUJ, P.O: DARIHARA, P.S: DARIYAPUR, SARAN-841247, BIHAR, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJ ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO.-306, RADHEY KRISHNA PLAZA, NEAR HATHWA MARKET, BARI ROAD, PATNA-800004, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since :16/01/2017
KOLKATA
LED LIGHT, LIGHT FITTING, LIGHT FIXTURES, LIGHT ASSEMBLIES.
3463108  20/01/2017
MR. PARAM HANS GOYAL
B-27, FIRST FLOOR, TAGORE ROAD, ADARSH NAGAR, DELHI-110033
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since : 15/01/2017

DELHI
LED LIGHTS, LIGHTS FIXTURES & LAMP, PAR LIGHTS, ALL KINDS OF PROFESSIONAL STAGE LIGHTS, DJ LIGHTS,
MOVING HEAD LIGHTS, DISCO LIGHTS, LED LIGHTS, LAMPS AND FIXTURES OR WITH ANY OTHER KIND OF
DESCRIPTION IN CLASS-11
3463588 23/01/2017
RAJAT GUPTA
trading as MODERN SANITATION
3220, 21-A SHOP NO-1 PREM MKT, GALI CHARAN DASS HAUZ QAZI DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-IIIRD, DELHI 110052
Used Since :25/06/2013
To be associated with:
1772515
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO C.P. SHOWER, C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDES TAPS, COCKS P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN,
WASTE PIPE, CONNECTIONS, WASH BESIN, STAINLESS SINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
GULSHAN BHARDWAJ
I-54, SECTOR-4, DSIDC, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110039
TRADING
Used Since :31/08/2015

DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
MR. PRATEEK GUPTA
trading as ;SHEEMAH ENTERPRISES (INDIA)
3249-B GALI HAQIM BAQA, PEEPAL MAHADEV, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :18/12/2016

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, CISTERN SEAL COVER, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY PURPOSES. AS PER CLASS 11.
3464826  24/01/2017
MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
trading as :MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
1964/24, SHIVAM ENCLAVE, GHANIPURA, ROHTAK-124001 (HR.)
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/12/2016
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AS PER CLASS 11.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1787, 06/03/2017

3464834  24/01/2017

DEEPAK BANGA
trading as: SHRADHA SANITATIONS
SAI BHAWAN, GAUR UDYOG KENDRA, MATHURA-DELHI BYE PASS ROAD, CHHATIKARA, MATHURA-UP
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since: 10/01/2011

To be associated with:
2375687

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTING TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY PURPOSES. AS PER CLASS 11.
EUROLEX

3464915    24/01/2017
USHA SHRIRAM ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
BLOCK A, DDA SHOPPING COMPLEX, RING ROAD, NARAINA NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :10/04/2016

To be associated with:
1069421, 1691841

DELHI
ELECTRIC BULBS & TUBES, CFL BULBS, COOKING TOASTERS, HOT PLATES, COOKING RANGE, OVENS, ELECTRIC TANDOOR, ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER, INSTALLATIONS FOR HEATING, HEATING, VENTILATING, COOKING GENERATING, LAMPS, AIR CONDITIONERS, GEYSERS, ROOM COOLERS, ROOM HEATERS, GAS STOVES, GAS UGHTERS, COFFEE PERCULATORS, ICE CREAM MAKERS, SANITARY FITTINGS AND INSTALLATIONS, FANS, ELECTRIC IRONS, COOLERS, ROOM FRESHENERS, REFRIGERATORS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, FIRE AND SECURITY ALARMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014

MUMBAI
SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, SAFETY ACCESSORIES FOR WATER OR GAS APPARATUS AND PIPES,
SAUNA BATH INSTALLATIONS, SHOWERS, SINKS, WATER HEATERS
SANJEEV AGGARWAL
trading as : AGGARWAL SANITARY HARDWARE & PAINTS
3219, 1ST FLOOR, GALI CHARAN DASS, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURE/ TRADE/ MERCHANT

Used Since: 07/12/2016

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JAIIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES. AS PER CLASS 11.
3466751    27/01/2017
MR. SANDEEP GAUTAM
trading as ;SP INDUSTRIES
28/109 B, STREET NO-14, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :26/12/2016

DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIOS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY PURPOSES. AS PER CLASS 11.
3467697    30/01/2017

HARSH LATA GOYAL
222, NAYA BANS KHARI BAOLI, DELHI-110006.
TRADER
Used Since: 01/01/2017

DELHI

APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, PURPOSES, LED BULBS, HOB LIGHTS, FALL CEILING LIGHTS & INCLUSIVE OF ALL ITEMS IN CLASS 11.
3468574  30/01/2017
EKANSH BABBAR
A-137, NEETI BAGH, NEW DELHI.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3469042    30/01/2017
FARAJ MONES
trading as : NIBRAS AL BARKA CO.
H-51, DUHYOG NAGAR, ROHTAK ROAD, DELHI-110041.
MANUFACTURING
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM ACT 1908
Used Since : 01/07/2010
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING STAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
3469817  31/01/2017
JUJA RAM CHOUDHARY
NO.99, KAVETI ARCADE, SULTANPET CROSS, BANGALORE-560 053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Used Since :01/01/2017
CHENNAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
FOGLA

3471152   31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA
3471453  02/02/2017
GANESH DAGADU RASKAR
trading as ;SUNKRANTI POWER INDUSTRIES
A/P-HANGA, TALUKA-PARNER, DISTRICT-AHMEDNAGAR, PIN-414301
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :14/01/2017

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER IN APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
3473007  03/02/2017
MR. GOPAL
trading as ;TRILOKI INDUSTRIES
KH. NO. 224, GARI NO. 4, BLOCK A-56, MILAN GARDEN, MANDOLI EXTENSION DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :12/11/2016
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS TAPS, SHOWER, COCKS, FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, JALIS, CONNECTIONS, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS SINK, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY PURPOSES AS PER CLASS 11
WHITE GLOW

3473100 03/02/2017
SUMIT PASSI
trading as ;SUMIT TRADERS
MEENA BAZAR LUDHIANA, (PUNJAB).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
GLS LAMP, CFL, LED LAMP, FAN, IMMERSION ROD, ROOM HEATER.
RIVAZ
3473354  03/02/2017
NARESH KUMAR MALHOTRA.
trading as ;MALHOTRA TRADERS.
NEW GOBIND NAGAR, NEAR GUJJA PEER, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
CP BATHROOM FITTINGS, TAPS, VALVES & COCKS AND BATHROOM FITTINGS ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
NIKUNJ SANGHAVI
trading as ;ARIHANT ELECTRICALS
B-304, HARMONY BUILDING, ASHOK CHAKRAVATI ROAD, OPP. DAMODAR WADI, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / DEALER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :25/01/2017
MUMBAI
LIGHTS, FLOOD LIGHTS, LED STREET LIGHTS, PANEL LIGHT, SPORT LIGHTS, LED AND COMMERCIAL LIGHTS, APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
3474981   06/02/2017
M/S. LUMENIC LIGHTING PVT. LTD.
B-61, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, DELHI-110064
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
LED bulbs, LED light and lightning products
3476102  07/02/2017
PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
trading as ;PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
4-MAMTAPARK, PART-1, NR. KAPODRA POLICE STATION, KAPODRA , VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING , WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 11
BUXOM

3476129  07/02/2017

MOHD. MUZZAFFER,

trading as ;VISHAL ENTERPRISES.

JUTT BAZAR, SHAHALI SARAI, AMROHA-244221, U.P., INDIA.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A-48, Vojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since : 01/01/2017

DELHI

COOLING, HEATING, COOKING AND LIGHTING INCLUDING FANS, EXHAUST FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, ELECTRIC KETTLE, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, SOLAR LIGHT, LED LIGHT & BULBS, CFL, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS & TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT, INDUCTION COOKER, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS, ELECTRIC & LPG GAS STOVE & THEIR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
3476504  07/02/2017
ASHISH KUMAR KESHRi
NEETA KESHRi
trading as ;SIBERIAN REFRIGERATION LLP
51 NO. BUS STAND, PARDANKUNI, DANKUNI COAL COMPLEX, HOOGHLY, 712310
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since : 25/06/2014
KOLKATA
TRADING IN MACHINERIES WHICH ARE USED IN CHILLER, COLD ROOM, COLD STORAGE AND VARIOUS OTHER AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT.
3476737   07/02/2017

KAILASH CHAND

trading as ; Radhe Steel Udyog

Wardo 10 Near PNB Bank Gali Guru Namdev Wali, Mandi Dabwali, Dist Sirsa

RADHEY STEEL UDYOG, Jogewala Road, Mandi Dabwali, Dist. Sirsa (Haryana)

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHESH KUMAR KASERA, ADVOCATE

OPP. BOOSTER PUMP, NEAR HIRAPURI MANDIR, DOBI TALAB, BHIWANI-127021 HARYANA

Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI

Air Conditioning Apparatus and Air Cooler
3477045  08/02/2017
MOHAMMAD WASIQUE
MOHAMMAD HAMZA
MOHAMMAD SAIM
trading as; TECHMAX LIGHTING CO. LLP
25, BLACK BURN LANE, 2ND FLOOR, ROOM NO. 210, KOLKATA-700 012, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
GROW VANS

3477569  08/02/2017

MADAN KUMAR
34 A, 3RD FLOOR, BLOCK-13, NEAR GIRLS SCHOOL, NUMBER-3, TILAK NAGAR, DELHI-110018.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :02/02/2017

DELHI

SMART FANS, COOLING FANS, TABLE FANS, AXIAL FANS, ROOM FANS, CHIMNEY FANS, ELECTRIC FANS, EXHAUST FANS, KITCHEN EXHAUST FANS, BATHROOM EXHAUST FANS, VENTILATING EXHAUST FANS, FANS FOR EXHAUST EXTRACTORS, AIR CONDITIONING FANS, FANS FOR VENTILATING BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
BLUELIFE
3477687 08/02/2017
TULSIBHAI K. DUDHAGRA
trading as ;M/S. JAY MAA KHODIYAR ENTERPRISE
2/8, SORATHIYAWADI, RAJKOT - 360 002, GUAJRAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :23/01/2004
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF GAS LIGHTER INCLUDED IN CLASS – 11
3477698 08/02/2017
MANISHBHAI DHIRUBHAI NAKRANI
trading as ;SHREEJI LIFE CARE PRODUCT
16, DHARNIDHAR IND. ESTATE, PANNA ESTATE ROAD, B/H. B.O.C. LTD. N.H.NO-8, RAKHIAL, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT – INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 11
GODSON DIAGO MACHADO
568, God Bless, Kolbhag, Nandakhal, Behind st. Joseph high School, Virar (W) - 401301
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/02/2017

MUMBAI
Lighting tubes, Light panels, Flood lights, Electric bulbs, LED lights.
3478731  09/02/2017
ASHUTOSH KUMAR JHA.
trading as: LAKSHYA PROMOTION.
BANDHA MORE, DUMKA ROAD, BAIDHNATH PUR, DEOGHAR, JHARKHAND-814112, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/01/2017

KOLKATA
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOLING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING AND VENTILATING PURPOSES INCLUDING LED LIGHTS & BULBS, LED TORCHES, LED RECHARGEABLE, LED HOME LAMPS.
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
trading as ;Ranvir Singh Bijarnia
B-50/200, Siddha Co-Operative Housing Society, Best Colony, Siddharth Nagar Part II, Goregaon (West), Mumbai – 400104
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 216, 2nd Floor, Dalamal Towers, 211, Free Press Journal Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Heating and cooking apparatus and appliances; heating apparatus, electric
3479537  09/02/2017
GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No. 102, Akruti SMC, L.B.S Marg, Khopat, Thane- West, Mumbai- 400601.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/07/1972
MUMBAI
FIRE HYDRANTS; BLINKERS AND EMERGENCY LIGHTS.
EEZY
3480917  11/02/2017
JITESH GUPTA S/O JAGDISH PURSHAD GUPTA
WARD NO. 12, NEAR CIVIL COURT, SURATGARH-335804, DISTT SRI GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 09/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
AIR COOLER
3480922   11/02/2017

BINESH GEORGE

trading as : KENTS CAFE

MATHAVATH HOUSE, URUPUMKUNDU, VEERPAD PO, KANNUR - 670704

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Used Since : 05/02/2017

CHENNAI

coffee machines, electric, coffee machines, electric, coffee machines, electric.
METALLICA

2030319    29/09/2010
COSLIGHT INDIA TELECOM P. LTD
C-160 JVTS GARDENS CHATTARPUR EXTENSION NEW DELHI 74
MERCHANTS&MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL SOLUTIONS
F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, OPP. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063.
Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI

VEHICLE (BAHERY OPERATED), PARTS AND FIHINGS THEREOF IN CLASS 12
2038380  15/10/2010
BIR BHAN GOEL
trading as :GOEL SONS (INDIA)
3626/45, BHOLA RAM MARKET, Msti GATE, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUN SHINE TRADE MARK CO.
SHOP NO. 10, WAHE GURUJI COMPLEX, OPP. P.O. MUKAND NAGAR GZB - 201001, U.P
Used Since :01/07/2009
DELHI
TRACTOR SPARE PARTS, MACHINERY PARTS, MOTOR PARTS, PARTS AND FITTING FOR AUTOMOBILES AND CAR ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING IN CLASS -12.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2242824 01/12/2011
HARSHUKHBHAI MANGALJIBHAI GADHESARIA
HARESHBHAI VAJUBHAI PAGHADAR
SHUBHASHBHAI TRIKAMBHAI GADHESARIA
LALITBHAI CHHAGANBHAI PANERIA
TUSHAR PRAVINBHAI SOJITRA
MAHESHKUMAR PRAMJIBHAI DHORAJIYA
trading as ;ARC RUBBER COMPANY
PLOT NO-10, TARPARA NAGAR, JETPUR, RAJKOT. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADESsafe.
NO.4, KHIJDA MANDIR ROAD, NEAR KHAMBHALIA GATE, JAMNAGAR-361 001, (GUJARAT).
Used Since :30/11/2011
AHMEDABAD
ALL KINDS OF BICYCLE, TWO WHEELER, THREE WHEELER AND FOUR WHEELERS TUBES AND TYRES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
2263681  09/01/2012
VINODBHAI PATEL
trading as ;Shreeji Machine Tools
Samrat Industrial Area, Street No.2, Gokuldham Main Road, Nr.Kaneriya Oil Industries, Rajkot-4
HYDROJACK,ACCESSORIES,AND AUTOMOBILE PARTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :12/09/2002
AHMEDABAD
HYDROJACK,ACCESSORIES AND AUTOMOBILE PARTS
2304545  23/03/2012
VIJAYBHAI K. DESHANI
trading as ;N. V. CLEAN CAST
METODA, G.I.D.C., PLOT NO. G-737, KALAVAD ROAD, RAJKOT.
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS WITH ALL CAPACITY, HYDRAULIC SPARES, FITTINGS, HOSE, VALVES, POWERPACK AND
ALL HYDRAULIC ACCESERIES USED IN AUTOMOBILE & VEHICLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 12

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2002

AHMEDABAD
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS WITH ALL CAPACITY, HYDRAULIC SPARES, FITTINGS, HOSE, VALVES, POWERPACK AND ALL
HYDRAULIC ACCESERIES USED IN AUTOMOBILE & VEHICLE INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
2394883  12/09/2012
MAHINDRA FIRST CHOICE WHEELS LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
VEHICLES, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
2496325  15/03/2013

SUDHIR KUMAR
BALUA GHAT ROAD NEAR DAITRA VEER BABA MANDIR VILLAGE AND POST OFFICE ASHAPUR POLICE STATION
SARNATH DISTT VARANASI UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
E-71, L.G.F., GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI-48
Used Since :05/03/2013

DELHI
MANUFACTURING CYCLES AND CYCLE PARTS.
2606303 03/10/2013
TRDP HAPPY WORLD PVT. LTD
92 CHANDERLOK PITAMPURA DELHI 34
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2532930
DELHI
VEHICLES AND AUTO PARTS, CYCLES OF VARIOUS MODELS, BICYCLES, CYCLES RICKSHAWS, SCOOTER, MOPEDS, MOTOR PARTS, ELECTRONIC/ELECTRIC BICYCLES, CYCLE ACCESSORIES AND CYCLE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

2623111  04/11/2013

Jaguar Land Rover Limited
Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF, United Kingdom.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Motor land vehicles, and parts and accessories; engines for motor land vehicles.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017 Class 12

2659258 14/01/2014
VAIBHAV RATTAN
C/130, STREET NO-5, BHAJAN PURA, DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :11/01/2014

DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, TRANSMISSION SEALS, PARTS OF MOTORCYCLES, FORK SEALS, CLUTCHES FOR LAND VEHICLES & MOTOR CARS, CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER ASSEMBLIES, CLUTCH CABLES, VEHICLE POWER TRAIN MECHANISM COMPRISED OF CLUTCH BEING ALLIED PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12
MR. BRAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. BIKORS CHOICE
HOUSE NO.1214, GARI NO. 16, RANGPURI ROAD, NEAR BUNNY CABLE, MAHIPALPUR, DELHI-110037
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GARI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, AUTOMOBILE SPEAR AND PARTS.
RUSH

2660932   17/01/2014
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
ION

2660951  17/01/2014
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
BLUE CORE
2665194    23/01/2014
YAMAHA HATSUDOKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
2500 SHINGAI, IWATA - SHI, SHIZUOKA - KEN, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER; MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS, THREE-WHEELED SCOOTERS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF; ENGINES AND MOTORS FOR MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS AND THREE-WHEELED SCOOTERS; ENGINES AND MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES
DUALJET

2666817    27/01/2014
SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION
300 TAKATSUKA - CHO, MINAMI - KU, HAMAMATSU - SHI, SHIZUOKA - PREF.432 - 8611, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Automobiles, motorcycles, all terrain vehicles, and the parts and fittings thereof
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
DRAKEN

2669682  30/01/2014
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO.29, (OLD NO. 8), HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI-600 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS, MOTORIZED LAND VEHICLE VIZ., MOTORCYCLE, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS,
Scooterrettes, Part Thereof and Fittings Therefor Except Tyres
2670941 03/02/2014

SH. SATPRAKASH
HOUSE NO. 93, GALI NO. 2, AGGARWAL COLONY, BHADURGARH, JHAILJAR, HARYANA-124507
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/11/2013

DELHI
CAR SEAT COVERS, BODY COVERS, STEARING COVERS, NECK REST, FOOT MATS AND CAR ACCESSORIES.
Priority claimed from 15/08/2013; Application No. : 86/038915 ;United States of America

2671385   03/02/2014
GENERAL MOTORS LLC
300 RENAISSANCE CENTER CITY OF DETROIT STATE OF MICHIGAN 48265 -3000 USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOTOR LAND VEHICLES. NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES, TRUCKS, VANS, ENGINES THEREFOR
AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF, IN CLASS 12.
DURA GLIDE PR TL

2673003  05/02/2014

TVS SRICHAKRA LIMITED
trading as ;TVS SRICHAKRA LTD
TVS BUILDING, 7-B, WEST VELISTREET, MADURAI - 625001, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PARTS AND FITTINGS OF VEHICLES, TYRES, TUBES AND APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR, WATER
WIN-WIN AUTOMOBILES PVT. LTD.
NH-12, MISROD, BHOPAL - 462 026 (M.P.)
TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :22/02/2004
MUMBAI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DISCRIMINATIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
3188539  18/02/2016
PIAGGIO & C.S.P.A.
VIALE RINALDO PIAGGIO 25, 56025 PONTEDERA, PISA, ITALY.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TWO, THREE, FOUR WHEELED VEHICLES; BODIES FOR VEHICLES; BRAKES FOR VEHICLES; CAPS FOR LAND VEHICLE GAS TANKS; LUGGAGE NETS FOR VEHICLES; SEAT COVERS FOR VEHICLES; SHOCK ABSORBING SPRINGS FOR VEHICLES; SUSPENSION SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR VEHICLES; VEHICLE CHASSIS; VEHICLE SEATS; PNEUMATIC TIRES; CASINGS FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES; NON-SKID DEVICES FOR VEHICLE TIRES; ADHESIVE RUBBER PATCHES FOR REPAIRING INNER TUBES; TIRE PUMPS FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; REPAIR OUTFITS FOR INNER TUBES, NAMELY, TIRE REPAIR PATCHES; RIMS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS; VALVES FOR VEHICLE TIRES; AIR BAGS IN THE NATURE OF SAFETY DEVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES; ELECTRIC CIGARETTE LIGHTERS FOR LAND VEHICLES; ANTI-THEFT DEVICES FOR VEHICLES; ANTITHEFT ALARMS FOR VEHICLES; HORNS FOR VEHICLES; SAFETY SEATS FOR CHILDREN FOR VEHICLES; BELLS FOR CYCLES; STANDS FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES AS PARTS OF BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; MUDGUARDS; DIRECTION SIGNALS FOR VEHICLES; FRAMES FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES; PEDALS FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; RCarview MIRRORS; SADDLE COVERS FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; SADDLEBAGS ADAPTED FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; SADDLES FOR BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES; ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES; MOTORCYCLE BAGS NAMELY TANK BAGS, SISSY BAR BAGS, TAIL BAGS, SIDE HARDBAGS, TOPCASES
3461061    19/01/2017
DEEPAK GUPTA AND LALIT SHARMA
A-3/25, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-110051.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD VAID
2 77, G.F, GEETA COLONY, DELHI-110031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN AUTO, MOTOR LAND VEHICLES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
STANDARD AUTO ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
SISAI ROAD SAINIPURA, HANSI (HISAR)-125033 HARYANA
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Used Since: 21/02/2003

To be associated with:

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE PARTS & FITTINGS LIKE CLUTCH PLATES AND PRESSURE PLATES, BRAKE LININGS / BRAKE DISC,
UJ.CROSSES, PROPELLER SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD ENDS, SILENCERS, BODY PARTS, SPINDLES AND AUTO
ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AS PER CLASS 12.
FILTRATION GROUP

3467865    30/01/2017
SATINDER SINGH NANDA
trading as ;PROGRESSIVE SALES CORP.
C-134, PEERAGARHI DELHI-110087
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER AUTO PARTS & FILTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
3467917  30/01/2017
RAVINDER PAL SINGH
trading as : AUTO MASTER INDUSTRIES
51/1-A, GALI NO. 13, NAI BASI ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER
Used Since :01/04/1995

DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, AUTO PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
3468384  30/01/2017

ZACHARIAS POOMKUDY
POOMKUDY VILLA, KUNNUMPURAM, KAKAND P.O, KOCHI - 682 030 , KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Used Since : 04/05/2016

CHENNAI

VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR VEHICLES;
LUBRICANT CONVEYORS, PUMPS, DISTRIBUTING DEVICES, VALVES, CHOKES AND DUCTS FOR VEHICLES; SPARES
AND PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS
3468449    28/01/2017
ABHIJEET ANNASAHEB GAWADE
trading as :Expellant Auto
Plot No 181, Industrial Area, Nagar Pune Road, Kedgaon, Ahmednagar, Maharashtra - 414005
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/12/2011
MUMBAI
Structural parts for automobiles
TVS WARRIOR

3469559  31/01/2017
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO.29 HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1162588, 1162590, 1172215, 3252359, 3265036, 3265037, 3265039, 3370325

CHENNAI
MOTORIZED VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS VIZ MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS AND SCOOTERETTES
TVS STRONG

3469561  31/01/2017
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO.29 HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1576578, 2311326

CHENNAI
MOTORIZED VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE, TWO WHEELERS VIZ, MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS, SCOOTERS AND
SCOOTERRETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS THEREFOR
TVS COMMANDO

3469564  31/01/2017
SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
trading as ;SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED
JAYALAKSHMI ESTATES, NO.29 HADDOWS ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
629111

CHENNAI
MOTORIZED VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE TWO WHEELERS VIZ, MOTORCYCLES , MOPEDS , SCOOTERS AND
SCOOTERETTES, PARTS THEREOF AND THEREFOR
FOGLA
3471153  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA
Vehicles, Apparatus for Locomotion by Land, Air or Water, Bicycles and individual Parts therefor, Motors for Cycles, Bicycle Pumps, Saddle Covers for Bicycles, Stands for Bicycles, Saddle Covers for Motorcycles, Golf Carts and Baby Carriages, Automobile Accessories, Mudguards, Snow Chains, Wind Deflectors, Head Rests, Safety Belts, Horns, Steering Wheels, Wheel Rims, Shock Absorbers, Covers for Vehicle Steering Wheels, Motors for Land Vehicles.
SANJEET KUMAR PANDEY
T-2483, SUBHASH NAGAR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2014
DELHI
CAR SEAT COVER, CAR ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING IN CLASS 12.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017 Class 12

3472747  03/02/2017
GAGAN
trading as :M B ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO. L-447, MANGOL PURI, DELHI-110083
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/10/2015
DELHI
CAR ACCESSORIES, AUTO PARTS, CAR COVERS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES OF AUTOMOBILES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 12
3473233  02/02/2017
M/S GTB INTERNATIONAL THROUGH PROPRIETOR MR. NIDHAN SINGH
2nd Floor, A-146, Fateh Nagar, New Delhi-110018
Manufacturer & traders
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGENDRA SINGH, ADVOCATE
108, SEHKARI NAGAR, AVANTIKA, GHAZIABAD-201002
Used Since : 15/01/2013
DELHI
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES for children and adults, Accessories of Cycles such as stand, bells, motors and saddles; BABY CARRIAGES, PRAMS, STROLLER, BUGGIES CARRY COT, BOUNCER.
3474571   06/02/2017
HARSH KHURANA
DEEPAK KHURANA
trading as ;KEC ENGINEERS
3626/11, BHOLA RAM MARKET, MORIGATE, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :05/10/2015
DELHI
MANUFACTURER & SOLD WATER PUMP ASSEMBLIES OF CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS AND DIESEL ENGINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
3476124   07/02/2017
ROM TANZANIA LIMITED
trading as :ROM TANZANIA LIMITED
P.O.BOX-20263, DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA
Merchants & Manufacturers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF TANZANIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
Parts & Fitting for Use In Two Wheeler; Three Wheeler; Four Wheeler; Motor Land Vehicles; Bicycle & Bicycle Parts, Tricycles, Kids Cycles, E-Bike & Parts There Off Including Tyres & Tubes
BANJOKUNAL

3476128  07/02/2017

SH. VIJAY KUMAR ARORA.

trading as ;KUNAL SALES CORPORATION.

1164/8, 2ND FLOOR, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005, INDIA.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI

PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES INCLUDING TYRE, TUBES, MUDGUARD, CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS, LEAF SPRING, AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
CITIPAD
3476779  07/02/2017
SHARANJIT SINGH SAHNI
trading as ;SINGH MANUFACTURING
774, CHABI GANJ, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHANNA REGISTRATION CO
13-A RAJPUR ROAD CIVIL LINES DELHI
Used Since :01/02/2017
DELHI
CLUTCH PLATES, PRESSURE PLATES, CLUTCH BUTTONS, FILTERS VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY
LAND, AIR OR WATER FOLLOWING IN CLASS 12
3478564    09/02/2017
MANINDER SINGH
TARANJEET KAUR
trading as ;RAJ CYCLE WORKS
692, SATSANG ROAD, IND. AREA-B, OPP. RISHI DHARAM KANTA, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
Bicycle & its parts thereof includng Tyres & Tubes.
3478695  09/02/2017
SEMCO FORGE PRIVATE LIMITED
18/27 and 18/28, Site-IV, Industrial Area, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad-201010, Uttar Pradesh
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since: 01/02/2017
DELHI
BATTERY RICKSHAW, E-RICKSHAW; SPARE PARTS OF E-RICKSHAW
3479553  09/02/2017
SHISHU PAL JASUJA
trading as ;SIGMA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.80, PART A, MIE BHADURGARH, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTOM MARKS
120, F-26, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
SEAT AND SEAT COVERS FOR CYCLE, BI-CYCLES, VEHICLALS.
2667502    28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES, EXPLOSIVES, FIREWORKS
3466655  25/01/2017
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014

MUMBAI
FIREWORKS
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since: 18/03/2016
DELHI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS DISKONTS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
FOGЛА
3471154  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since : 17/02/1994
KOLKATA
Firearms, Ammunition and Projectiles, Explosives, Fireworks, Firecrackers, Rifles, including Hunting Rifles, Air Rifles, Parts for Rifles, in Particular Barrels and Hammers, Rifle Cases, Sprays for Personal Defense Purposes.
3476100 07/02/2017
PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
trading as ;PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
4-MAMTAPARK, PART-1, NR. KAPODRA POLICE STATION, KAPODRA, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF FIREARMS, AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES, EXPLOSIVES, FIRE WORKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 13.
3476250    07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET,SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES: FIREWORKS. FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT
SCM FERTICHEM

3478523  09/02/2017

SCM FERTICHEM LTD.
Deepak Complex, Opp. Golf Course, Shastrinagar, Yerawada, Pune - 411006, Maharashtra
Manufacturers and Trading Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :10/10/2012
MUMBAI
EXPLOSIVES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017 Class 14

2025608 20/09/2010
ETI GUPTA
trading as ;ADMANTINE JEWELS
2547/6, Beadon Pura, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
MANUFACTUERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDAIN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/2010

DELHI
Jewellery, gems and stones, precious metals

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Word GEM and device of diamond appearing on label..
Shree Vaishali Jewellers

2033707   06/10/2010
MR. DAYAL KUMAR PODDAR
A - 05, LOCAL SHOPPING CENTRE, MANGOLPURI, DELHI - 110083
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since :10/11/2006

DELHI

JEWELLERY & ARTICLE MADE WITH GOLD/SILVER/DIAMONDS, PEARLS PRECIOUS & SAMI STONES, BULLION, PRECIOUS METALS & NON PRECIOUS METALS, HOROLOGICAL, CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS & PARTS THEIR OF PRECIOUS STONES, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY AS PER CLASS 14.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF DELHI ONLY.
EVASIONS JO AILLIERES
Priority claimed from 30/04/2010; Application No. : 54290/2010 ;Switzerland
2035328  08/10/2010
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG
22 HINTERBERGSTRASSE POSTFACH 61 6312 STEINHAUSEN SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CUFF-LINKS, TIE CLIPS, RINGS, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, BROOCHES (JEWELLERY), KEY RINGS;
WATCHES, CHRONOMETERES, CLOCKS, WATCH STRAPS, WATCH BRACELETS, BOXES OF PRECIOUS METALS FOR
WATCHES AND JEWELLERY.
2091742 31/01/2011
ANANT GANESH GADGIL
GOVIND VISHWANATH GADGIL
PARAG YASHWANT GADGIL
VIDYADHAR ANANT GADGIL
SAURABH VIDYADHAR GADGIL
trading as ;P.N. GADGIL AND CO
PNG HOUSE 694, NARAYAN PETH, LAXMI ROAD, PUNE - 411 030. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHATE & PONKSH.
Indira, 4/5/5A, Patwardhan Baug, Near CDSS, Erandawane, Pune- 411 004
Used Since :01/10/2008
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS WITH THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THERE WITH GOLD, SLIVER DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES BEING GOODS AND OTHER GOODS
2128570  11/04/2011
GOUTHAM CHAND
trading as ;RISHAB JEWELS
GANESH TEMPLE COMPLEX, RAMAMURTHY NAGAR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 016, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/04/2005
CHENNAI
JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMOND INCLUDING PRECIOUS STONES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
IKEA
2499132  20/03/2013
INTER IKEA SYSTEMS BV
OLOF PALMESTRAAT 2 2616 DELFT THE NETHERLANDS
SEVICES PORVIDERS
A DUTCH COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF NETHERLANDS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Priority claimed from 31/10/2012; Application No. : TO/M/12/02686 ;Tonga
2517418  22/04/2013
GOOGLE INC.
1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94043, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A PUBLICLY-OWNED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN THE STATE OF DELAWARE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WATCHES
2530716  14/05/2013
MANIK CHAND JEWELLERS & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MANIK CHAND JEWELLERS & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-1/2/3,GROUND FLOOR,VARDAAN MARKET,25A,CAMAC STREET,KOLKATA 700016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJEEV KR. JAIN, ADVOCATE
C/O.S.K. JAIN & CO., 797 LAKE TOWN, BLOCK-A, KOLKATA 700089, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/12/2003
KOLKATA
Precious metals, gold, silver, platinum, etc., their alloys and goods in precious metals, gold, silver, platinum, or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments, etc.
2530717  14/05/2013
MANIK CHAND JEWELLERS & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as MANIK CHAND JEWELLERS & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-1/2/3,GROUND FLOOR,VARDAAN MARKET,25A,CAMAC STREET,KOLKATA 700016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJEEV KR. JAIN, ADVOCATE
C/O.S.K. JAIN & CO., 797 LAKE TOWN, BLOCK-A, KOLKATA 700089, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/12/2003

KOLKATA
Precious metals, gold, silver, platinum, etc., their alloys and goods in precious metals, gold, silver, platinum, or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments, etc.
2659252  14/01/2014

SUSHIL BABEL
trading as ;M/S ANIL CREATIONS
C/404, AGARWAL RESIDENCY, NEAR SHANKAR PARK, SHANKAR LANE, KANDIWALI (W), MUMBAI - 400067
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BADGI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Used Since : 02/12/2009

MUMBAI
IMITATION JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
2659257    14/01/2014

PRAVEEN JAIN

trading as ;M/S MAYURA JEWELLERY

170, MINT STREET, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 79

MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER

AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Used Since :24/07/1995

CHENNAI

IMITATION JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
2662431  20/01/2014
FABINDIA OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
14 N BLOCK MARKET, GREATER KAILASH - I, NEW DELHI - 110 048.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY OF PRECIOUS METAL AND STONES, IMITATION JEWELLERY, CUFF LINKS, TIE PINS, PRECIOUS STONES, IMITATION STONES, CHRONOMCTRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY WATCHES, CLOCKS
2663824     22/01/2014

NITIN BHERULAL JAIN

trading as : DHANISHTA GOLD

102-103, 18/22, 1ST FLOOR, AURUM BUILDING NEAR KALBADEVI, TEL. EXCHANGE, ZAVERI BAZAR, MUMBAI-400002

MANUFACTURER

PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS

GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS JESAL APARTMENT RO. NO. 301, JESAL KOPER CROS ROAD, SHASHTRI NAGAR

DOMBIVALI (W), 421 202

Used Since : 25/09/2012

MUMBAI

GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS
2666719 27/01/2014  
RSBL DIA JEWELS PVT. LTD.  
BULLION HOUSE, 115, TAMBAKATA LANE, OPP. DIGINA BAZAAR, PYDHONIE, MUMBAI - 400 003  
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)  
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Jewellery & Diamond
ARGENTO

2667750  28/01/2014
SHARAN MAHESH BATHIJA
50, HUMGIRI BUILDING, 7th FLOOR, PEDDER ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Goods made of precious, metals, precious stones
2667767    28/01/2014
GAUTAM JAIN
trading as ;NARESH JAIN & SONS JEWELERS
PU-101, FIRST FLOOR, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :07/12/2013
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS & GOODS IN PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, GOLD JEWELLERY, DIAMOND, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2668334   29/01/2014
RANGA GOLD HOUSE PVT .LTD.,
trading as ;RANGA GOLD HOUSE PVT .LTD.,
NO. 31/2 RANGA BUILDING, RAJAJI SALAI, PANRUTI: 607106
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C.J.SHYAMALA, ADVOCATE,
DARE HOUSE ANNEXE,4TH FLOOR.,44,IIND, LINE BEACH, CHENNAI --1
Used Since :21/12/2013
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF JEWELLERY MADE WITH GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND, PEARLS, METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, REAL AND ARTIFICIAL/IMITATION
2669319  30/01/2014
KIRAN KRISHNA R
ARUN KRISHNA
DAYA SAGAR P.K
SAJEEVAN
trading as ;AMAZONE DIAMONDS AND GEM TESTING LAB
ALFA TOWER NEAR APSARA THEATER, LINK ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA, PIN 673002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNHABDULLA POOLAYULLATHIL, ADVOCATE
KUZHICHAILIL HOPUSE THODANNUR. P.O. VADAKARA VIA, KOZHIKODE DIST, KERALA-673541.
Used Since :11/11/2013
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2670373  31/01/2014
MS. KALPANA JHAVRI
trading as ;KALPANA ENTERPRISES
21, LAKOZY MANSION ANNEX, 1ST FLOOR, FRENCH ROAD, GIRGAUM CHOWPATTY, MUMBAI - 400007, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2672678 05/02/2014
ADGAONKAR SARAF PVT LTD.
SHOP NO.8,9, VIRAJ ESTATE, CANADA CORNER, OPP. BSNL, NASHIK-422005
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/1930
MUMBAI
TRADING IN GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM JEWELLERY, DIAMOND AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY, GEMSTONES IN CLASS 14
ANAMI JEWELLERS PVT LTD.
II-K-94, LAJPAT NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110024
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES.
Thisrupt
2674804  05/02/2014
APARNA NAGARAJAN
FLAT 233, SHINE ON, BLOCK 2, RAHATH BAGH, C.V. RAMAN NAGAR, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560093
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since: 06/02/2014
CHENNAI
WATCHES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017 Class 14

2675545  10/02/2014
SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
EUREKA TOWERS 9TH FLOOR, B-WING, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/10/2000

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; WRIST WATCHES, Imitation JEWELLERY, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-14
2765850  01/07/2014
BINDIYA DHARMESH GANDHI
R-303, PANCHSHEEL GARDEN, OPP. GREATER BANK, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400067
Manufacturer, Dealer & Trader
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
2801593 01/09/2014
BANDHEL JEWELLERY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RETAILER, EXPORTER-IMPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, SUPPLIER, MANUFACTURER
A-2/752, SECOND FLOOR, PAPAD WALI GALI, HAPUR - 245101 UTTAR PRADESH INDIA
Retailer, Exporter-Importer, Distributor, Supplier, Manufacturer.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
C-16, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-65
Used Since :19/03/2014
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
2900560  12/02/2015
SHWETA KUKREJA
trading as ;KARUN FASHIONS
58-C, POCKET-A, VIKAS PURI EXTN., NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1st FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER, Opp. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063
Used Since :13/11/2014
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, JEWELLERY, SEMI PRECIOUS JEWELLERY
2960394    05/05/2015
PARAG SURANA
72, BADA SARAF, INDORE (MP)
Manufacture and Trader
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHUTOSH MISHRA, ADVOCATE
421-A PREM TRADE CENTER, MAHARANI ROAD, INDORE-452001 MADHYA PRADESH
Used Since :23/10/2009
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments Including in Class 14
2963549   15/05/2015
NATUBHAI LAXMANBHAI JASANI
TRUPTIBEN NATUBHAI JASANI,
MAHESHBHAI HARIBHAI JASANI,
ASMITABEN MAHESHBHAI JASANI
trading as ;J. VARSHIT AND CO.
303/D/11, SANSKRUTI -11, POONAM VIHAR, MIRA ROAD (EAST), MUMBAI - 401107
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :16/01/2010
MUMBAI
GEMS AND JEWELLERY
STERLING JEWELS PVT. LTD.
208, A TO Z INDL. ESTATE, G K MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 01/04/2015

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES
3191578  22/02/2016
HINA ISRAR
I- 21, Diamond District, Old Airport Road, Kodihalli, Bangalore 560008
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTHI V., ADVOCATE
NO.90/24,2ND FLOOR, 4TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, K.H.B.COLONY, BASVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079
KARNATAKA , INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
all kinds of jewellery products inclusive of jewellery made of precious metals and precious stones
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017, Class 14

3435399  19/12/2016
DHRUVIT DHIRAJLAL KAKADIYA
trading as ;QUARK JEWELS
B/23-24, LAXMAN NAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SHAKTI TOWER, L.H. ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Used Since :01/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
GEMS AND JEWELLERY.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3460227  18/01/2017
ASIF NAIK
PARVEZ MAHIMTULE
IMRAN MAHIMTULE
MUKHTAR NAIK
ALLAUDDIN SHAikh
YASINHAQUE SHAikh
trading as :KOKAN JEWELLERS
SHOP NO.2, ANIKA PLAZA, OPP. DALWAI HOSPITAL, TAL-CHIPLUN, DIST-RATNAGIRI-415605
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2017
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

3462246  20/01/2017

ATHARVA SHARMA
A-8005, GAUR GREEN CITY INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201014.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since : 19/01/2017

DELHI
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY AND WATCHES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 14

3462860  23/01/2017
BRAJESH KUMAR PALIWAL
ASHRAF HUSSAIN
trading as ;ABS INDIA
114, THIRD FLOOR, DSIDC COMPLEX, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANANT BHUSHAN, ADVOCATE
CH.NO.325,WESTERN WING,TIS HAZARI COURTS,DELHI 110 054,INDIA.
Used Since :08/10/2013
DELHI
"HOROLOGIOU INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS; TIMEPIECES OF ALL KINDS; DEVICES FOR KEEPING, CONTROLLING
AND RECORDING TIME INCLUDING WATCHES, CLOCKS, CHRONOMETEERS, TIME DATERS,TIME DATING MACHINES AND
OTHER RELATED INSTRUMENTS" AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
3464501 24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.17/982C, 1ND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE , PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE , CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN -673 004 , STATE OF KERALA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014
CHENNAI
CLOCK , WATCHES, TIME PIECES, OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, BRACELETS, JEWELLERY , SILVER AND PLATINUM AND OTHER PRECIOUS METALS ORNAMENTS, SILVER UTENSILS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES AND THEIR ALLOYS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS, REAL GOLD GILT SILVER THREAD ON SILK, 1 GRAM GOLD , ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, PLATED JEWELLERY OF GOLD SILVER PLATINUM WHITE GOLD , DIAMOND.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017
Class 14

3464703  24/01/2017
HIGHPOWERV RETAIL LLP
trading as ;HIGHPOWERV RETAIL LLP
PLOT NO.106, DOOR NO.16, DURAIARASAN STREET,KAVERIRANGAN NAGAR, SALIGRAMAM, CHENNAI-600093, TAMILNADU INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
DEEPAK SHARMA trading as FLIPON INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Used Since: 17/06/2015

DELHI JEWELLERY.
3465493  25/01/2017
MR. ANUBHAV MITTAL
B-288, PHASE-I, SUSHANT LOK, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002.
MANUFACTURE, TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUDHARY LAW OFFICES
Used Since: 01/07/2016
DELHI
PRECIOUS METAL AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
CONFESSION OF A CHARM

3465520   25/01/2017
RUCHI CHOUDHARY
trading as ;THE LOST CHARM
B-62/7 IIND FLOOR NAIRANA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS, ALLOYS GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES.
3465522    25/01/2017
MS. RUCHI CHOUDHARY
trading as ; THE LOST CHARM
B-62/7 IIND FLOOR NAIRANA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
" PRECIOUS METALS, ALLOYS GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES;
3466656  25/01/2017
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since : 13/10/2014
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY OF PRECIOUS METALS & STONES
3468525  30/01/2017
MAHASHIAN DI HATTI PVT. LTD.
MDH HOUSE, 9/44, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
1041874
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
3469247    30/01/2017
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since : 18/03/2016
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
3469609  31/01/2017
SANJAY KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;NISHA TRADING COMPANY
NISHA TRADING COMPANY, BAZAR JAT, AMROHA -244221, U.P.
MANUFACTURE
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
3470851  31/01/2017
SAVJI HARKHA BANGARI
trading as ;SAYONARA
SHOP NO. 67, BIG SPLASH, NR.NAVRATNA HOTEL, SECTOR 17, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400705
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
JEWELLERY
3471056    01/02/2017
PRIYA YADAV
trading as ;P3 WORLD ENTERPRISES
PLOT NO. 12, RZ B 104, KH. NO. 77/1/2, MAHAVIR VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110045
TRADE AND MANUFACTURING
Used Since :01/02/2017
DELHI
BUSINESS OF TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIMEPIECES, ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREOF, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS AND COATED THEREWITH, INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
FOGLA
3471155  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since : 17/02/1994
KOLKATA
Precious Metals and Their Alloys and Goods in Precious Metals or Coated therewith, not included in other Classes, Statues, Statuettes and Figurines (Statuettes) of Precious Metal, Boxes of Precious Metal, Badges of Precious Metal, Chains, Earrings, Rings, Bracelets and Necklaces of Precious Metal, Precious Stones and Semi-Precious Stones, Diamonds and Agates, Pearls (Jewellery), Costume Jewellery, Horological and Chronometrical instruments, Clocks, Watches.
3471216  31/01/2017
RAJNI GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S LEMONADE INTERNATIONAL
trading as ;M/s LEMONADE INTERNATIONAL
SHOP No.7, 289/67, MOTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Used Since :03/03/2016
DELHI
WATCHES AND PARTS THEREOF, WATCHES ACCESSORIES, FASHION LIFESTYLE ACCESSORIES, PRECIOUS METALS
AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL
JEWELLERY, KIDS WATCHES, LED WATCHES.
3471848    02/02/2017
MS. MONIKA
H.NO. 209/A, NEAR HOLI CHOWK, MAHIPALPUR, DELHI-110037.
TRADER AND MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, AND FINE ART JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 14

3472416 02/02/2017
NITINBHAI K. KAGATHARA
trading as ;SWETA ENTERPRISE
SHOP NO-8, ABOVE ASHTHA IND. ESTATE,B/H. 6, LATI PLOT,MOON NAGAR MAIN ROAD,MORBI-363641, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF WATCHES TIME PIECES, WALL CLOCKS AND PARTS THERE OF AND ITS FITTING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 14
3473294  03/02/2017
PRAKASHCHAND K. BADAMA
68/72, GANPAT BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, SHOP 11, 12, Dhanji STREET, ZAVERI BAZAAR, MUMBAI-400003,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GOLD ORNAMENTS
3475371 06/02/2017
ANUPAM SAXENA
trading as ;ANUPAM SAXENA
H-53, RANGALI COLONY, SIKANDRA AGRA 282007
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :02/02/2017
DELHI
JEWELRY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
RAJWARAH JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-207, GREATER KAILASH PART-I, NEW DELHI-110048.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :02/01/2003
DELHI
METAL JEWELLERY, DIMOND AND STONES.
3475468  06/02/2017
ISHIRA CREATIONS
308, Lotus House, New Marine Lines, Mumbai - 400020
Manufacturers and merchants
proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAJRIA & CO.
304, PUSHPA BHUVAN, NEAR STRAND CINEMA, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :08/12/2016

MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery, precious stones, fashion jewellery, being goods included in Class 14
3476854 07/02/2017
SUSHIL KUMAR
AJIT SINGH
SANGEETA SAINI
NEHA RANI
SUMIT KUMAR
ABHAY KANDHOL
PIYUSH KUMAR
trading as ;TRADER
H. NO. B-54,SEC. 1, SHATABDI NAGAR, MEERUT, UP-250103
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
, ADVOCATE
AWAR LEGAL ASSOCIATES, 103, PARADISE COMPLEX, SAROJINI MARG, BEHIND PARK PRIME HOTEL,
NEAR STATUE CIRCLE, JAIPUR - 302005, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other
classes; jewellery, precious stones; hierological and chronometric instruments.
3477640    08/02/2017
PUSHPA NEGI
trading as ;NEGI ENTERPRISES
WPP 167C, PITAM PURA, NORTH WEST DELHI 110034
Manufacturer And Trader Of Goods
PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BADAL KUMAR GUPTA
Flat no. 47, Delhi Government Officer Flat, Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :14/12/2016
DELHI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
Eravos
3477968  08/02/2017
INDILEO EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Eravos
104. A.S.Dias Bldg, Dr. C.H. Street, Marine Lines, Mumbai- 400002, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Merchants
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 25/01/2017
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
SHAHBEEZ
3478351  09/02/2017
SULEMAN S. HIRANI
SALEEM S. HIRANI
ZEEENATH S. HIRANI
SHAINA S. HIRANI
trading as ;CALIBER ENTERPRISES
H. NO. 4-1-88/1/2,3, R.B.V.R. REDDY HOSTEL SHOPPING COMPELX, TILAK ROAD HYDERABAD - 500001 (TELANGANA), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3463085

CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING IMITATION JEWELLERY, WATCHES AND CLOCKS.
3479460    09/02/2017
VARUN PRABHUBHAI SURATI
trading as ;HANDLUV - Be Adorable
Matadin Yadav Chawl, Maheshwar Nagar, Appa Pada, Kurar Village, Malad East, Mumbai - 400097, Maharashtra.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/04/2015

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
CREATURE
3480180  10/02/2017
VIBHOR GOEL
G-112, PATEL NAGAR-III, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201001
Manufacturing and Trading
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
2242181  30/11/2011
THE BOMBAY DYEING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
NEVILLE HOUSE, J.N. HEREDIA MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1866
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpaturu estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
2606306  03/10/2013
TRDP HAPPY WORLD PVT. LTD
92 CHANDERLOK PITAMPURA DELHI 34
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2532927
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 15
2665895  24/01/2014
HITAISHI KK MANUFACTURING CO. PVT. LTD.
1.B.K. PAUL AVENUE,KOLKATA 700005,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHIRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/2007
KOLKATA
Musical instruments and parts thereof
2667504  28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
3464502  24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR.NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN-673 004,
STATE OF KERALA,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014

CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, SYNTHESIZERS BEING ELECTRONIC MUSICAL APPARATUS OR INSTRUMENTS,
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED RHYTHM BOXES FOR USE WITH OR INCORPORATION INTO ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS FOR PROVIDING RHYTHMIC ACCOMPANIMENT, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
AUXILIARIES TUNING FORKS TUNING APPARATUS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS DRUMS [ MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ] EFFECTORS FOR ELECTRIC OF ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS GUITARS KEYBOARDS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ORGANS PIANOS; RHYTHM MACHINES.
3465776   25/01/2017
N. BHAKTHAVACHALU
trading as ;RAJAN AND RAJAN INDUSTRIES
40, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ORIKKAI, KANCHIPURAM, TAMIL NADU 631 501
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.SATISH
11.LAKE VIEW ROAD, B-1, DHANALAKSHMI APARTMENTS, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI 600 033
Used Since :23/05/2006
CHENNAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
3469248  30/01/2017
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD'S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :18/03/2016
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
3470877    01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
trading as ;DARZI (INDIA) LLP
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
TRADER & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING BAND PLAYING INSTRUMENTS, MUSICAL ACCESSORIES, MUSICAL BOXES,
KEYBOARD INSTUMENTS, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, MECHANICAL PAINOS
FOGLA

3471156  31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA
3471735 02/02/2017
ABDUL NAEEM (GULLU)
trading as ;GULLU MUSICAL KENDRA
68-B, MUKHERJEE PARK, CHOWKANI ROAD, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :08/04/1997
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
3476089 07/02/2017

PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
trading as: PIYUSH LAVJIBHAI DALIYA
4-MAMTAPARK, PART-1, NR. KAPODRA POLICE STATION, KAPODRA, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT-INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-15.
1956620    27/04/2010
M/S. HT MEDIA LIMITED
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/03/2010
DELHI
NEWS PAPERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, PERIODICALS, BUSINESS PAPERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS
2014780  27/08/2010
VED PRAKASG SONI
trading as :M/S EVERSINE PUBLISHERS
SONI HOUSE, WZ - 348, NANGALRAYA, NEW DELHI - 110046
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K D S CONSULTANTS
G-22/93, SECTOR-07, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-85
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
SCHOOL BOOKS AND GENERAL BOOKS
2192174  18/08/2011
RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
trading as ; RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
176, 31 ST CROSS, 11TH MAIN, 4TH BLOCK (E), JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
MERCHANTS AND CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/06/2006

CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PRINTED EDUCATIONAL, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL; PUBLICATIONS NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS.

No exclusive right over 100% MEMORY & MARKS PROGRAMME separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark and Subject to association with application no: 616925.
2192175  18/08/2011
RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
trading as ;RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
176, 31 ST CROSS, 11TH MAIN, 4TH BLOCK (E), JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/06/2004
CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PRINTED EDUCATIONAL, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL; PUBLICATIONS NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS.
No exclusive right over 100% MEMORY PROGRAMME separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark and Subject to association with application no: 616925.
2192176  18/08/2011
RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
trading as ;RISHI SAMSKRUTI VIDYA KENDRA TRUST
176, 31 ST CROSS, 11TH MAIN, 4TH BLOCK (E), JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/11/2005
CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PRINTED EDUCATIONAL,
TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL; PUBLICATIONS NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS AND TEACHING
MATERIALS, NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS.
Subject to association with application no: 616925.
THRESHOLD
Priority claimed from 13/05/2011; Application No.: 85/320,753.; United States of America
2232494   11/11/2011
TARGET BRANDS, INC.
1000 NICOLLET MALL, TPS - 3165, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55403 - 2467, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A MINNESOTA, U.S.A. CORPORATION.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRINTS; STATIONERY, ENVELOPES, LETTER RACKS, COOKBOOK HOLDERS; PICTURE FRAMING MAT BOARDS; OFFICE SUPPLIES, NAMELY PUSH PINS, THUMB TACKS, PAPER CLIPS, PAPER FASTENERS, STAPLES, RUBBER BANDS, BINDER CLIPS, ADHESIVE LABELS, INDEX TABS, PAPER HOLE PUNCHES, HANGING FILE FOLDERS, ADDRESS BOOKS, ADEHESIVE TAPE FOR HOUSEHOLD OR STATIONERY USE; BINDERS; THREE RING BINDERS; BLACK BOARDS, BULLETIN BOARDS, MAGNETIC BOARDS, TACK BOARDS; DESK CALENDARS; DESK PADS; PENS; PENCILS; DESK SETS; DESK FILE TRAYS, DESKTOP ORGANIZERS, DAY PLANNERS, BOOKENDS; FILE BOXES FOR STORAGE OF BUSINESS AND PERSONAL RECORDS, FILE TRAYS; OFFICE HOLE PUNCHERS; PHOTO BOOK ALBUMS AND STORAGE BOXES; MARKERS; CRAYONS; PAINT BRUSHES; GLOBES; GLUE, GLUE STICKS AND ADHESIVES FOR HOUSEHOLD OR STATIONERY USE; PAPER PARTY SUPPLIES, NAMELY, PAPER PARTY BAGS, PAPER INVITATIONS, PAPER PARTY FAVORS; FABRIC GIFT BAGS; GIFT CARDS, PAPER GIFT WRAP; PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS AND PAPER GIFT TAGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 16

KOCHI BUSINESS SCHOOL
trading as :KOCHI BUSINESS SCHOOL
EDACHIRA, KAKKANAD - 682030, KERALA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION REGISTERED UNDER THE TRAVANCORE-COCHIN LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC AND CHARITABLE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT XII OF 1955,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2011

CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS; TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.

Subject to no exclusive right to the separate words "Kochi Business School" except substantially as shown on the form of representation..
THE BOMBAY DYEING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
NEVILLE HOUSE, J.N. HEREDIA MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT, 1866

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai

**Proposed to be Used**

MUMBAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
2316126  16/04/2012
SHRI ANURAG MALIK
trading as : MALIK TRADERS
OPPOSITE GUJARATI BHAWAN, CANAL ROAD, GUMANPURA, KOTA, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
NOTE BOOK AND REGISTAR.
for State of Rajasthan only..
2321238    24/04/2012
RAJENDRA CHANDANI
SUNIL SUKHWANI
trading as ; PEARL ALBUMS
HOTEL SHRI LAXMI PALACE, NEW SANGANER ROAD, OPP. LAZIZ HOTEL, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 01/04/2009

AHMEDABAD
PHOTO ALBUMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2330509  11/05/2012
ASSOCIATED FOOD SYSTEMS PTY LTD
trading as ;Associated food Systems Pty ltd
6 Reichert Drive, Ernest Queensland, Australia 4214.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A Company Incorporated under the Laws of Australia.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2174808, 2174809
AHMEDABAD
Material made of cardboard, paper and fibre materials for the wrapping and packaging of food products and drink.
2393639  11/09/2012
MAHINDRA FIRST CHOICE WHEELS LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROMOTIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN RELATION TO VEHICLES.
BACHELORR’S

2394136  11/09/2012
ARUN AGARWAL
501, ANAND VILLA, BUDDHA MANDIR MARG, OPP. ST. XAVIER PLAYGROUND, PAREL T.T, MUMBAI-400012,
MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/06/1940

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
MAHINDRA FIRST CHOICE WHEELS LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROMOTIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN RELATION TO VEHICLES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2393639.
2662568 20/01/2014
KRISHAN ARJAN SINGH JASWAL
trading as ;M/s. ZERO POINT EDUCATION PLANET
FLAT NO. 24, 2nd FLOOR, RADHIKA APARTMENT, JUHU 10TH ROAD, NEAR H.S.B.C. BANK, J.V.P.D. SCHEME, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 049
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/12/2010
MUMBAI
Printed promotional material such as books, brochures, pamphlets
2665176    23/01/2014

PROBIR SARKAR
21D,RANI SHANKARI LANE,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700026,INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MARCHANT.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

KOLKATA
Printing and Stationery
2666516  27/01/2014
GLOBAL EDUCATION RESEARCH FOUNDATION
PLOT NO. 112, AMPAD, SEVASI, TA. VADODARA, DIST. VADODARA, GUJARAT, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchant
A REGISTERED PUBLIC TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since: 03/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; PRINTED MATTER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; BOOKS,
BROCHURES, PROSPECTUSES, MAGAZINES, POSTERS, CHARTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTS, DIARIES; BAGS AND
WRAPPING MATERIALS; NEWS SHEETS, INFORMATION SHEETS; STATIONERY; WRITING IMPLEMENTS, DRAWING
IMPLEMENTs, DIARIES, CALENDARS, BOOK MARKS, ALBUMS
NAOLIN
2666541 27/01/2014
NAOLILN CAPITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD
trading as ;NAOLILN CAPITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD
D.NO.6-3-873/1, FLAT NO: 202, ARIEN APARTMENTS, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :05/06/2012
CHENNAI
BOARDS, HOARDINGS, BROACHERS, VISITING CARDS, LETTERHEADS, PAPER, COMPANY COLLATERAL
PRESENTATION MATERIAL
2666544  27/01/2014
NAOLILN CAPITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD
trading as ;NAOLILN CAPITAL SERVICES PVT. LTD
D.NO.6-3-873/1, FLAT NO: 202, ARIEN APARTMENTS, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 082, ( A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :05/06/2012
To be associated with:
2666541
CHENNAI
BOARDS, HOARDINGS, BROACHERS, VISITING CARDS, LETTERHEADS, PAPER, COMPANY COLLATERAL
PRESENTATION MATERIAL
NERVE CENTREX SOFTWARE (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;NERVE CENTREX SOFTWARE (INDIA) PVT LTD

2666660  27/01/2014

NERVE CENTREX SOFTWARE (INDIA) PVT LTD
# 122, Soudhamini, 3rd Main, Gruhalakshmi Layout II Stage, Kamalanagar, Bangalore-560079.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, Kesavan Orchid (3rd Floor), 5/7, North Mada St., Sri Nagar Colony, Saidapet, Chennai-600015.
Used Since : 16/11/2011

CHENNAI

PAPER, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS;
STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT
APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); CATALOGUES,
BROCHURES
2667535    28/01/2014
EFRESH PORTAL PVT.LTD
trading as :EFRESH PORTAL PVT.LTD
PLOT NO.452, H.NO.8-2-601/P/6,PANCHAVATI COLONY ROAD NO.10, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 034 (A.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2013

CHENNAI
NAME BOARDS, LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, BROCHURES, HOARDINGS, PRINTED MATTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS,
COMPANY COLLATERAL PRESENTATION MATERIAL AND ALL OTHER STATIONERY ITEMS
2667745 28/01/2014
JAYESH MANSUKHLAL DOSHI
trading as M/s. K. C. METAL INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 13/14, DEWAN & SONS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ALLAYALI VILLAGE, PALGHAR (W), DIST. THANE - 401 407
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) related to Household or kitchen utensils & containers
ARGENTO
2667752  28/01/2014
SHARAN MAHESH BATHIJA
50, HUMGIRI BUILDING, 7th FLOOR, PEDDER ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Printed matter, like visiting cards, brochures, pamphlets,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 16

2669052 30/01/2014
M/S JUMBO HINDUSTAN BOARD
trading as: M/S JUMBO HINDUSTAN BOARD
6/259, NEAR SECTORE-D, SUKHLIYA, INDORE (M.P.)-452002
MANUFACTURING AND SALES OF WHITE BOARD, WRITTING BOARD, GREEN BOARD, NOTICE BOARD,
SIGN BOARD AND OTHER TEACHING MATERIALS.
REGISTERED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since: 01/12/2013
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND SALES OF WHITE BOARD, WRITTING BOARD, GREEN BOARD, NOTICE BOARD,
SIGN BOARD AND OTHER TEACHING MATERIALS.
Edu Sahara

2669227    30/01/2014
SMALL SYSTEMS COMPUTING PVT.LTD.
trading as ;SMALL SYSTEMS COMPUTING PVT.LTD.

AT 6-1-335/1, VENKATAPURAM COLONY, NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, PADMARAO NAGAR, SECURIDE RABAD-500 025 (AR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since :15/02/2013

CHENNAI

TEACHING MATERIAL BOTH IN SOFTWARE FORM AND BOOK FORM: NAME BOARDS, LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, ENVELOPES, BROCHURES, HOARDINGS. COMPANY COLLATERAL PRESENTATION MATERIAL AND STATIONERY ITEMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

DOVE SOFT PVT. LTD.
206-207, ORBIT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MIND SPACE, LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since : 19/08/2011

MUMBAI

Printed matter, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, letterheads, brochures, pamphlets
2671543    03/02/2014
YASH RAJ FILMS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Yash Raj Films Pvt. Ltd.
#5, Shah Industrial Estate, Veera Desai Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053
Manufacturer and Distributor
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate, Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2608267

MUMBAI
Comic books, paper, cardboards, goods made from paper and cardboard, printed matter more specifically related to
animation and cartoon characters, brochures, packaging material, artists material, photographs, stationery.
SALVAGING THE CORRUPT-A MEMOIR

2672000  04/02/2014
SUDHAKAR PUJARI
003, B-WING, EKSAR APARTMENT, CHANDAWARKAR ROAD EXTN, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 092
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Books, Magazine
SHOPIT

2673148  05/02/2014
SHOP IT TODAY INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SHOP IT TODAY INDIA PVT. LTD.

112, SECOND FLOOR, PARMESH BUSINESS TOWER-II, KARKARDOOMA COMMUNITY CENTRE, DELHI - 110 092
Manufacturer & Trader
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.P.SINGH ADVOCATE
D-322, THIRD FLOOR, RAJNIGANDHA APARTMENT, MAIN G.T. ROAD, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD-201005, UP

Used Since : 16/04/2013

DELHI

Note Books, Copies, Registers, Long Exercise Books, Spiral Registers, Papers, Cardboard and goods made from these materials, Files, Folders, Letter Heads, Printed publications relating to computer programs & software and other printed matter; stationery; Calendars, Diaries, Posters; Banners; Brochures; Catalogs; Flyers; Manuals, Newsletters, Packaging Material
2673410    06/02/2014
PARIJAT GARG
trading as ;Parijat Garg
Flat no. 402, Block 25, Heritage City, MG Road, IFFCO Chowk, Gurgaon - 122002, Haryana
Trading and Dealing in Goods
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.A. & ASSOCIATES
H-63 VIJAY CHOWK LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :14/11/2013
DELI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) printers type; printing blocks
2673693  06/02/2014
FITKIDS EDUCATION AND TRAINING PVT LTD
trading as: FITKIDS EDUCATION AND TRAINING PVT LTD
PHOENIX FITKIDS HOUSE, 2A, HAYES ROAD CROSS, RICHMOND TOWN, BANGALORE - 560025, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since: 01/11/2013
CHENNAI
PACKAGED KITS COMPRISING PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS* IN AND
2674245  07/02/2014
SUDARSHAN GUPTA
113, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, DIAMOND ENCLAVE, FLAT NO. 7H (7TH FLOOR), KOLKATA 700034.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since: 08/08/1989

To be associated with:
2510899

KOLKATA
Pens, Ball Pens, Refills, Jotter Refills, Sketch Pen, and Other Stationery and Writing Instruments Included In Class 16.
2674259   07/02/2014
AMITABH CHANDRA
trading as ;RADIANT ROUTE
ST. XAVIERS KINDERGARTEN BUILDING, RAMNA, MUZAFFARPUR, NORTH BIHAR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since :15/12/2013

KOLKATA
Paper And Paper Articles, Printed Matter, Publications of Books, Periodicals, Journals, Diaries, Brochures, Prospectus, Certificates (Educational, Social, Sports, Cultural), Forms (Registration, Application, Admission, Examination, Consent), Admit Cords Calendars, News Papers, Photographs, Stationery, Instructional And Teaching Material (Except Apparatus), Plastic Sheets, Sacks And Bags For Wrapping And Packaging Materials (Not Included In Other Classes), being included in class 16.
NALA BHIMAS

2674267  07/02/2014

B.VIJAYA PAVANI

trading as ;NALA BHIMA

PLOT NO.11-A, MP AND MLA COLONY, ROAD NO. 10-C, JUBILIEE HILLS, HYDERABAD, A.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since :28/01/2014

CHENNAI

BOARDS, LETTERS HEADS, VISITING CARDS, BROCHURES, HOARDINGS, PRINTED MATTERS, BILLS, LABELS, CARRY BAGS, FOOD PACKING MATERIALS, ENVELOPES, CALENDARS AND STATIONERY ITEMS
SINGHASAN
2674500  07/02/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 08/11/2013
DELHI
PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS LIKE MENU CARDS, MAGAZINE, BROCHURES, STATIONERY, PAMPHLETS,
VISITING CARDS, CARRY BAGS OF PAPER, CATALOGUE, BOOKS, PAPER & PAPER MATERIALS.
2674822 07/02/2014
BHARATI MULLICK
trading as SITALA BINDING WORKS
10D, PATWAR BAGAN LANE, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700009, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS.
INDIAN NATIONAL (S).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since: 10/04/1991
KOLKATA
EXERCISE BOOK BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2675546    10/02/2014
SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
EUREKA TOWERS 9TH FLOOR, B-WING, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/10/2000
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
XEROX
2686386  25/02/2014
XEROX CORPORATION
45 GLOVER AVENUE PO BOX 450 NORWALK CONNECTICUT 06856-4505 UNITED STATES
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, USA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/1961
DELHI
PAPER, PAPER ARTICLES AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; CARDBOARD, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS, OFFICE REQUISITES (OTHER THAN FURNITURE), INDEX AND RECORD CARDS AND FORMS, PRINTERS' TYPE; BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVE MATERIALS (STATIONERY), INKING RIBBONS FOR COMPUTER PRINTERS. TICKETS, WRITING SETS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2825246  10/10/2014
PREMIER OPTICALS PVT. LTD.
Kirti Manor, S. V. Road, Santacruz (W), Mumbai-400 054
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Printed promotional materials like magazine, brochures, stationery pamphlets, visiting cards, carry bags of papers, catalogue, books, paper & paper materials packaging material
2849215   25/11/2014
NISSAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-41, GIRIRAJ INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI 400 093, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND RETAILERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED, UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD GOODS-GIFT ARTICLES, WORKS OF ART AND FIGURINES OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, DECORATIONS AND ART MATERIALS AND MEDIA, FILTERING MATERIALS OF PAPER, BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR PLASTICS, STATIONERY AND EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS, PRINTED MATTER, PAPER AND CARDBOARD, PARTS AND FITTINGS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE 79, POLTON ROAD MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SELLERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
264806, 1962096

MUMBAI
PENCILS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 16

2898992 07/02/2015
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE 79, POLTON ROAD MUMBAI-400001
Manufacturers, traders and sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2174865, 2525516

MUMBAI
Drawing kit for students containing: Pencils, Erasers, Sharpeners, Scales (Foot Rulers), Leads, Mechanical Pencils, Leads for Mechanical Pencils, Colour Pencils, Water Soluble colour pencils, Dry Inks, Wax Crayons, Oil Pastels, Water Soluble Pastels, Poster colours, Water Colours, Water Colour Cakes, Water Colour Tubes, Water Soluble Pencils, Paints, Paint Brushes, Permanent Markers, Highlighters, White Board Markers, Black Board Chalks, Dustless Chalks, Gypsum Chalks, Glue Sticks, Pens of all kinds including Ball Point Pens, Ball Point Pen Refills, Ink for Ball Pen Refill, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artist's materials; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), Mathematical Instrument Set, Mathematical Instruments, Compass, Divider, Copying Pencils, Glass Marking Pencils, Checking Pencils and stationery of all types included in Class 16
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 16

2921266 13/03/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1356400, 1356417, 1447927, 2504953

DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS; BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES; CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETING CARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY; TEACHING MATERIALS.
2961584  12/05/2015

MR. LALIT RANKA
trading as: STEELCORP INTERNATIONAL
NO.6-B, RAGHUNAYAKULU STREET, PARK TOWN, CHENNAI-600003
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :01/08/2014

CHENNAI

OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOK BINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, PACKING MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PLAYING CARDS, PRINTERS, TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS.
2979402  04/06/2015
KAIRAS JEHANGIR VAKHARIA
trading as; Avana Investments
C/o. K J Vakharia, 4th Floor Keki Court, Cumballa Hill Road, Mumbai - 400036
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :04/06/2015
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials; paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), printers' type, printing blocks.
2981696    10/06/2015

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :02/05/2015

MUMBAI
PUBLICITY MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, POSTERS, POSTCARDS, BANNERS, MAGAZINES PERIODICALS,
CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
3088384   28/10/2015
KORES (INDIA) LIMITED
301, 302 & 202, Ashford Chambers, Lady Jamshedji Road, Mahim (West), Mumbai - 400016, in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1196045, 1196046, 1313771, 1610529
MUMBAI
Stationery; Writing instruments; Artist’s material, water colours, wax colours, crayons.
ROZANA

3099642  17/11/2015

SOURAV ARORA

trading as ;GOKUL CRAFTS

GOKUL CRAFTS, MATAK MAJRI, INDRI, DISTT KARNAL, HARYANA

TISSUE PAPERS (DRY & WET)

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA

H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001

Used Since :16/11/2015

DELHI

TISSUE PAPERS (DRY & WET) FOR CLEANING PURPOSE AND ALL PURPOSE, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER, PAPER CUPS, TOILET ROLL, PAPER PLATES, POCKET TISSUES, FACIAL WIPES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 , 06/03/2017   Class 16

3347213  29/08/2016
MAHASOPAN
trading as ;MAHASOPAN
PAR GOPALNAGAR, SINGUR, DIST. HOOGLY, PIN- 712 407, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2014

KOLKATA
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, COMPACT DISC CONTAINING SONG & LITERARY MATERIALS.

Transliteration: “ANANDA PREM BHALOBASA”
3377617 30/09/2016

YIN XIONG
No.71 University Avenue, Nan’ An District, Chongqing City, China
Merchants & Manufacturers
AN CHINESE NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Note books; Paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; Towels of paper; Books; Children's books;
Newspapers; Pictures; Bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; Pencil sharpeners; Folders for papers;
Indian inks; Steel pens; Pencils; Writing brushes; Square rulers; Drawing materials; Blackboards; Pastels [crayons];
Architects' models

Transliteration: LONG BEI
3461105 19/01/2017
RAMESH KUMAR MALL
trading as: R.K. AGENCY
1573/2, IIND FLOOR, AZIZ GANJ, PHARGANJ, DELHI-110006.
TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COVERING FOR STATIONERY, PAPER, ITEMS MADE OF PAPER.
3461128  19/01/2017

UTKARSH SMALL FINANCE BANK LIMITED
trading as ;UTKARSH SMALL FINANCE BANK LIMITED
S-24/1-2, First Floor, Mahavir Nagar, Orderly Bazar, Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 221002
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since :07/01/2017

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; BUSINESS CARDS; LETTERHEADS, FLYERS,
BROCHURES, CATALOGUES, APPLICATION FORMS, CHEQUE BOOKS, SLIP BOOKS, PERIODICALS; PUBLICATIONS,
GREETING CARD; DIARIES, BOOKS, BOOKLETS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES) AND ALL PRINTED MATTER PERTAINING TO FINANCIAL, BANKING AND INSURANCE SERVICES FALLING IN
CLASS 16.
3462501 23/01/2017
JASPREET SINGH

trading as: KHALSA DISPOSIBLE
SHOP NO. 77, KABRI BAZAR, OLD SABZI MANDI, ROORKEE (U.K.)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERMA CONSULTANT
7/512 MOH. DINANATH (SAHARANPUR)

Used Since: 01/04/2009

DELHI
TISSUE PAPER AND NEPKIN
3463100  23/01/2017
TANYA MATIA
trading as : QUBE UNIVERSAL
8289, NEW ANAJ MANDI, NEAR FILIMISTAN CINEMA, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STATIONARY AND PAPER PRODUCTS
3464503  24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN -673 004, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014

CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF STATIONARY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONARY, CARD BOARD, BOOKBINDING MATERIALS, PAPER PRODUCTS, OFFICE REQUISITES, MAGAZINE BROCHURES PAMPHLETS LETTER HEADS BOOKS PRINTED MATTER LEAFLETS VISITING CARDS BILLS VOUCHERS MAPS CHARTS REGISTERS GRAPHIC PICTURES LABELS PACKAGING CATALOGUES, PAPERS, BOND PHOTOCOPIER LASER PRINT NEWS FACSIMILE PHOTO DRAWING, TYPE WRITER PAPER, COMPUTER FORMS, NOTEBOOK BOOK.
3464865    24/01/2017
RATHEESH KUMAR.T.R
trading as :RTR DISTRIBUTORS
THOPPIL HOUSE, THURAVOOR P.O.CHERTHALA, ALAPPUZHA (DIST) 688 532. KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D,D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since :01/01/2008
CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER, ADVERTISING MATERIALS, PUBLICITY MATERIAL
SURESH MEGHJI KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, NEWSLETTERS,
PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, DIARIES, CALENDERS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS,
VISITING CARDS & STATIONERY
3469658   31/01/2017
ANWAR NAUSHAD ALVI
MRS. SHAMSHUNISSA IKBAL PATEL
trading as ;SHAJI ENTERPRISES
SHIV GIRI GALA NO 1, NEW KANOJHYA LOUNDARI, AYYAPA MANDIR MARG, KHAIRANI ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI-(EAST), MUMBAI 400 072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
GOODS PROVIDING FOR TISSUE PAPERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
AADVIDYA
3469709   31/01/2017
PREETI KHULLAR GUPTA
2101 ATS VILLAGE, SEC-93A, NOIDA -201301, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINTBRUSHES; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
3470878 01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
trading as ;DARZI (INDIA) LLP
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
TRADER & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BROCHURES, LETTERHEADS, PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PRINTING BLOCKS PAINT BRUSHES; PAPER KNIVES, CARDS, AND OTHER CATEGORIES OF PAPER AND STATIONERY ARTICLES FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION, INKJET CARTRIDGE, BUBBLE PEN CARTRIDGE, CARTRIDGE, (INK-) FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS, ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3470984  01/02/2017
SHEJUT
SHAJUNUS, ERANHIIKKAL, CALICUT - 673 303 , KERALA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMNER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since :12/08/2016
CHENNAI
LOGO , CAPTION , ADVERTISING MATERIALS , PRINTED MATTER, PUBLICITY MATERIALS
FOGLA

3471157 31/01/2017
RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since : 17/02/1994

KOLKATA
Paper, Cardboard and Goods Made from These Materials, Napkins of Paper, Toilet Paper, Packing Paper, Bags of Paper or Plastics, for Packaging, Printed Matter, Magazines, Books, Printed Publications, Graphic Representations, Cards, Greeting Cards, Photographs (Printed), Periodicals, Calendars, Transparencies (Stationery), Adhesives for Stationery or Household Purposes, Pencils, Pastels (Crayons), Paint Brushes, Plastic Materials for Packaging, Plastic Film for Wrapping, Self-Adhesive Tapes.
3472746  03/02/2017
SHRI PANKAJ AGGARWAL
trading as ;SHRI KRISHNA ENTERPRISES (SKE)
WZ-298, GALI NO.16, HARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110064
TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
TISSUE PAPERS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
3473199 03/02/2017
SACHIN AGARWAL
PARUL AGARWAL
SHAGUN AGARWAL
SUMIT NARAYAN AGARWAL
trading as :JAGANNATHPURI MANUFACTURER
MOH-CHIMMAN SHRIRAM COLONY, CHANDPUR, DISTT-BIJNOR, U.P., INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER: BOOKBINDING MATERIAL: PHOTOGRAPHS: STATIONERY: ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS: PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE):
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS): PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); NOTE BOOKS: PRINTERS' TYPE: PRINTING BLOCKS
3473786    03/02/2017
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS LTD
5732, BLOCK-A, STREET NO. 81, REHGARPURA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :05/01/2009

To be associated with:
1967160

DELHI
Plastic labels; Plastic wrap; Plastics for modeling; Plastic envelopes for packaging; Plastic materials for packaging; Adhesive plastic film for wrapping; Adhesive plastic film for packaging; Blank plastic adhesive labels; Plastic film roll stock for packaging; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Office glues.
O.M.D.

Priority claimed from 04/08/2016; Application No. 87127427 ;United States of America

3474420 03/02/2017

EDITORIAL HOLDING LLC
16027 Ventura Blvd, Suite 301 Encino, California 91436 United States of America

Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cook books; Printed matter, namely, paper signs, books, manuals, curricula, newsletters, informational cards and brochures in the field of plant-based eating as a benefit to the planet
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 16

INK TALES

3474834  02/02/2017

TANVI MEHTA
201, MARATHON HEIGHTS, PANDURANG BUDHKAR MARG, OPPOSITE BOMBAY DYEING, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Used Since: 16/05/2014

MUMBAI

paintings [pictures], framed or unframed, Stationery
STREETSTYLESTORE

3475287  06/02/2017
VISHAL PURI
53D, BLOCK AC, SHALIMAR BAGH, NEW DELHI-110088, INDIA
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :20/05/2012
DELHI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists' and drawing materials; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
3475360  04/02/2017

ACCUWRITE STATIONERY PRODUCTS

trading as : ACCUWRITE STATIONERY PRODUCTS

Plot No: C1-249/1, G.I.D.C Ind. Estate, Umbergaon 396 171 Dist: Valsad (Gujarat)

Manufacturers / Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050

Used Since : 01/01/2017

AHMEDABAD

School & Office Stationery, Erasers Included Fancy Erasers, Black Lead Pencils, Color Pencils, Sharpeners, Rulers, Stationery Cutters, Wax Crayons, Plastic Crayons, Oil Pastels, Water/Tempera Colors, Poster Colors, Adhesives, Stationery Glue, Glue Stick, Stickers, Bond Papers, Glitter Glue, Color Pens, Ball Pens, Marker Pens, Color Sketch Pens, Clay, Geometry Box, Craft Papers, Office Files, Ink, Stamp Pad, Staplers, Staple Pins, Notebook, Magazines, Carbon Papers, Diaries included in class 16.
3475400 07/02/2017
V CITIZENS ACTION NETWORK (VCAN)
42, A, ACROPOLIS, 28A, LITTLE GIBBS ROAD, MALABAR HILL, MUMBAI-400006
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT 1959
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUDISHA MUKHERJI
BUILDING NO.9, FLAT NO.10, SARASWAT COLONY, TALMAKI ROAD, SANTACRUZ(WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
Used Since :01/12/2016
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PRINTED MATTER, NEWSPAPERS AND
PERIODICALS, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, CATALOGUES, CHARTS, DIAGRAMS, GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION, GRAPHIC
REPRODUCTIONS, MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS); MANUALS (HANDBOOK), NEWSLETTER, PAMPHLETS, PUBLICATIONS
(PRINTED); TICKETS; BEING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS-16
3476312  07/02/2017
MR. SUDHIR GOYEL, MANAGING TRUSTEE
trading as ;M/s ASPAM Foundation
Resham House, Farm No. 9/1, Amaltas Avenue, Westend Green Farm Society, Shamalka, New Delhi-110037
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/11/2015
To be associated with:
2935076
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; Books, Magazines, Newspaper, Brochures; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching
material (except apparatus) and plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes)
3476313  07/02/2017
MR. SUDHIR GOYEL, MANAGING TRUSTEE
trading as :M/s ASPAM Foundation
Resham House, Farm No. 9/1, Amaltas Avenue, Westend Green Farm Society, Shamalka, New Delhi-110037
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :20/06/2016

To be associated with:
2935076

DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; Books, Magazines, Newspaper, Brochures; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus) and plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes)
RIGHT TO SPORT

3476393  08/02/2017
RHITI CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
7514, SEC D, POCKET-7, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SCRIBOARD (ADV)
LEVEL 2 ELEGANCE MATHURA ROAD JASOLA NEW DELHI-110025

Used Since :15/01/2017

DELHI
PAPER; CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTISTS’
MATERIALS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
3476431   07/02/2017
MR. AMIT JAIN
trading as : M/S PIKBUK TECHNOLOGIES
A-21, 2ND FLOOR, GREEN PARK MAIN, NEW DELHI-110016
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since : 01/10/2016
To be associated with:
3403798
DELHI
Decoration and art materials and media Filtering materials of paper, filter paper, filtering materials [paper], Stationery and educational supplies, Writing and stamping implements Correcting and erasing implements, Photo albums and collectors’ albums Adhesives for stationary or household purposes, Printed matter, Disposable paper products
THE MATHRUBHUMI PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
trading as ;THE MATHRUBHUMI PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
K.P, KESAVAMENON ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :13/05/1922

To be associated with:
3074504, 3074514, 3074523, 3428172

CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF PRINTED BOOKS
ZEE

3478083 08/02/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Essel House, B - 10, Lawrence Road, Industrial Area, New Delhi - 110 035
Manufacturers and merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Used Since: 01/01/1992

To be associated with:
2396559, 3285419

DELHI
BOOKS, PERIODICALS & VARIED PRINTED MATERIAL & STATIONERY GOODS, PAPER & PAPER ARTICLES INCLUDING BOXES FOR PACKAGING, CARDS, PACKAGING MATERIALS, CARDBOARD & CARDBOARD ARTICLES INCLUDING BOXES, PUBLICATIONS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSLETTERS, STATIONERY & OFFICE REQUISITES EXCEPT FURNITURE; INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIALS, CERTIFICATES, BROCHURES, CARDS, PRINTED MATTER, PAPER BANNERS; TAGS, LETTER HEADS, NEWSLETTERS, STATIONERY, LITERATURE PHOTOGRAPHS; 3D DECALS FOR USE ON ANY SURFACE; ABSORBENT SHEETS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC FOR FOODSTUFF PACKAGING; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS AND DRAWING MATERIALS; PAINTBRUSHES; PLASTIC SHEETS, FILMS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS' TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS; PORTABLE PRINTING SETS
3478501  09/02/2017
TRANSDATA GLOBAL LTD
Suite C, 2/F, On Lok Mansion, 39-43 Hollywood Road, Central Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since : 15/11/2015

CHENNAI
pre-paid telephone calling cards, not magnetically encoded; printed brochures; business cards; catalogues, brochures; paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes.; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); catalogues, brochures; gift bags; gift cards; gift wrapping paper; paper tags; paper and plastic bags for packaging
ATRANGI

3478639  09/02/2017
HARSHI KALPESH SHAH
trading as ;M/s. ATRANGI
54, Mani Bhuvan, 4th Floor, Hughes Road, Mumbai - 400007, Maharashtra
TRADERS
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paper and goods made of paper, not included in other classes; printed matter, plastics material for packaging (not included in other classes)
3478865  09/02/2017
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
trading as ;Ranvir Singh Bijarnia
B-50/200, Siddha Co-Operative Housing Society, Best Colony, Siddharth Nagar Part II, Goregaon (West), Mumbai – 400104
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 216, 2nd Floor, Dalamal Towers, 211, Free Press Journal Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Books; booklets; calendars; cards / charts; catalogues; engravings; newsletters; pamphlets; pictures; posters; printed matter; pens
TRY SOMETHING NEW

3479015  09/02/2017
BRANDBOUC & ANALYTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; Brandtouch & Analytics Private Limited
107, Sun Mill Compound, N. M. Joshi Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013
Manufacturer & Merchant
Incorporated Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHESTLAW
H 2/4, MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since: 12/04/2016

MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks
3479136 10/02/2017
SHOOT AND SHOW
KODAMBATTIL, KAMBILLIPARAMBA CHOOLUR P.O, PIN - 673 601, KOZHIKODE DISTRICT , KERALA ,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BINISH MATHEW
CHITTAAYAM HOUSE, CHATTUPARA, MACHIPLAVU P.O, IDUKKI DISTRICT, KERALA-685561, INDIA.
Used Since :23/12/2016
CHENNAI
NEWSPAPER, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, BOOKS, STATIONARY, PRINTED PUBLICATION AND MATTER, PRINTING BLOCKS, NEWSLETTERS AND PROMOTIONAL MAILERS, CLOTH AND APPARATUS FOR BOOK BINDING, BLUE PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ALBUMS , ARTIST MATERIALS, LETTERHEADS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, ABSORBENT SHEETS, ALMANACS, PAPER BAGS, PAINT BRUSHES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, STORY BOOKS AND NOVELS, ETC.,
3479139 10/02/2017
SHOOT AND SHOW INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SHOOT AND SHOW INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
KODAMBATTIL HOUSE, KAMBILIPARAMBA, BEHIND AIDED U.P SCHOOL, CHOOLUR P.O, PIN - 673 601
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BINISH MATHEW
CHITTAOM HOUSE, CHATTUPARA, MACHIPLAVU P.O, IDUKKI DISTRICT, KERALA-685561, INDIA.
Used Since: 07/12/2016
CHENNAI
NEWSPAPER, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, BOOKS, STATIONARY, PRINTED PUBLICATION AND MATTER, PRINTING BLOCKS, NEWSLETTERS AND PROMOTIONAL MAILERS, CLOTH AND APPARATUS FOR BOOK BINDING, BLUE PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ALBUMS, ARTIST MATERIALS, LETTERHEADS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, ABSORBENT SHEETS, ALMANACs, PAPER BAGS, PAINT BRUSHES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, STORY BOOKS AND NOVELS, ETC.,
3480561 10/02/2017
IRA RATTAN
75, POCKET-2, SECOND FLOOR, JASOLA NEW DELHI-110025
Traders/ Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/02/2017

DELHI
Paper and paper articles; articles made from paper and cardboard, books, publications, magazines, periodicals, brochures, pamphlets, catalogues, booklets, leaflets, bulletins, posters newsletters photographs, stationery; artists materials; office requisites (except furniture); instructional & teaching material (except apparatus) plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), packaging materials, direct mailers & printed matter for publicity and advertisement goods falling in class 16
PIPE-KING
2258959  30/12/2011
A.K. NARANG S/O. LATE. DR. GOPAL DAS NARANG
trading as ;NARANG FASTENERS
63, SUDERSHANPURA INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR-302006 (RAJ.)
manufacturer and merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/12/2011
AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPE, PVC PIPE & FITTINGS & PLASTIC ACCESSORIES.
2394390 11/09/2012
SOLAR-TECTIC LLC
416 LONG HILL ROAD, EAST BRIARCLIFF, NEW YORK 10510
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON-CONDUCTING MATERIALS FOR RETAINING HEAT USED IN SOLAR BUNGALOWS
2471391    04/02/2013
MR. RAKESH PARASHAR
trading as ; ARNAVI ENTERPRISES
B-49 GALI NO 2 GROUND FLOOR ANARKALI GARDEN JAGAT PURI DELHI 51
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since : 01/12/2012
DELHI
B.O.P.P., LOPE, H.M.H.D POLY BAGS & OTHER PACKAGING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 17
2523947    02/05/2013
NIKHIL.C.JAIN
trading as ;PARSHWANATH MARKETING
NO.5/2, M.K.K.LANE, KUMBARPET, S.P.ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE - 560019
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :01/05/2011

CHENNAI
TEFLOM TAPE BEING INCLUDED FOR CLASS 17
2606308    03/10/2013
TRDP HAPPY WORLD PVT. LTD
92 CHANDERLOK PITAMPURA DELHI 34
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2532925

DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCH, GUM ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTIC IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL, FLEXIBLE PIPES NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
2661409  17/01/2014
SWETANSSHU DWIVEDI
FLAT NO 503, WOODLAND APPT, 14/113, CIVIL LINES, KANPUR 208001, UTTAR PRADESH
MERCHANTS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HDPE SPRINKLER & PIPE AND COIL, SPRINKLER FITTING AND ACCESSORIES, WATER STORE TANK, MEMBRANES AND SEMI-PROCESSED SYNTHETIC FILTERING MATERIALS
2665519    24/01/2014
SANJAY PANDURANG BHAT
E-104, ROHAN GARIMA HSG SOC, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD, PUNE-411016
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :13/01/2014
MUMBAI
ELBOW, TEE, BEND JUNCTION BOXES, SOCKETS, P.V.C. PIPES AND FITTINGS.
ANKITA POLYTUBES (P) LTD.
NEW MAHENDRU, SANDALPUR RD, KUMHARAR, PATNA - 800 006, BIHAR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A Co. incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/1999

KOLKATA
uPVC PIPES & FITTINGS being included in class 17
28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as :LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASL.GUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND
INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF META
2668811  29/01/2014
PRANAV MUKEISH BATRA
ASIM ABHAY JAIN
trading as: ACP FOODS.
214, SECOND FLOOR, NIKISHA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PENKARPADA, PANDURANGWADI, MIRA VILLAGE, DAHISAR,
DIST. THANE-401 104
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Used Since : 16/05/2012
MUMBAI
PLASTIC ARTICLES PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND
INSULATING MATERIALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 17

2669930  30/01/2014
SATISHBHAI TULSIBHAI VORA
KHIMJIBHAI NATHABHAI VORA
ALPESHBHAI PARSHOTTAMBHAI KAKADIYA
trading as ;SHIVANJALI PIPE
SHED NO.2 PLOT NO.5 RAMESHWAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, B/H PARIN FURNITURE, GONDAL ROAD, VAVDI, RAJKOT-360004 GUJARAT (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPES INCLUDING IN CLASS 17
DST IRRIGATION PRIVATE LIMITED
G-1, VAISHNAVI APARTMENT, GITTIKHADAN LAYOUT, PRATAP NAGAR, NAGPUR-22.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
FLEXIBLE PIPES, MICROIRRIGATION COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2825060  10/10/2014
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :01/09/2013
To be associated with:
1219386
MUMBAI
PIPES AND FITTINGS (NOT OF METAL), PVC RIGID PIPES & FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS, TUBES (NOT OF METAL), PLASTIC TUBES INCLUDED IN CLASS-17
DEVICE OF DROP EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL,
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1219386
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :01/09/2013
To be associated with:
1219386
MUMBAI
Pipes and fittings (not of metal), PVC Rigid Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings, Tubes (not of metal), Plastic Tubes
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1219386

Trade Mark: Kothari Tapak Sichai
2825062  10/10/2014
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :01/09/2013
To be associated with:
1219386, 2825061
MUMBAI
PIPES AND FITTINGS (NOT OF METAL), PVC RIGID PIPES & FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS, TUBES (NOT OF METAL), PLASTIC TUBES INCLUDED IN CLASS-17
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF DROP EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE LABEL
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1219386
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 17

KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since: 01/09/2013

To be associated with:
1219386

MUMBAI
Pipes and fittings (not of metal), PVC Rigid Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings, Tubes (not of metal), Plastic Tubes
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1219386

Trade Mark: Kothari Sprinkler Sichai
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 17

2828732 16/10/2014
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Used Since: 01/09/2013

To be associated with:
828289, 1214224, 1219386, 1764335, 1874619, 2714568, 2714569, 2714570, 2825060, 2825061, 2825062, 2825063, 2825064, 2825065, 2825066, 2825067, 2825069, 2827867

MUMBAI
Pipes and fittings (not of metal), PVC Rigid Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings, Drip Irrigation System, Sprinkler Irrigation System, Drippers, PVC Suction Hose, Tubes (not of metal), Plastic Tubes

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1219386 AND 1764335
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Used Since :01/09/2013

To be associated with:
828289, 1214224, 1219386, 1764335, 2714569, 2827867, 2828732

MUMBAI

Pipes and fittings (not of metal), PVC Rigid Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings, Drip Irrigation System, Sprinkler Irrigation System, Drippers, PVC Suction Hose, Tubes (not of metal), Plastic Tubes

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 828289, 1214224, 1219386 AND 1764335

Trade Mark: Kothari HDPE Pipes
2828735  16/10/2014
KOTHARI AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 185 to 193, Chandramauli Co-op Industrial Estate, Mohol 413213, Dist Solapur in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :01/09/2013
To be associated with:
828289, 1214224, 1219386, 1764335, 2714569, 2827867, 2828732, 2828733, 2828734
MUMBAI
Pipes and fittings (not of metal), PVC Rigid Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings, Drip Irrigation System, Sprinkler
Irrigation System, Drippers, PVC Suction Hose, Tubes (not of metal), Plastic Tubes
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 828289, 1214224, 1219386 AND
1764335
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 17

VAIBHAVI INTERIORS PVT. LTD.
Mehul Nagar Main Road, Opp. Navrang Dairy, Kothariya Road, Rajkot. (Gujarat)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Used Since: 15/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE FOAM, PU FOAM INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3034257   16/08/2015

YASH PAUL
Mohinder Ahuja
trading as : ANSHUL INDUSTRIES
Village Kishanpura, P.O. Gurumajra, Tehsil Badli, District- Solan, Himachal Pradesh-173205
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
Plastic Sheets
3428293  07/12/2016
MR. HASMUKH C. VASANI
MR. KETANBHAI V. AKVALIYA
trading as ; SHREE RAM POLYMERS
S. NO. 143, PLOT NO. 2, J.K INDUSTRIAL AREA, NR. JAYNATH IND. AREA, LOTHADA, RAJKOT - 360001 (GUJARAT), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Used Since :05/12/2016

AHMEDABAD

PVC PIPE AND FITTING.
3439588  23/12/2016
HARDIK JAYANTILAL SARDHARA
SHRI VISHAL JAYANTILAL SARDHARA
SHRI DHRUVIL JITENDRABHAI SARDHARA
SHRI DHAVAL NAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI HITESH PRAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI KISHOR PRAGJIBHAI BUSA
SHRI CHANDRESH TAPUBHAI BUSA
trading as ;ALKALINE PLAST
PLOT NO. 3695/96/5, ROAD NO.07, G.I.D.C. PHASE-3, DARED, JAMNAGAR-361004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :21/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
P.V.C. PIPES, FLEXIBLE PLASTIC PIPES FOR PLUMBING PURPOSES, IRRIGATION HOSES, GARDEN HOSES.
FLUORO-COMP+
Priority claimed from 19/09/2016; Application No. : 87175902 ;United States of America
3462557    20/01/2017
KONGSBERG ACTUATION SYSTEMS II, INC.
ONE FIRESTONE DRIVE, SUFFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06078, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION DULLY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2288079
KOLKATA
HOSES, NAMELY, PLASTIC HOSES FOR TRANSPORTING FLUIDS IN ON-ROAD AND OFF-ROAD AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, AND MARINE APPLICATIONS.
**Proposed to be Used**

**Fluoro-Comp**

Priority claimed from 19/09/2016; Application No. : 87175898 ;United States of America

3462558  20/01/2017

KONGSBERG ACTUATION SYSTEMS II, INC.
ONE FIRESTONE DRIVE, SUFFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06078, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A CORPORATION Duly ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

KOLKATA

HOSES, NAMELY, PLASTIC HOSES FOR TRANSPORTING FLUIDS IN ON-ROAD AND OFF-ROAD AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, AND MARINE APPLICATIONS.
3464504  24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as OpenKart Internet Private Limited
DOOR NO.17/982C, 1ND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN-673 004, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA-673 639
Used Since: 18/11/2014
CHENNAI
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS, BUSHES, WASHER, PVC PIPES (RIGID PIPE, SWR PIPE, PLUMB LING PIPE CONDUIT PIPE), PVC FITTING (SWR FITTINGS, AGRICULTURE FITTINGS), HDPE PIPE, (HDPE COILS, SPRINKLER PIPES) AND HDPE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN ROUND SHEET, HDPE PIPE HOSE AND OTHER RUBBER AND PLASTIC ALLIED PRODUCTS.
3464827    24/01/2017
MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
trading as ;MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
1964/24, SHIVAM ENCLAVE, GHANIPURA, ROHTAK-124001 (HR.)
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/12/2016
DELI
CPVC/UPVC & PVC PIPE, PLASTIC PIPE, PLASTIC SHEED, FLEXIBLE PIPES & CPVC/UPVC & PVC FITTING LIKE TSE, ELBOW, UNION FLUSH CISTERN AND GOODS MADE FROM P.V.C., RUBBER & GOODS MADE FROM RUBBER LIKE RUBBER HOSE PIPE, LOW PRESSURE HOSE, PNEUMATIC, ROCK DRILL WATER HOSES, WELDING HOSE, AIR COMPRESSOR HOSE, RUBBER SHEETS, AS PER CLASS 17.
3464840  24/01/2017
SIJO PLASTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
NEAR GANESH MANDIR, VASANTRAO NAIK MARG, SUKHSAGAR CHAWL, KAMRAJ NAGAR, GHATKOPAR EAST, MUMBAI - 400077
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 19/10/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF PLASTICS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
SURESH MEGHIJ KAPADIA
Flat No.11, Sumangal Building, 3rd Floor, Plot No.76/C, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Road, Kings Circle, Mumbai - 400019
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :13/10/2014
MUMBAI
FLEXIBLE PIPES
Sai Azure

3467343  30/01/2017

VISHAL TAYAL
A-11, VIVEK VIHAR, PHASE 2, DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELHI LAW FIRM
CHAMBER NO E-717, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032

Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
P.V.C PIPES AND FITTINGS.
ANSH SACHDEVA
1/81, PUNJABI BAGH WEST, NEW DELHI-110026.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL.
3469250    30/01/2017
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD”S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :18/03/2016
DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND
INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017
Class 17

3469818  31/01/2017
JUJA RAM CHOUHARY
NO.99, KAVETI ARCADE, SULTANPET CROSS, BANGALORE-560 053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD, V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Used Since: 01/01/2017

CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND
INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
3470859  01/02/2017
MR. ROHIT YADAV
trading as ;K.R. ELECTRICALS
E-146, SECTOR-3, DSIIDC BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110039.
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D-MARK REGISTRATION CO.
4675/21, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI - 110 002.
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
ELECTRIC P.V.C CONDUIT PIPE, P.V.C. CAPING-N-GASING,P.V.C. ELECTRIC TAPE,INSULATING MATERIALS.
3470879   01/02/2017
MR. SUNIL MITTAL
MR. SUSHAIN MITTAL
MRS. RACHNA MITTAL
trading as :DARZI (INDIA) LLP
WZ-820 A, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHU GUPTA.
204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
RUBBER, CUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL, FLOATING ANTI-POLLUTION BARRIERS
FOGLA

3471158  31/01/2017

RISHI SECURITIES & FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
21, CHITTARANJAN AVENUE, KOLKATA - 700 072
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :17/02/1994

KOLKATA
Rubber, Gutta-Percha, Gum, Asbestos, Mica and Goods Made from These Materials (as far as included in this Class),
Plastics in Extruded form for Use in Manufacture, Packing, Stopping and insulating Materials, Flexible Pipes, not of Metal,
Plastic Film (other Than for Wrapping), insulating Paints and Lacquers, insulating Refractory Materials.
3471775  01/02/2017  
DHARMENDER 
trading as ;N.R POLYMERS  
B-18, STREET NO 6, LAL MANDIR ROAD, RAJIV NAGAR EXTN, DELHI-110086  
Manufacturer & Trader  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SANJEEV KUMAR  
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088  
Used Since :23/01/2017  
DELHI  
Self-adhesive tapes for packings
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787 ,   06/03/2017           Class 17

DOODLESHEETS

Priority claimed from 25/09/2016; Application No. : 87/182,505 ;United States of America
3472995    03/02/2017
WOBBLEWORKS, INC.,
1209 ORANGE STREET, WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19801 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF DELAWARE, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLASTICS FORMS FOR CREATING THREE-DIMENSIONAL ARTWORK, TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, SCALE MODEL
BUILDINGS AND ITEMS, FUNCTIONAL ITEMS, AND DESIGN ITEMS; PLASTIC PANELS USED TO MAKE THREE-
DIMENSIONAL ARTWORK, TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS AND ITEMS, FUNCTIONAL ITEMS, AND
DESIGN ITEMS
FIXOFIX

3473336  03/02/2017

SH. SUDHIR JAIN.
trading as ;P. D. K INTERNATIONAL.
167, ARIHANT NAGAR, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
ADHESIVE PACKING TAPE FOR INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL USE, SEALANTS FOR USE AS AN INSULATING MATERIAL, ADHESIVE TAPE FOR SEALING CARTONS FOR INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3473376    05/02/2017
DALBIR SINGH.
trading as ;D.S.R. TOOLS.
349/3, GALI RAJAN KHURD, PUNJA SHARIF, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
Rubber Parts and Tool, Hydraulic Jack Washer (Rubber), Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3473784  03/02/2017
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS LTD
5732, BLOCK-A, STREET NO. 81, REHGARPURA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since : 01/01/2014
DELHI
Flexible Plastic Films, other than for packaging, self-adhesive Plastic sheets for use in industry; Semi-processed plastic substances; Plastic film, other than for wrapping; Packing materials of rubber or plastics; Cushioning materials of rubber or plastics; Tinted plastic films for use on windows; Laminated plastic films for use on windows; Extruded plastics in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; Plastic film for packing, cushioning or stuffing purposes; Adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; Self-adhesive plastic sheets for use in manufacturing.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 17

3473787  03/02/2017
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS LTD
5732, BLOCK-A, STREET NO. 81, REHGARPURA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :05/01/2009

DELHI
Flexible Plastic Films, other than for packaging, self-adhesive Plastic sheets for use in industry; Semi-processed plastic substances; Plastic film, other than for wrapping; Cushioning materials of rubber or plastics; Tinted plastic films for use on windows; Laminated plastic films for use on windows; Extruded plastics in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; Plastic film for packing, cushioning or stuffing purposes; Adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; Self-adhesive plastic sheets for use in manufacturing.
3474156  03/02/2017
SANJYA JAIN
trading as ;MADHAV COTEX PVT LTD
10/231, FIRST FLOOR RAGHUBAR PURA MAIN ROAD,GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 110031
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUALITY REGISTRATION CO.
R-7, Gali 15, Garima Garden Near St. Mary School Sahibabad Ghaziabad (U.P.) 201005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
POLYURETHANE FOAM SHEETS
HIRMAG COIR PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
10, CLIVE ROW, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 6, KOLKATA - 700 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since: 01/01/2017

KOLKATA
POLYURETHANE FOAM (BLOCK).

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3476862 07/02/2017
M/S PRIME COMFORT PRODUCTS (P) LTD.,
trading as ;M/S PRIME COMFORT PRODUCTS (P) LTD.,
2B/2 ECOTECH III, UDYOG KENDRA, GREATER NOIDA-201306, U.P., INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2016
To be associated with:
2965348, 3029013
DELHI
RUBBER SHEETS, FOAM SHEETS, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKAGING,
STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS
3477385 08/02/2017
VIJAYBHAI P. SANGANI
VIJAYBHAI P. SANGANI
JAYKUMAR P. SANGANI
trading as: ASHIRVAD ENTERPRISE
SOPAN COMPLEX, SHOP NO.3, NEAR GEB OFFICE, NEAR DR. HATHI, NIRMALA SCHOOL ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 01/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
PVC FITTINGS, RUBBER, GUTTA, PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3477386 08/02/2017
VIJAYBHAI P. SANGANI
VIJAYBHAI P. SANGANI
JAYKUMAR P. SANGANI
trading as: ASHIRVAD ENTERPRISE
SOPAN COMPLEX, SHOP NO.3, NEAR GEB OFFICE, NEAR DR. HATHI, NIRMALA SCHOOL ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 01/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
PVC FITTINGS, RUBBER, GUTTA, PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3477663  08/02/2017
PIONEER POLYLEATHERS LTD
5732, BLOCK-A, STREET NO. 81, REHGARPURA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since: 05/01/2009

DELHI
Flexible Plastic Films, other than for packaging, self-adhesive Plastic sheets for use in industry; Semi-processed plastic substances; Plastic film, other than for wrapping; Packing materials of rubber or plastics; Cushioning materials of rubber or plastics; Tinted plastic films for use on windows; Laminated plastic films for use on windows; Extruded plastics in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; Plastic film for packing, cushioning or stuffing purposes; Adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; Self-adhesive plastic sheets for use in manufacturing.
3477696     08/02/2017
MANISHBHAI DHIRUBHAI NAKRANI
trading as ;SHREEJI LIFE CARE PRODUCT
16, DHARNIDHAR IND. ESTATE, PANNA ESTATE ROAD, B/H. B.O.C. LTD. N.H.NO-8, RAKHIAL, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT – INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF RUBBER, GUTTA–PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTIC IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES , NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 17
3479538   09/02/2017
GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :GUNNEBO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No. 102, Akruti SMC, L.B.S Marg, Khopat, Thane- West, Mumbai- 400601.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/07/1972
MUMBAI
HOSES MADE OF RUBBER FOR FIRE FIGHTING PURPOSE; INSULATING MATERIALS; RUBBER HOSE FOR USE IN AIR AND WATER; NON-METAL COUPLINGS FOR FIRE HOSES; (P.V.C) FIRE HOSES, CANVAS HOSE PIPE FOR FIRE FIGHTING PURPOSES; SYNTHETIC HOSES IN CLASS - 17.
AGRIFEM
3480171  10/02/2017
AGRIFEM INDUSTRIES
Anoop Agrawal
Ashutosh Agrawal
Sanjay Agrawal
trading as : AGRIFEM INDUSTRIES
Industrial Area , Bhadti , Khargone ( M.P.) Pin-451001
Manufacturer and Merchants.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since : 17/11/2015
MUMBAI
Flexible pipes , tubes , hoses and fittings therefor (including valves) , and fittings for rigid pipes , all non-metallic , Fittings ,
not of metal , for rigid pipes , Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes , Non-metal fittings for pipes , Non-metallic hose
pipes , Non-metallic pipe fittings , Pipe couplings of rubber , Pipe joint sealants.
Priority claimed from 23/12/2010; Application No. : 10/3792984 ;France

2147124  19/05/2011

BEYNAT ET JANNIAUX
33 rue des Montiboeufs 75020 PARIS FRANCE
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company organized under the laws of France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Leather; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols, bags; beach bags, travelling bags, shopping bags, rucksacks, travelling sets [leatherware]; pocket wallets; key cases (leatherware).

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
2393632  11/09/2012
ABDULSAMAD MERCHANT
B/31, GORDON HALL APARTMENT, 3RD FLOOR, 105, SOFIA ZUBER ROAD, MUMBAI-400008.
MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS,
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
2498009  19/03/2013
H.E. IFTHIKAR AHMED
FAHMEENA
trading as ; LEATHER COLLECTIONS
NO.135, VEPERY HIGH ROAD, PERIAMET, CHENNAI-600003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMIAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.
Used Since : 10/08/2012

CHENNAI
COMPUTER BAGS, PORTFOLIOS, HAND BAGS, BELTS, WALLETs, BRIEF CASES, TRAVELLING BAGS AND ARTICLES OF LUGGAGE AND PARTS.
DILPREET SINGH
B-112, NEW MOTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DON BANTHIA (COMPANY SECRETARY)
8/33, 3RD FLOOR, SATBHRAVA SCHOOL MARG, W.E.A. KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005

Used Since : 24/12/2013

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER
2663859  22/01/2014
CRAY INDUSTRIES LTD.
143A, RASH BEHARI AVENUE, KOLKATA 700 029, WEST BENGAL.
TRADER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :15/01/2014
KOLKATA
Fancy Ladies Bags, Purses, Travelling Bags, Bags of sports, Bags of climbers, Bags of leather, imitations of leather,
School bags, Shopping bags, Rucksacks, Suitcases and Umbrella
2667506  28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKINGSTICKS,
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER,
IIHANTE

2668892  29/01/2014
SH SALIL MEHTA
66 GUJRAT VIHAR DELHI 92
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; TRAVELLING BAGS, HAND BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, WALLETS, PURSES, VANITY GASES AND BRIEF CASES
2669774  30/01/2014
Sushil Kumar Gadla
trading as ;WELCON
9/H,TOPSIA ROAD,2ND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700039,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2003
KOLKATA
Leather and Imitation of Leather, Wallets, Purses & Tourist Kits Included in class 18.
2674260    07/02/2014
AMITABH CHANDRA 
trading as ;RADIANT ROUTE
ST. XAVIERS KINDERGARTEN BUILDING, RAMNA, MUZAFFARPUR, NORTH BIHAR, INDIA
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :15/12/2013
KOLKATA
Backpacks, Hand Bags, School Bags, Belts & Satchels, being included in class 18.
Thisrupt
2674805 05/02/2014
APARNA NAGARAJAN
FLAT 233, SHINE ON, BLOCK 2, RAHATH BAGH,C.V. RAMAN NAGAR,BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560093
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since:06/02/2014
CHENNAI
BAGS, SHOULDER BELTS [STRAPS] OF LEATHER.
BROGE

2674929  08/02/2014

P. SANDEEP REDDY
trading as ; BROGE

SRI SAI LAKSHMI NIVAS, NO. 240 LAKSHMI LAYOUT, BEHIND AREKERE, MICO LAYOUT, BANNERGHATTA ROAD,
BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560072

Manufacturer and Supplier

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since :07/02/2014

CHENNAI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES
2675547 10/02/2014
SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
EUREKA TOWERS 9TH FLOOR, B-WING, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/10/2000
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SKINS; HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-18
2817503  25/09/2014
RED CHILLIES ENTERTAINMENTS PVT. LTD.
Backstage, Plot No. 612, Junction of Ramakrishna Mission & 15th Cross Road, Santacruz (W), Mumbai-400 054
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMICUS IP
54, 3RD FLOOR, NRI COMPLEX, G.K.-IV, NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :02/11/2013

MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, umbrellas and parasols
HORNBULL

2852424  27/11/2014

ZAFAR IQBAL

trading as ;BLU HORIZON

F-25/3 THIRD FLOOR , SHAHEEN BAGH, ABUL FAZAL ENCLAVE-2, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA

MANUFACTURE , MERCHANT AND TRADERS

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DELKASH ASSOCIATES

F-12/9, SIR SYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025

Used Since :01/11/2014

DELHI

LEATHER AND ImitATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNEnS AND SADDLERY
2990833 23/06/2015
ROMA PRABHAKAR
trading as ;PLUSH COUTURE
H-5 GROUND FLOOR MAHARANI BAGH NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIDDHARTH KHANNA
A-8 SEC-4, NOIDA 201301
Used Since :14/07/2014
DELHI
"LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY"
3210475   15/03/2016

CHAND RATAN SWAMI
trading as :INDINEX
43, S.R.C.B ROAD, FANCY BAZAR, GUWAHATI: 781001
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES MONDOVI APPARTMENT, OPP : RABINDRA BHAWAN, 1ST FLOOR 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, AMBARI, GUWAHATI : 781001, ASSAM

Used Since :01/03/2010

KOLKATA

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS, BAGS, WAIST POUCHES AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS; PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER Falling under Class 18
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 18

3210476  15/03/2016
CHAND RATAN SWAMI
trading as ;INDINEX
43, S.R.C.B ROAD, FANCY BAZAR, GUWAHATI: 781001
Manufacturer & Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES MONDOVI APPARTMENT, OPP : RABINDRA BHAWAN, 1ST FLOOR 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, AMBARI, GUWAHATI : 781001, ASSAM

Used Since :01/03/2010

KOLKATA
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS, BAGS, WAIST POUCHES AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS; PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER Falling under Class 18.
3369903  23/09/2016
BHAVESH VYAS.
trading as : HEADWAY
A/1309, MHADA COMPLEX, ASHOK NAGAR, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI-400101.
TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since : 01/09/2016
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMMITATION OF LEATHER
3432671   15/12/2016
MANOJKUMAR SITAVLAL DAS
trading as ;GO BAG ENTERPRISE
SHED NO. 30, SHRINATHJI ESTATE, NEAR VADESHWAR MAHADEV TEMPLE, ETAVADA, SARASPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380018, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, HAND BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, GARMENT BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, LAPTOP BAG.
VINOD BHURALAL RAVARIA  
153, MODI STREET, 3RD FLOOR, FORT, MUMBAI-400001  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A INDIAN NATIONAL  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE,  
TRIBHOVAN GIRDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.  
Used Since :01/01/2017

MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS, OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER, LEATHER BELT, PURSES, PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOES, SHOPPING BAGS, TRAVELLING SETS, HAND BAGS, POCKET WALLETS, POUCHES, OF LEATHER, LEATHER JACKETS
3461981  20/01/2017
MR. ABHISHEK KUMAR
trading as ;A2 ACCESSORIES
36G/1, GOVINDPURI, OPP. KALKAJI DEPOT, NEW DELHI-110019
TRADING
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
WALLET, LADIES PURSE, BELT, JACKET AND BAG
3462295   20/01/2017
VARUN SHARMA
trading as ;SIDHI VINAYAK TRADERS
HOUSE NO. 2646, 2ND FLOOR, GALLI RAGHUNANDAN, NAYA BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NCR LEGAL NEEDS
CH.NO. F-724, F-BLOCK, KARKARDOOMA COURTS, DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, AND GOODS OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS, ANIMAL SKIN, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HAMESS AND SADDLERY.
3463393   23/01/2017
MOHD IRFAN
trading as INDIAN LEATHER WALLETS
PLOT NO. 3/388, B-BLOCK, AGAR NAGAR, PREM NAGAR-III, KIRARI SULEMAN NAGAR, DELHI-110086
MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS
Used Since :21/11/2016
DELHI
LEATHER GOODS & IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, INCLUDED WALLET, BAGS, PURSES, ACKPACKS.
3464505  24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.17/982C, II ND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE , PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE , CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN -673 004 , STATE OF KERALA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :18/11/2014
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION BY POLY URETHANE PVC SYNTHETIC ARTICLES OF WALLET BAGS PASSPORT COVER VANITY CASES TRUNKS SADDLER POUCHES BAG FOR CAMPERS TRAVELLING CLIMBERS NET BAG FOR SHOPPING BEAN BAG LUGGAGE SPORTS CASUAL BAGS DIAPER SCHOOL BAG TROLLEY LAPTO DUFFLE SHOULDER COSMETIC BACKPACK BUSINESS AND CREDIT CARD CASES KEY CASES BABY CARRYING ACCESSORIES BACKPACKS BELT PARASOLS PURSES WALLET SUIT BRIEF CASES RAIN COATS JACKETS HANDLES PLASTIC WHEELS AND SHOULDER STRAPS UMBRELLAS WALKING STICKS WHIPS HARNESS.
3464724  24/01/2017
MAHENDER SINGH
trading as ;JD ENTERPRISES
B-103, GALI NO. 1, NEAR ELECTRICITY POWER HOUSE, RAJVEER COLONY, KONDLI, DELHI-110096
TRADING
Used Since :21/10/2016
DELHI
TRADING OF LEATHER BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LUGGAGE, TROLLEY HAND BAGS, LADIES PURSE, WALLET AND ACCESSORIES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
THE LOST CHARM

3465521   25/01/2017
MS. RUCHI CHOUHARY
trading as; THE LOST CHARM
B-62/7 IIND FLOOR NAIRANA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURERS, AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Used Since: 01/05/2016

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS.
3468521  30/01/2017
MAHASHAN DI HATTI PVT. LTD.
MDH HOUSE, 9/44, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
1047270
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES AND WALKING STICKS.
NEWLY

3469058 30/01/2017
MOHAMMED SHAUKAT ALI
trading as ;STATUS INDUSTRIES
12-2-37/A/112/1, ASIF NAGAR, ZEBA BAGH, HYDERABAD-500 028, (T.S)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since:01/04/2005

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS LIKE SCHOOL BAGS, HAND BAGS, POCKET WALLETs, PURSES, BELTS, TRAVELLING BAGS AND TRUNKS
3469251    30/01/2017
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as; JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since : 18/03/2016
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, WALLETs, PURSES AND NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS
AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

LEATHER, IMITATION OF LEATHER AND LEATHER ARTICLES NAMELY BAGS, BACKPACKS, HANDBAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, ATTACHE CASES, POCKET WALLETS, CARD HOLDERS, PURSES, SCHOOL BAGS, SCHOOL SATCHELS, POUCHES, SHOPPING BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS, VANITY BAGS, HARD AND SOFT LUGGAGE, TROLLEY BAGS, TRUNKS, LEATHER BANDS, BELTS, KEY CHAINS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
3469551    31/01/2017
SURAJEET SINGH
B-157/4, GALI NO 10, SHANTI MOHALLA, NEW USMANPUR, SHASTRI PARK, DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS, AND SADDLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
LIVIYA

3470688   31/01/2017
LIVIYA INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD
27, Sutar Chawl, 2nd Floor, Marine Lines, Mumbai - 400002, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Used Since : 14/06/1993

To be associated with:
3112796

MUMBAI

Bags of leather for packaging, travelling bags
Happy Puppy

3472039    01/02/2017

RAHUL MANIK SHINDE
Bldg No. 3, Flat No. 53, Chaitanya Nagar, Vakola Bridge, Nehru Road, Santacruz East, Mumbai - 400055, Maharashtra
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :19/01/2017

MUMBAI

Pet clothing, Pet collars, Leather leashes.
PIERRE CARDIN
3472071  02/02/2017
PIERRE CARDIN
59, RUE DU FAUBOURG SAINT-HONORE, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A FRENCH CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
410131

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER; TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; SUITCASES AND BAGS WITH WHEELS ATTACHED; HANDBAGS; RUCKSACKS, SHOPPING BAGS, BEACH BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS; TRAVELLING BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS; BRIEFBAGS; PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; KEY CASES; WALETs, CARD WALLETs; PARASOLS, UMBRELLAS; VANITY CASES (NOT FITTED); SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS; POUCH BABY CARRIERS; HIP BAGS; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; HAT BOXES OF LEATHER
3472085 01/02/2017
ARABAB AHAMED
trading as; LEEWARD
147, Mathura road Gali Kojadan, HATHRAS - 204101
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 22/12/2016
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.
SBA

3473532  04/02/2017

VISHAL ANAND
trading as ;SBA
RZ-115, gali no 15 tuglakabad extension, delhi-110019
manufacturer, trader and whole seller

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUV KUMAR
c-7-72 east of kailash

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, HAND BAGS, BRIEF CASE, WALLETs, CARRY BAGS, BAG PACKS LEATHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
UZMA INTERNATIONAL

3473865  05/02/2017
MR.SAHIB ALAM
trading as : UZMA INTERNATIONAL
51, G.J. KHAN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700039, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
LEATHER GOODS LIKE BAGS, SMALL WALLETS, GLAVES, LEATHER ACCESSORIES.
MD IMTIYAZ
trading as ;EDEN'S GIFT
8690/14-B, SHIDI PURA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094

Used Since :01/02/2017

DELHI
SCHOOL BAGS, CANVAS BAGS, LAPTOP, BAGS, COMPLIMENTRY BAGS CLASS 18.
AJAY CHAUDHARY
trading as ;INDIA TRADING COMPANY
GH-109, EXCEL APARTMENT, OPPOSITE IME COLLEGE, SECTOR-5, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201005
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.
Used Since :18/02/2016
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017    Class 18

SENTHILKUMAR J
trading as :EXCY
41/18, GIRI ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI600017
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
3476342    07/02/2017
PANKAJ CHAURASIA
B-1481/1, GROUND FLOOR, SHAstri NAGAR, DELHI-110052.
TRADER & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :23/01/2017
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
3477845  09/02/2017
ARVINDKUMAR RAMNAGINA VISHWAKARMA
MRS. MARYAM MURTAZA MANGLORWALA
trading as ;VEUZA FASHIONS LLP
14, NORKAR COMPOUND, JAI MATAJI SOCIETY, PERU BAUG, ASLFA VILLAGE, GHATKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400084
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAHOTRE PRITI ARVIND BHARATI
A 502, YASHODA KUNJ MANGESHI SAHARA CO-OP HSG SOCIETY, CHICKEN GCHAR, KALYAN WEST, DIST - THANE, PIN - 421301, MAHARASHTRA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
3478067  08/02/2017
MRS. SONAL KAMAL RATHOD
trading as ;M/S.SONAL ENTERPRISES.
Manufacturer and merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
BAGS, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, PURSES, POUCHES, WALLETS, CARRY ONS, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLCRY.
3478937 10/02/2017
BLU HORIZON
trading as ;BLU HORIZON
94,MATHESWARTOLA ROAD,KOLKATA 700046,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGHANIA & COMPANY
E-1, 1ST FLOOR, 75C, PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700016, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2014
KOLKATA
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
AHSHAN ALAM
trading as ;RAHAT TRADERS
12,BALAI DUTTA STREET,KOLKATA 700073, WEST BENGAL,
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL (S)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since : 10/04/2015

KOLKATA
TRAVELING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES BEING IN CLASS-18.
3480095    10/02/2017
SMART WAY INDIA ENTERPRISES LLP
H. NO.4B, 1ST FLOOR, CHURIA MOHALLA, MADANPUR KHADAR, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI, 110076
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used

DEHLI
Handbags, Ladies handbags, Purse frames [handbags], Clutch purses [handbags], Leather purses [handbags], Travel handbags, Multipurpose handbags, Fashion handbags, Leather.
3480096  10/02/2017
SMART WAY INDIA ENTERPRISES LLP
H. NO.4B, 1ST FLOOR, CHURIA MOHALLA, MADANPUR KHADAR, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI, 110076
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Handbags, Ladies handbags, Purse frames [handbags], Clutch purses [handbags], Leather purses [handbags], Travel handbags, Multipurpose handbags, Fashion handbags, Leather
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

VIBHOR GOEL
G-112, PATEL NAGAR-III, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201001
Manufacturing and Trading
Used Since: 01/01/2015

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery
3480263   10/02/2017
HIDAYATULLAH
315/16, Ground Floor, Indian Hume Pipe Compound, Daya Basti, Shahzada Bagh, Onkar Nagar, Delhi-110035
Manufacturer & Trader
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
IX/6678, JANTA GALI (ASHOK BAZAR), GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI 110031
Used Since :02/02/2017
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
3480763  11/02/2017
HARIS.T
#19, TEESTA ARCADE, 2ND CROSS,LV TEMPLE, STREET, BALLEPET, BENGALORE-560053.
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :10/02/2017

CHENNAI
BELTS, BAGS, WALLETs, LEATHER PRODUCTS.
2223514    21/10/2011
K.V.JOSE
trading as ;KAITHARAN GLASS AND PLYWOODS
KAITHARAN GLASS AND PLYWOODS,PALACE ROAD,ALUVA,ERNAKULAM DIST,KERALA.
MANUFACTERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :26/09/2011

CHENNAI
PLAYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL BOARD ( FINGER JOINTED ) , PANEL DOOR,
Subject to restricting the area to Kerala.
H.K. BAJAJ

2276777  03/02/2012
HARI KRISHAN BAJAJ S/O. SH. MATADEEN BAJAJ
NEAR PUTRI PATHSHALA, BEHIND GARH, GYANODAY SAMAJ STREET, CHURU (RAJ.)
manufacturer and merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/01/2012

AHMEDABAD

Building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
PREMIUM ULTRA TEX

2283996  15/02/2012
DHARMENDRA YADAV S/O. SH. JEETRAM YADAV
DHARMENDRA YADAV S/o. SH. JEETRAM YADAV
KAMAL NAGPAL S/O. SH. RAM CHAND NAGPAL

trading as: TIRUPATI BALAJI CEMENT COMPANY

G-1, 180 H, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, BEHROR, DIST-ALWAR (RAJ.)

used Since: 01/01/2012

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/AGENTS ADDRESS:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

USED SINCE: 01/01/2012

AHMEDABAD

CEMENT.

subject to no exclusive right over word Premium ultra.
2305647   26/03/2012
SAMSUN CERAMIC PVT. LTD
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, B/H. BANDHUNAGAR., MORBI - 363 642. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :03/06/2011
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, DIGITAL TILES, DESIGNER TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PORCELAIN TILES AND TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS- 19.
BELEZA

2305889  26/03/2012
AMBITION MICA PVT.LTD.
trading as ;M/S. VENUS PLY INDUSTRIES
10, Raghav Residency, Opp. Naroda GEB, Naroda- Dahegam Road,Naroda, Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer & Merchant
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Laminates Of All Kind, High Pressure Laminate, Decorative, Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Laminated Sheet, Particle, Board, Prelaminated Particle Board, Mdf, Plywood, Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door.
2394391    11/09/2012
SOLAR-TECTIC LLC
416 LONG HILL ROAD, EAST BRIARCLIFF, NEW YORK 10510
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL; NON-METAL ROOFING, INCORPORATING
SOLAR CELLS USED IN SOLAR BUNGALOWS
2394488  11/09/2012
NIRMAL LIFESTYLE CITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
NIRMAL LIFESTYLE, L. B. S. MARG, MULUND (W), MUMBAI- 400 080
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN,
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS NOT OF METAL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD "NIRMAL".
2395040  12/09/2012
GUNNEBO SALZGITTER GMBH
DR.-DORNEMANN-STRASSE 1, 38259 SALZGITTER, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
Used Since : 09/05/2003
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC INCLUDING PLASTIC OR RECYCLED PLASTIC); GATES, FENCES & BARRIERS (NON-METALLIC); CLAMPS, CLIPS, FASTENING EQUIPMENT AND POSTS (ALL NON-METALLIC) FOR GATES, FENCES AND BARRIERS; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING (NOT OF METAL).
2530506  14/05/2013

A.R.ZULFIKAR
31/999, PLOT NO.21, PRESTEEGE PALM GREEN, GARDEN VILLAS, KUNJAN BAVA ROAD, KADAVANTHRA, COCHIN-20,
KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :15/05/2008

CHENNAI

HOLO BRICKS, SOLID BRICKS, TYLES, BUILDING MATERIALS, BLUE MATERIAL, ARTIFICIAL SAND, GRANITES, STONE
AND CEMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017  Class 19

2536305   23/05/2013
MEHUL VELJI RITA
ASHOK THAVAR RITA
trading as ;MAYUR PLY AGENCIES
PUNJAB DAIRY FARM STABLE, SANJAY NAGAR, RANI SATI MARG, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400097
MERCHANTS
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH VIJAY SACHIV
Flat No.6, First Floor, Aparna Mahal, Paranjpe "A" Scheme Road No.2, Vile-Parle (East), Mumbai - 400057
Used Since :14/03/2011
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATES, VENEERS, SUNMICA, MICAS, MDF, PRELAM PARTICLE BOORD
TOGO
2544177 06/06/2013
VIRGO LAMINATES LTD
VILL KURANWLAL BARWALA ROAD DERABASSI PB
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS AND LAMINATION SHEETS.
Ac carrier

2643783  17/12/2013
VARINDER SOFAT
trading as ;VARINDER SOFAT & CO.
V.P.O GHARUAN, TEH. KHIARAR DISTT. MOHALI, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :13/03/2013
DELHI
CEMENT
2664333  22/01/2014
MR. NAESH KUMAR
trading as ;M/s. MODERN GALLARIA
No. 59/1, New No. 1, 24th Cross, Kilari Road, Bangalore - 560053, Karnataka.
Trader and Distributor
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :15/07/2009
CHENNAI
Kitchen Hardware and Stainless Steel Kitchen Accessories.
2666627  27/01/2014
ANSE M.E
GEORGE K.V
trading as ;EVORA TILES
DOOR NO: III/428 A, NH 47, DESOM P.O., ALUVA, ERNAKULAM DIST, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC43/1983,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025
Used Since :06/01/2014
CHENNAI
TILES; WALL AND FLOORING TILES, NOT METAL
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as: LOT MOBILES PVT LTD

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS. NOT OF METAL,
2670707  31/01/2014
SAGAR CEMENTS LIMITED
PLOT NO. 111, ROAD NO. 10, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 033, ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since : 01/04/2008

CHENNAI
CEMENT
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
RAJAWAT
2671066  03/02/2014
VIVEK SINGH
trading as ;TARGET PLASTER
G - 15/62, SECTOR - 15, ROHINI, DELHI - 110089
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
PLASTER OF PARIS (PO.P), BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING;
ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2672341 04/02/2014
KUSUM KAUL
SUHAIL KAUL
trading as: FLAIR INTERNATIONAL
SANGAL SOHAL ROAD, BEHIND LEATHER COMPLEX JALANDHAR PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR, SANJAY GANDHI MRKT. BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB.
Used Since: 20/02/2013

DELHI
TOUGHENED GLASS AND GLASS FOR USE IN BUILDING, INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
2673377 06/02/2014
Devabrata Singh Khumanthem
trading as; DEVA BAMBOO & ALLIED INDUSTRIES
THANGMEIBAND KABRABAM LEIKALIMPHAL DISTRICT, MANIPUR, PIN-795004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42-A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since: 30/04/2008
KOLKATA
Bamboo Composite Products, Bamboo Boards, Bamboo Ply, Pre-Fabricated Portable Bamboo Houses and Shelters
2674812  07/02/2014

PIYUSHBHAI JAMANBHAI AMRUTIYA
MILAN JAMNADAS MAKADIA
MAULIK RAMESHBHAI KANSAGRA
JIGNESH BHAGAVANJIBHAI MAKADIA

trading as ;JYOTI ENTERPRISE

BLOCK NO.108, KASTURI RESIDENTS, SAMBIKA TOWNSHIP, MAVDI, RAJKOT-360004

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JAYESH DEVAJIBHAI JADAV, ADVOCATE
C/O. TRADETEND, 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Used Since :16/01/2014

AHMEDABAD

LAMINATES, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS AND DOORS.
2922665  16/03/2015

NARESH JAIN

trading as POOJA PLYWOOD

NAKODA MANSION, ANCHATGERI, ONI, DAJIBAN, PETH, HUBLI - 580028.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NAVEEN KUMAR N
No 17/1, Sri Rama Layout, Opp to RBI Water Tank, JP Nagar 7th Phase, Bangalore - 560078, Karnataka.

Used Since :30/06/2014

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATES, VENNNERS AND FLUSH DOORS
3006966   13/07/2015
N.K. REALTORS (P) LTD.
9, ELGIN ROAD, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA 700020, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
an Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since : 01/03/2014
KOLKATA
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN,
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
3393062  21/10/2016
WADHWA GROUP HOLDINGS PVT. LTD.
301, PLATINA, PLOT NO C59, G-BLOCK, BANDRA- KURLA COMPLEX, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA -400098
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :10/10/2016
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
AMAN BRICKS
7-F PURVAM PARK, NAVAYARD, NR. SANTOK NAGAR, CHANI ROAD, VADODARA - 390024, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BRICKS USED AS IN BUILDING MATERIAL AND OTHER ITEMS OF CLASS 19.
3428038    07/12/2016
SAFEALIVE INDIA PVT. LTD.
11/1/1-C/0, KAMNATH INDUSTRIES, B/H DHANMORA CHOWK, KATARGAM SINGANPORE ROAD, KATARGAM , KATARGAM-395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :21/03/2014
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARD, PLYWOOD FOR BUILDING, VENEERS, BLACKBOARDS, BUILDING MATERIALS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3441150  26/12/2016
SUNWORLD VITRIFIED PVT. LTD.
S. NO. 199/P, NEAR SUNGOLD CERAMIC, OLD GHUNTU ROAD, MORBI 363 642 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESSAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since :22/05/2010

To be associated with:
1980152, 3065274

AHMEDABAD
TILES, BUILDING MATERIALS (NONMETALLIC), NON METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND
BITUMEN, NON METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS AND NOT OF METAL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 19

3464449 24/01/2017
OTTATHINAGAL BEERAN
OTTATHINGAL AHAMED
ELLIKKAL VELUTHEDEATHI MANSOOR
trading as; METRO TRADING
DOOR.NO.P.P X/578 P, MURIKKAL ROAD, CHIRMANGALAM, ULLANAM PALATHANGAL (P.O), PARAPPANANGADI, PIN-676 303, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since: 01/02/2011

CHENNAI
NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS LIKE READY TO PLASTER CEMENT AND SAND MIX, CEMENT, WHITE CEMENT, CONCRETE MIX, MORTAR, PLASTER, GRAVEL, AGGREGATES BITUMEN, SLABS, BLOCKS, PAVING BLOCKS, TILES FLOORING, ROOFING AND OTHER TILES, TILE ADHESIVE MIXERS PREFABRICATED BUILDING STRUCTURES PLASTER OF PARIS SAND NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL M-SAND PLYWOOD MARBLE AND GRANITE NATURAL ARTIFICIAL CEMENT DOORS WINDOWS WALL PANELS AND BOARDS WALL PROOFING COATING CONCRETE MIX BUILDING MATERIALS
3464825  24/01/2017
MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
trading as ;MR. BHUSHAN BHATIA
1964/24, SHIVAM ENCLAVE, GHANIPURA, ROHTAK-124001 (HR.)
MANUFACTURE/TRADE/MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIVALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Used Since :10/12/2016

DELHI

TILES, WALLS TILES, FLOORING TILES, CERAMIC & VITRIFIED TILES, BLACKWOOD, PLYWOOD, PARTICLES BOARD, MICA BOARDS, DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES AND VENEER, FLUSH DOORS, TIMBER, PLASTER OF PARIS, P.O.P, MARBLES, NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL, WOOD/MOLDABLE WOOD, MANUFACTURED TIMBER, WOOD, SEMI-WORKED, BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENT, AS PER CLASS -19.
3467573  27/01/2017
DEEPAK P. PATEL
DEEPAK P. PATEL
REKHA N. PATEL.
trading as ;G4 MARKETING
NO-63, CHOKKANAHALLI VILLAGE, HEGADE NAGAR MAIN ROAD, YELAHANKA POST, BANGALORE-560064,
KARNATAKA -INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :20/01/2017

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, CALIBRATED PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, MEMBRANE DOORS,
LAMINATE DOORS, PANEL DOORS, VENEER DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD,
DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM
FACED SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD
LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
3469252  30/01/2017  
JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;JUVO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-1, FIRST FLOOR, GALI NO-15, MADHU VIHAR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, OPP MC DONALD’S P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :18/03/2016
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
3469453    31/01/2017
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
607545, 808247, 808248, 1213810
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD; VENEER; DECORATIVE PLYWOOD; SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FIBRE BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARD,
PRELAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD, MDF, DECORATIVE VENEER, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DOORS, LAMINATES
OF ALL KIND, HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE, DECORATIVE LAMINATE, INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES, POSTFORMING
LAMINATES, VENEERED BOARD, LAMINATED SHEET.
3469492    31/01/2017

KAVASSU INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGPAL & ASSOCIATES
A-5,SUNLIGHT COLONY-I,ASHRAM,NEW DELHI 110 014,INDIA

Used Since :19/05/2011

To be associated with:
2244298

DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, BITUMINOUS PRODUCTS FOR BUILDING, CEMENT, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL FALLING IN CLASS 19.
MAHESH TAYAL
S/O VISHNU DUTT TAYAL, GALI NO-1, UTTAM NAGAR, GOHANA DISTT. SONIPAT HARYANA-131301
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
VITRIFIED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, GLAZE TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, GRANITO TILES, WALL TILES, MOSAIC TILES, DECORATIVE TILES, FLOOR TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, QUARTZ TILES, PARKING TILES, AND OTHER TILES MADE FROM CERAMICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
MR YASH PAL
MR. SARDEEP KUMAR
trading as ; R SINGH LAMINATES INDUSTRIES
PANSARA, SHARANPUR ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR
HARYANA

Used Since : 01/01/2017

DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF- BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED LAMINATED SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOLDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, VEEBERS, TEAK PLYWOOD. MARINE PLYWOOD, HDF BOARD & TIMBER PRODUCTS.
3470471    30/01/2017
MANOJ NAVLANI
trading as ;M/s. POLITE PLYWOOD
107, Sapphire Square, Tower Chouraha, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :15/11/2014

MUMBAI
Plywood; laminates; veneers; non-metal doors (flush doors); blockboard
3471385  01/02/2017
OCL INDIA LTD.
17TH FLOOR, NARAIN MANZIL 23 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURERS & SELLERS
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/01/1952
To be associated with: 
2709495, 2745579
DELHI
CEMENT FOR ALL VARIETIES BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING;
ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL GOODS
FALLING IN CLASS 19.
3472361 02/02/2017
STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as; STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
C-66/2, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/01/2016
DELHI
Building Materials (Non-Metallic), Non-Metallic Rigid Pipes for Building; Asphalt, Pitch and Bitumen; Non-Metallic
Transportable Buildings; Monument, not of Metal including Ceramic Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Ornamental
Decorative Tiles, Granite, Marbles, Natural and Artificial Stones, Polished Terrazzo Tiles, Mosaic Tiles, Pipes of
Earthenware or Cement and Bricks.
STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
C-6/2, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
Building Materials (Non-Metallic), Non-Metallic Rigid Pipes for Building; Asphalt, Pitch and Bitumen; Non-Metallic Transportable Buildings; Monument, not of Metal including Ceramic Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Ornamental Decorative Tiles, Granite, Marbles, Natural and Artificial Stones, Polished Terrazzo Tiles, Mosaic Tiles, Pipes of Earthenware or Cement and Bricks.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as STERLING TECHNOTRADE INDIA PVT. LTD.
C-66/2, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI

Waterproofing Membranes and Allied Products (Non-Metallic), Building Materials (Non-Metallic), Non-Metallic Rigid Pipes for Building; Asphalt, Pitch and Bitumen; Non-Metallic Transportable Buildings; Monument, not of Metal including Ceramic Tiles, Vitrified Tiles, Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Ornamental Decorative Tiles, Granite, Marbles, Natural and Artificial Stones, Polished Terrazzo Tiles, Mosaic Tiles, Pipes of Earthenware or Cement and Bricks.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3473126  03/02/2017

NISHANT GUPTA
E-21, SATYAWATI COLONY, ASHOK NAGAR, PHASE-3, NEW DELHI-110052
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. KUMUD SINGH
C/O K.C. SINGHAL & ASSOCIATES B-1/21, YAMUNA VIHAR DELHI 53
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PLY WOOD, INDUSTRIAL AND DECORATIVE LAMINATE SHEET, FLUSH DOOR HARD BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, M.D.F.,
DECORATIVE VENEER.
MUMBAI
NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
3474288 06/02/2017

SHRIMATI KAVITA GOEL,
trading as ; JAI DURGESHWARI WOOD INDUSTRY
NEAR GANESH KANTA, KHAJURI ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
A-135, SECTOR 55, NOIDA, UP 201301
Used Since : 15/01/2017

DELHI
PLYWOOD, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARD, SUN MICA, DECORATIVE VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, SHEET WINDOW, MARINE
PLY, MDF BOARD, WOOD PULP BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3474289   06/02/2017
SHRIMATI KAVITA GOEL,
trading as ; JAI DURGESHWARI WOOD INDUSTRY
NEAR GANESH KANTA, KHAJURI ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
A-135, SECTOR 55, NOIDA, UP 201301
Used Since :15/01/2017
DELHI
PLYWOOD, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARD, SUN MICA, DECORATIVE VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, SHEET WINDOW, MARINE PLY, MDF BOARD, WOOD PULP BOARD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3474553  06/02/2017
SHRI SURENDRA NATH AGARWAL
SHRIMATI MANJU AGARWAL
SHRI ARVIND KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;TRIMURTI DOORS INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE MEHMOODPUR, BILASPUR ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
A-135, SECTOR 55, NOIDA, UP 201301
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PLYWOOD, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARD, SUN MICA, DECORATIVE VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, PVC BOARD, PVC PLY,
SHEET WINDOW, MARINE PLY, MDF BOARD, WOOD PULP BOARD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
GURVINDER SINGH
340, KAJI KHERA, LAL BANGLA, KANPUR -208007, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ITEMS MENTIONED/Covered
Used Since: 01/01/2013
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NONMETALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL. INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
KALRA
3476347  07/02/2017
ROMESH CHANDER KALRA
trading as ;ROMESH INDUSTRIAL CORP.
HOSHIARPUR ROAD, NEAR KHURAMPURA, PHAGWARA-144401 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2013
DELHI
Concrete Bricks & Blocks; Paver Tiles.
3476698  08/02/2017
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700 001.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :31/01/2001
To be associated with:
987095
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, VENEER, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FIBRE BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARD,
PRELAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD, MDF, DECORATIVE VENEER, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DOORS, LAMINATES
OF ALL KIND, HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE, DECORATIVE LAMINATE, INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES, POSTFORMING
LAMINATES, VENEERED BOARD, LAMINATED SHEET.
3476699  08/02/2017
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as :CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA - 700 001.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :31/01/2001
To be associated with:
987095
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, VENEER, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FIBRE BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARD,
PRELAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD, MDF, DECORATIVE VENEER, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, DOORS, LAMINATES
OF ALL KIND, HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE, DECORATIVE LAMINATE, INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES, POSTFORMING
LAMINATES, VENEERED BOARD, LAMINATED SHEET.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

No: 1787, 06/03/2017

Class 19

3477394  08/02/2017
KAMLESHBHAI M. RANGPARIYA
KAMLESHBHAI M. RANGPARIYA
MAVJIBHAI P. RANGPARIYA
JITENDRABHAI P. KAILA
KAILASHBEN A. KAILA
PRABHUBHAI B. PADALIYA
KANTABEN P. PADALIYA
KIRANBEN J. PADALIYA
SAGARBHAI P. PADALIYA
LATABEN P. KAILA

trading as: ROME TILES

LILAPAR ROAD, MORBI-363641. GUJARAT-INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since: 06/10/2006

AHMEDABAD

WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3477684 08/02/2017
MAYUR B. KUNDARIYA
DEEPAK M. KUNDARIYA
trading as; M/S. ULTRA CERAMIC
OLD GHUNTU ROAD, MORBI-2, - 363642. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS – 19
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

3478567  09/02/2017
VIDHATA INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
trading as VIDHATA INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
MAIN ROAD, OPP. NEW DMC & H, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2013

DELHI
Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Decorative Ply, Flush Doors, Particle Boards, Lamination Boards and Sunmica.
2248294  12/12/2011
SUNEER.N.V.P
NABEEL.N.V
KUNHABDULLA HAJI.P
trading as; ANTIQUE GALLERY
DOOR NO.5/19, KOTHI BAZAR, VADAKARA, CALICUT - 673 103, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
A TRADER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since: 27/01/2006

CHENNAI
CUP BOARDS, COT, DINING TABLE, CHAIRS, ALUMARA, OFFICE TABLE, ROCKING CHAIRS, EASY CHAIRS, SOBHA SET,
CORNER STAND, BENCHES, SHOWCASE, CROCKERY SELF, DRESSING TABLE, ROUND TABLE, CABINETS, INCLUDED
IN CLASS 20

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive
words in the logo..
2251260  16/12/2011
SOBHA MENON
E-106, SUNRISE CHAMBERS, NO.22, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE-560042, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :01/08/2011
CHENNAI

SLEEP PRODUCTS, NAMELY MATTRESSES, SPRING MATTRESSES, BOX SPRING AND MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS,
PILLOWS OF ALL TYPES INCLUDING NECK AND HEAD SUPPORTING PILLOWS, CUSHIONS OF ALL TYPES.
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
2316235  16/04/2012
MOHD. JAKIR PANWAR
RAJENDRA SINGH RATHORE
trading as; MEHAAI POLYMERS
155, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR - 302012 (RAJASTHAN)
manufacturer and merchants
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 15/02/2012
AHMEDABAD
WATER STORAGE TANK.
subject to sale of goods in the state of Rajasthan.
PRISONER WELEFARE FUND AHMEDABAD CENTRAL PRISON
PRISONER WELEFARE FUND AHMEDABAD CENTRAL PRISON, SALE ROOM, BHAJIYA HOUSE, SHUBHASH BRIDGE AHMEDABAD.
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL TRUSTEE FIRM

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

FURNITURE ITEMS INCLUDING IN CLASS-20.

for State of Gujarat only.
ULTORA

2514594   17/04/2013
ATMARAM SARAF
trading as ;AMBIKA AGENCIES
G-O, 1 AND 2, SHERZA ESTATE, H.NO. 5-3-989,NIZAM SHAHI ROAD, HYDERABAD - 500 095, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI
CURTAIN BRACKETS, CURTAIN HOOKS, CURTAIN RODS, CURTAIN RINGS, CURTAIN HOLDERS (NOT OF TEXTILE MATERIAL), CURTAIN RAILS, CURTAIN ROLLERS, CURTAIN TIE-BACKS AND BEADS FOR CURTAIN DECORATION
G.P MUTHU
trading as ;LAXMI GIFT AND NOVELTIES
D.S.I.D.C. 1/1, F BLOCK, BUDH NAGAR, INDER PURI, NEW DELHI-110012
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGHANIA AND CO.
N-17 PAL BUILDING GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
PHOTO FRAMES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
INTERPAN
2668527    29/01/2014
AUROLAM INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AUROLAM INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, ZAL COMPLEX, RESIDENCY ROAD, SADAR, NAGPUR. 440001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
Particle Boards,Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods(not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
Himalayan Capscon Industries
2669040  29/01/2014
Himalayan Capscon Industries
trading as ;Himalayan Capscon Industries
C/o Mudit Jain, Deewanji ka bagh, Scheme 10B, Alwar 301001, Rajasthan
Manufacturer and Distributor
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL JAIN
2B, Ramdwara Colony, Mahaveer Nagar, Near Durgapura Railway Station, Jaipur-302018
Used Since :27/03/2012

AHMEDABAD
Barrels, Bottle caps, stoppers for bottle, non metallic containers, non metallic bolts, bottle closures, non-metallic binding screws, decoration of plastic for food stuffs.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017 Class 20

2671723 04/02/2014
JAISON JOSEPH
APPU JOSE
BINU GEORGE
JOJI SCARIA
trading as ;STEEL CASTLE
X/481, NARIYANANI P.O., PONKUNNAM, KOTTAYAM - 686506, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :18/09/2009
CHENNAI
FURNITURE INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
2672379 04/02/2014
SHANTI LAL KESNANI
trading as ;SHANTI LAL KESNANI
G-1, KALP VRAKSH, BIHARI MARG, BANI PARK, JAIPUR-06
M/S SHANTI LAL KESNANI
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN
Used Since :30/01/2014
AHMEDABAD
MATTRESSES,PILLOWS, FOAM SHEETS, BOLSTER, CUSHIONS, BACK REST AND SEATS, FULL FOAM FURNITURE,
FOAM SOFA-N-BED INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
SLEEPWELL NUMBER

2672616 05/02/2014
SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-55, PREET VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-110 092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MATTRESSES AND MATTRESS TOPPERS INCLUDED IN CLASS-20.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 642398, 840342, 840344, 1433431 AND 1648498
SURESH KUMAR GARG trading as ;A V MARKETING
OPPOSITE WORKING WOMEN HOSTEL, SAFIDON ROAD, JIND -126102, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :07/02/2012
DELHI
MATTRESSES; FOAM SHEETS; COIR FOAM, COIR MATTRESSES; COIR SHEETS; SPRING MATTRESSES; FOAM MATTRESSES; RUBBER FOAM; RUBBER MATTRESSES; PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, MATTRESS TOPPERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.579737, 1771941 and 2337598.
Boonbox
2812535   19/09/2014
INTHREE ACCESS SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;INTHREE ACCESS SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
OLD NO.123 /1A, NEW NO.307, (FIRST FLOOR), TTK ROAD, MANICKAM AVENUE, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/09/2014

CHENNAI
PLASTIC CONTAINERS AND COVERS SOLD AS A UNIT TO THE FAST FOOD INDUSTRY FOR MADE TO ORDER FOOD PRODUCTS; SEAT CUSHIONS; NOVELTY ITEMS IN THE NATURE OF NON- LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL, NON-METALLIC PLASTIC SIGNS NOT MADE OF PAPER.
2884864    19/01/2015
MITHUN HARIKUMAR
trading as : INTERIOR ENERGY
DOOR NO.57/391E, 1ST FLOOR, THIRUNILATH ARCADE, TOWER LINE EAST ENCLAVE, CHILAVANOOR ROAD,
KADAVANTHRA, KOCHI-682020 KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since : 01/01/2011
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, FURNITURE MIRROR, OFFICE FURNITURE, WOODEN FURNITURE, MODULAR FURNITURE,
MODULAR KITCHEN AND ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE,
2976513 02/06/2015

VAIBHAVI INTERIORS PVT. LTD.
Mehul Nagar Main Road, Opp. Navrang Dairy, Kothariya Road, Rajkot. (Gujarat)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Used Since :15/05/2015

AHMEDABAD

MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, BOLSTERS, BACK CUSHIONS, MATTRESS PROTECTION, MATTRESS TOPPERS, BEDS, DUVETS, CUSHIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3102128    19/11/2015
ABHIJEET SONAWANE
16, Chintamani Plaza, Samartha nagar, Tapovan road, Dwarka, Nashik - 422011, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chairs for Salon.
FURNY

3164089  20/01/2016
STANDARD INFORMATION SERVICES PVT. LTD.
153, 1ST FLOOR, TOPIWALA CENTER MALL, Goregaon West, Mumbai-400 062, Maharashtra.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :20/06/2013

MUMBAI
SOFAS; FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
3214101  18/03/2016
JAGDISH PRASAD JAISANSARIA
Sushil Kumar Jaisansaria
Ram Lal Jaisansaria
Surya Prakash Jaisansaria
Navneet Kumar Jaisansaria
Navneen Kumar Jaisansaria
Jayesh Kumar Jaisansaria
RAI LAL HUF JAISANSARIA
trading as ;NIKUNJ ARTS
7, MILE STONE, BIKANER ROAD, SAWAI CHOOTI, SAWAI BALWANI, P.O. Sardarshahr-331403 (Dist.Churu) Rajasthan.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Used Since :15/10/2004
AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF FURNITURE.
NHR

3238844  19/04/2016

NEHA RASTOGI

trading as ;Neha Enterprises

A-54, Bhagwati Garden, Near Dwarka More Metro station, New Delhi - 110059

Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI

Wardrobe Covers for clothing.
OMX

3360456   12/09/2016
PANKAJBHAI P. PANARA
trading as ;OMX PLASTICS
15, PRAVIN ESTATE, NR, NAGARWEL HANUMAN TEMPLE, RAKHIYAL, AHMEDABAD-380023, GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PVC BALL VALVE INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3424429 02/12/2016
MR. CHIRAG MANSUKHBHAI KIYADA
RANCHHOD NAGAR, PEDAK ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Used Since :28/11/2016
AHMEDABAD
WOODEN AND STAINLESS STEEL FURNITURE.
3424797  02/12/2016
SUJAKO INTERIORS PVT. LTD.
L/534 ,GIDC ESTATE ,OPP.ADINATH NAGAR,ODHAV,AHMEDABAAD-382415
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AANAL JIGAR PANCHOLI
B-603, Signature-2, Sarkhej Circle,S.G.Highway, Sarkhej-Sanand Road,Ahmedabad-382210

Used Since :01/04/2015

To be associated with:
1069176

AHMEDABAD
MODULAR AND OTHER FURNITURE INCLUDED IN CLASS -20.
3428039  07/12/2016
SAFEALIVE INDIA PVT. LTD.
11/1/1-C/0, KAMNATH INDUSTRIES, B/H DHANMORA CHOWK, KATARGAM SINGANPORE ROAD KATARGAM ,
KATARGAM-395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :21/03/2014

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE AND MIRRORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
APURVA CHANDRAKANT VORA
trading as :INTERICAD
202, 2nd Floor, Law Garden Appts part 1, Opp. Law Garden, Ahmedabad - 380006, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXINFINITE LAW ASSOCIATES
B-83, SARATHI BUNGALOWS, NR. BOPAL TUBE WELL, B/H. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, BOPAL, AHMEDABAD - 380058
GUJARAT, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, FURNITURE PARTS, MODULAR FURNITURE, HOME AND HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, OUTDOOR FURNITURE,
FURNITURE FITTINGS, FURNITURE SHELVES, WOODEN FURNITURE, KITCHEN FURNITURE, RACKS, TABLES, DINING
TABLES, STANDS, CABINETS, CUPBOARDS, CHESTS, DRAWERS, CHAIRS, DINING CHAIRS, COUCHES, BENCHES, TEA
CARTS, SOFAS, BEDS, SOFA CUM BED, MIRROR, FURNITURE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-20.
3462478   23/01/2017
BLUE APPLE IMAGE CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.
A-103, RISHI APTS, ALAKNANDA, NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURE & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVANI BHATIA
H.NO. 3474, SEC 37-D, CHANDIGARH-160036
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TO DEAL IN FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE OF FRAME, GOODS OF WOOD, REED, CANE, SHELL, MOTHER OF PEARL, AND OTHER HOME DECOR ITEMS
3464506 24/01/2017
OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; OPENKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO.17/982C, IIND FLOOR BMT TRADE CENTRE, PUTHIYARA-KOZHIKODE, CALICUT DISTRICT, PIN -673 004, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since: 18/11/2014
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF FURNITURE AND FIXTURES OF WOOD, PVC, VINYL BOARD, BLOCK BOARD, PLYWOOD, BHUTAN BOARD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, MOLDED FIBER, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, IRON, STEEL, ALUMINUM, OR OF PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, PICTURES FRAMES, MIRROR, FIXTURES, DOORS AND OTHER FURNITURE, CURTAIN RODS AND RUNWAYS, CRADLE, PILLOWS, MATTRESS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS, CUSHIONS, HOME OR OFFICE DECOR WITH FIXTURES.
3468167   28/01/2017
JINDAL HOME DECOR (P) LTD.
trading as JINDAL HOME DECOR (P) LTD.
B-29, SANJAY MARKET, POCKET-III, SECTOR-2, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Bathroom Vanities (Furniture), Wardrobe, Kitchen Furniture, Kitchen Cabinets, Modular Kitchen Furniture, Wooden Furniture, Home and Office Furniture, Foam, Mattresses, Mattress Toppers, Spring Mattresses, Pillows, Air Mattresses and Pillows, Cushions, Sleeping Bags included in class 20.
3468519  30/01/2017
MAHASHIAN DI HATTI PVT. LTD.
MDH HOUSE, 9/44, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
1041882
DELHI
FURNITURE MIRRORS AND PICTURES FRAMES.
NIL-TEAK EXPORTER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NILTEAK EXPORTER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
THARAYATH HOUSE, PANAMANNU, PALLIKKUTH POST, NILAMBUR-679334
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 25/01/2017
CHENNAI
FURNITURE,BENCHES [FURNITURE], DOORS FOR FURNITURE, DINNER WAGONS [FURNITURE], FURNITURE SHELVES, OFFICE FURNITURE, SCHOOL FURNITURE.
3471506 02/02/2017
NEHA KOTHARI
trading as ;SUBHLAXMI PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
64, PHASE-II, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since :10/11/1986
DELHI
PLASTIC MOLDED FURNITURE, TABLES , BABY CHANGING MATS AND CHESTS FOR TOYS , FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE*SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES £*FQR V M&' THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
SANJEEV SAHNI  R/O-B-328, 2ND FLOOR, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110025.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER  Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
PRIMARK

3472347   01/02/2017
ASHISH GUPTA S/O. SH. B.S. GUPTA
PLOT NO. 8, OPP. KAILASH KENTEEN, ROAD, NO. 17, V.K.I AREA, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Manufacture and merchants trading as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :06/06/2014

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
3473193 03/02/2017
ANITA AGARWAL
trading as MAX ENTERPRISES
DEVKALI ROAD LAKHIMPUR KHERI -262701, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS, BEDS, BEDDING, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS.
3475355  06/02/2017

Dhananjaya.N
trading as; DSP Creation

No.6 Adharshanagar, Arishinakunte, Nelamangala, Bangalore-562123, Karnataka
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Sanjeev Kumar

AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Photo frames

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS CREATION EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3475605    06/02/2017
JB ROLLING MILL LIMITED,
Room No. S-3, D-16, City Chambers, Central Market, Prashant Vihar, New Delhi-110085.
Manufacturer & Merchant
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
Used Since : 01/01/1999

DELHI
WATER STORAGE TANK MADE OF PLASTIC 20.
3475658   06/02/2017
E.V. SUMA
10/44A, SREESAKTHY, FORT ERANIEL, KANDANVILAI P.O, KANYAKUMARI - 629810
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Mattresses, Mattress foundations, Mattress bases, Mattress cushions, Mattress toppers, inflatable mattresses, Bed mattresses
K.R. GOVINDASAMY trading as NEW VAANAVIL BEDS
414, METTUR MAIN ROAD, KUPPICHI PALAYAM, KESARIMANGALAM(PO), BHAVANI (T.K), ERODE (D.T)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES
3476354 07/02/2017
DR. BHASKAR MUNGILI
trading as ;EASYNECK
Flat No. 401, Indra Estates, Near YMCA, Narayaguda, Hyderabad-500029, Telangana, India.
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Used Since :07/02/2017

CHENNAI
Pillows; mattresses; furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane,
wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or
of plastics.
3476624  07/02/2017
ANIKAA ENTERPRISES
Roshan Sailwal
Pavan Kumar
C-188, 1st Floor, Sector-10, Noida Uttar Pradesh - 201301
Manufacturers And Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :30/01/2017
DELHI
Furniture, Furniture shelves, Decorative wooden boxes, Wooden racks furniture, Wooden furniture.
VESTA PROFILES INDUSTRIES LLP
trading as ;MANUFACTURING
PLOT NO. 10, WARIANA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, NEAR LEATHER COMPLEX, JALANDHAR-144001
MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KHERA ADVOCATE
PLOT NO. 30, CANTT ROAD, NEAR DAYANAND CHOWK, GARHA, JALANDHAR CITY - 144022 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :17/06/2016
DELHI
PHOTO FRAMES, PICTURE MOULDINGS, POLYSTYRENE MOULDING STRIPS USED FOR MAKING PICTURES FRAMES AND OTHER RELATED GOODS
3477802  08/02/2017  
RONAK D. MISTRY
trading as ;M/S. SHANKAR FURNITURE HOUSE
1ST FLOOR, AAROHI COMPLEX, NR. SOBO CENTER, GALA GYMKHANA ROAD, SOUTH BOPAL, AHMEDABAD 380 058, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :14/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
3477846  09/02/2017  
ARVINDKUMAR RANAGINA VISHWAKARMA  
MRS. MARYAM MURTABA MANGLOWALA  
trading as ;VEUZA FASHIONS LLP  
14, NORKAR COMPOUND, JAI MATAJI SOCIETY, PERU BAUG, ASLFA VILLAGE, GHATKOPAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400084  
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT  
REGISTERED LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
DAHOTRE PRITI ARVIND BHARATI  
A 502, YASHODA KUNJ MANGESHE SAHARA CO-OP HSG SOCIETY, CHICKEN GHAR, KALYAN WEST, DIST - THANE, PIN - 421301, MAHARASHTRA  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
SHREE RAMDUT HANDICRAFTS PRIVATE LIMITED
HANUMAN CHOWK, MEGHWALON KA BASS, PHALODI, DISTRICT JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN 342301, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :08/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS; BEDDING, EXCEPT LINEN; FURNITURE CASTERS AND FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL; FURNITURE OF METAL; SLEEPING BAGS FOR CAMPING; LIBRARY SHELVES; MAGAZINE RACKS; NEWSPAPER DISPLAY STANDS; UMBRELLA STANDS; MANNEQUINS; STATUES, STATUETTES AND FIGURINES OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC; WORKS OF ART, OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC.
GAADLA

3477909   08/02/2017

MR. NIRAV MEHTA
trading as ;Mr. Nirav Mehta

Shop # 85, Kumbharwada, Sion- Trombay road, Chembur, Mumbai-4000 71
Mattress Dealer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BEDS, BEDDING, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS such as air pillows, air cushions, and air mattresses, not for medical purposes; bed fittings and bed casters, not of metal; bed bases; bedding, except linen; beds*; bedsteads of wood; bolsters; cots / bassinettes / cradles; cushions; hospital beds; hydrostatic [water] beds, not for medical purposes / hydrostatic beds/ water beds, not for medical purposes; mattresses*; pet cushions; pillows; straw mattresses / straw mattress; sleeping bags for camping; sleeping pads / sleeping mats and such other furnishings under Class 20
3478071   08/02/2017
M/S. SREE THRICHERUMANNA ALIAS KOTTIYOOR DEVASWOM trading as ;M/s. SREE THRICHERUMANNA alias KOTTIYOOR DEVASWOM
M/s. SREE THRICHERUMANNA alias KOTTIYOOR DEVASWOM, KOTTIYOOR (P. O.) KANNUR (Dist.) KERALA. Pin: 670 651
MANUFACTURER, TRADER & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANAKYA
NO.1; NEHRU NAGAR, SUNDAKKAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE. TAMIL NADU PIN: 641 010
Used Since :01/01/1945

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS, SCULPTURES OF PLASTIC, WORKS OF ART OF BAMBOO.

Transliteration:  ODAPPOO
ATRANGI
3478640  09/02/2017
HARSHI KALPESH SHAH
trading as ;M/s. ATRANGI
54, Mani Bhuvan, 4th Floor, Hughes Road, Mumbai - 400007, Maharashtra
TRADERS
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber
Trade Marks Journal No: 1787, 06/03/2017

3479096 09/02/2017
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since: 01/12/2016

Mumbai
FURNITURES AND CABINETS
3479097   09/02/2017
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No.17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400079
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since :01/12/2016
To be associated with:
3479096
MUMBAI
FURNITURES AND CABINETS
3480462   10/02/2017
MUSTAFA ABOOBACKER
trading as : Davonport
10/381 Chittur Road, Vannamada PO Palakkad- 678555, Kerala
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 17/09/2015
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT;
UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER